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Overview of Institutional History and Context
Northwest Tech is a two-year technical college located in Goodland, Kansas, and is one of six
technical colleges in Kansas. It is located in the Northwest corner of Kansas on Interstate 70 and
is the only technical college in the western half of the state.
Northwest Tech is a workforce development institution designed to prepare students to enter
directly into the job market or to continue their education. The institution’s mission, “preparing
individuals for gainful employment in technical and professional careers, productive personal
lives, and lifelong learning”, continues to direct the operations of the organization to prepare
individuals for careers that require a technical certificate or an Associate of Applied Science
(AAS) degree.
1. Campus – Northwest Tech occupies 24 buildings housed on a 50-acre tract in Goodland,
Kansas. The college includes 11 program buildings, a library/resource center, a student
union, a fitness center, and a distance learning /general education facility. Off campus, in
Goodland, the college includes a daycare center, Armory facility for classes and wrestling
practices, and the Maverick Suites, off campus dorms.
Northwest Tech recently received Commission approval for an off-site location in Hays,
KS for its Medical Assistant program, with the off-site confirmation visit included with
the focused visit.
2. Students – The student body of Northwest Tech is primarily comprised of students from
the tri-state area (Kansas, Colorado, and Nebraska). With the addition of an intercollegiate athletic program, students in 2011 came from all over the United States as well
as from Brazil, the Ukraine, Moldova, and Uzbekistan. (enrollment map 2011)
3. Faculty, Staff, and Administration – The staff at the Northwest Tech campus consists of
99 employees, 67 full-time and 32 part-time: three administrators, two counselors, 26
technical instructors, five general education/developmental education faculty, 19 adjunct
faculty, and 44 full- and part-time support personnel. These individuals oversee
Northwest Tech operations, provide instruction, and offer student support.
4. Organization – Fifteen educational programs are currently offered by Northwest Tech.
These programs are:
• Automotive Technology (AT)
• Business Technology (BT)
• Cosmetology (COS)
• Carpentry (CA)
• Collision Repair (CR)
• Communications Technology (CT)
• Computer Graphics Technology (CGT)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diesel Technology (DT)
Electrical Technology (EL)
Engineering Technology (EN)
Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning & Refrigeration (HVACR)
Medical Assistant (MA)
Mobile Application and Entertainment Development (AD)
Respiratory Therapy (RT)
Welding (WD)

Northwest Tech operates year-round; however, most of the programs function with fall and
spring semesters. A full-time student’s hourly course load depends on program requirements
with the average being approximately 18 credit hours per semester.
All programs offer an AAS degree, which can be obtained by students who acquire 15 or 16
general education course credit hours and meet the technical program requirements. Students
who satisfactorily complete only the technical program requirements are awarded a technical
certificate. Satisfactory completion of a program requires a “C” grade or above.
Northwest Tech sustains a very strong reputation within the technical education field and fully
intends to preserve high quality standards. In order to maintain these standards and continue to
transition the institution toward a more collegial environment, Northwest Tech has put in place a
committee structure to discuss and address cultural changes within the organization and to
develop new processes and procedures. These committees include the following: Accreditation
Steering Committee, Strategic Planning Committee, Curriculum and Assessment Committee,
Admissions Committee, Marketing Committee, Enrollment Management Committee,
Administrative Council, Administrative Cabinet, and President’s Council. These committees
play an important role in guiding the college to make necessary modifications and to conform to
accepted academic and technical standards where needed while retaining its unique status as a
technical college.

Response to Previous Challenges Raised by the Commission
Northwest Kansas Technical College (Northwest Tech) was granted initial HLC accreditation in
2007 with a recommended focused visit scheduled for February 22, 2010, to address the
following areas:
• Assessment
• General Education Offerings
• Faculty Development
Northwest Tech provided a narrative explanation and documentation to HLC and the Focused
Visit Team as a means to satisfy HLC requirements in the areas mentioned above.
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Criterion One - Mission and Integrity
Northwest Tech operates with integrity to ensure the fulfillment of its mission
through structures and processes that involve the board, administration, faculty,
staff and students.
CORE COMPONENT 1A - NORTHWEST TECH’S MISSION DOCUMENTS ARE CLEAR AND ARTICULATE
PUBLICLY THE ORGANIZATION’S COMMITMENTS.
• The board has adopted statements of mission, vision, values, goals, and organizational
priorities that together clearly and broadly define Northwest Tech’s mission.
The mission drives planning processes and priorities for Northwest Tech. The Area Board
formally adopted the organization’s mission in December 2004, which included the mission
statement and purposes, vision statement, values, and institutional goals. The mission is reviewed
annually and the last revision was formally accepted in November 2010.
The following are the currently adopted vision, mission, values, and institutional goals
statements all of which can be accessed through the website and in the catalog:
Mission
The mission of Northwest Kansas Technical College, as an institution of higher learning, is to
prepare individuals for gainful employment in technical and professional careers, productive
personal lives, and lifelong learning. (College catalog-mission statement; Mission on website)
Mission Purposes
1) Offering associate of applied science degrees and technical certificates upon completion
of technical programs designed to meet student and employment needs.
2) Providing educational opportunities that enhance technical experience, problem solving,
communication, and human relations skills.
3) Providing relevant learning experiences supported by qualified and experienced faculty
and staff, progressive technology, and physical facilities designed to enhance the learning
environment.
4) Ensuring technical programs, curriculum, and teaching methodologies are continually
updated through interaction with business and industry, advisory councils, specialized
accreditation, certification agencies, and through the assessment process.
5) Promoting diverse opportunities for leadership and personal growth through student
organizations.
6) Maintaining a program of guidance to enhance the student’s decision-making abilities in
both career and personal goals.
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Vision
The vision of Northwest Kansas Technical College as a forward thinking, premier leader in
career and technical education is to maximize learning through progressive technology and
facilities, collaborations, and professional experiences that foster lifelong learning in a diverse
and global society.
Values
Northwest Kansas Technical College affirms the following values and beliefs as we pursue our
vision and achieve our mission:
Commitment to Learning
We believe that students can achieve their personal and professional potential through higher
education. We assume responsibility for providing varied general education, technical and
training experiences that will cultivate lifelong learning. We are committed to a program of
faculty development that fosters growth and academic freedom to assure high-quality and
relevant instruction and training.
Commitment to Quality
We believe that high-quality educational and technical programs, excellent student services, and
well-qualified faculty and staff contribute to the successful achievement of our students’
educational and career goals.
Commitment to Integrity
We recognize the importance and value of our institution demonstrating honesty and fairness in
all of our programs and services. We will strive to develop integrity and strong work ethics in
our students by modeling ethical and professional behavior throughout the institution. We are
committed to forging strong relations with our local community, regional businesses, and
industries.
Commitment to Service
We are committed to “student centered” service by providing support to meet their individual
differences and needs. We will strive to serve local and regional businesses and industry by
providing well-educated students to meet employment needs. We are committed to involve
students, faculty, staff and administration in community service.
Commitment to Diversity
We recognize the value of different student learning styles and the benefit of utilizing a variety of
teaching methodologies to enhance learning. We are committed to provide for student diversity
through the general education curriculum, technical programs, and the use of a variety of
teaching methods. We have an appreciation and encouragement of diverse student, faculty, and
staff populations.
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Institutional Goals
The strategic plan for Northwest Tech commits to fulfilling the organization’s mission and
purposes. The institutional goals established during the board planning session are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Promote and Enhance a Diverse Student-Centered Campus
Direct College Efforts and Initiatives to Ensure Enrollment Growth
Maintain Higher Learning Commission Accreditation
Further Develop Business, Industry and Community Alliances
Seek Additional Funding Sources

Each year in March, a strategic planning session is held involving the Area Board of Control,
endowment members, faculty and support staff, administration, and community members to
review and discuss the progress of Northwest Tech’s goal attainment and determine new or
confirm existing institutional priorities. (Strategic plan)
• The mission, vision, values, and goals documents define the varied internal and external
constituencies Northwest Tech intends to serve.
The mission documents clearly state that Northwest Tech intends to serve students well by
providing qualified faculty and staff, by fostering strong relationships with the local community,
regional businesses and industries, and by ensuring high quality and relevant instruction and
training which would include partnering with KBOR, the Area Board of Control, and transfer
institutions.
• The mission documents include a strong commitment to high academic standards that
sustain and advance excellence in higher learning.
High academic standards are central to the pledge the college makes to prepare students for
gainful employment and to set the tone of Northwest Tech’s commitment to the student.
Northwest Tech provides technical classes, general education classes, and technical and
professional field experiences in the fulfillment of its mission.
Stated values and institutional goals support the expectation for high academic standards.
Northwest Tech values different learning styles; instructors use a variety of teaching techniques
such as hands-on activities, lecture, online resources, and group activities to address student
learning diversity. In addition, students have access to a variety of critical technologies for their
program emphasis.
The institutional goals support Northwest Tech’s commitment to develop a student-centered
environment, educational and community alliance, institutional assessment to assure and
measure high standards and excellence in higher learning, and a strong financial foundation.
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The opportunity for students to receive an associate degree provides an option to enhance and
expand their world views, better preparing them for the rapid and varied changes which they will
encounter in today’s workforce. Several of Northwest Tech’s programs require national or state
accreditation or licensure, which allow students to obtain industry-recognized certifications
within their occupational field. (Program Accreditations; Student Certifications)
Northwest Tech has numerous articulation agreements in place; as part of the performance
agreement that is required and submitted to KBOR, the college has a goal to pursue additional
agreements with state colleges and universities in order to provide more opportunities for
students to continue their education. Northwest Tech works diligently to secure these
agreements that allow for a more seamless transfer of coursework to other post-secondary
schools. (Articulation agreements; Performance Agreement goal 1;
Coursework equivalency for transfer)
The college participates in the National Technical Honor Society (NTHS) to recognize student
achievement of high academic standards. In the spring of 2011, fourteen students were honored
with this recognition. (Press release) Northwest Tech also honors at the commencement
ceremony those students who achieve a 3.5 GPA or above. (College Catalog: Honor Roll)
Northwest Tech constantly works toward actualizing its vision of remaining a leader in higher
education by maximizing learning with a commitment to quality, integrity, and service. The
college experienced an average 92% overall job placement rate of graduates from 2008-2010.
(Graduate placement reports) Industry examination pass rates for the same time period show an
84.5% success rate. (Pass rates)
• The mission documents state goals for the learning to be achieved by its students.
Since the mission statement clearly emphasizes higher learning, and the values support this
objective, Northwest Tech assumes responsibility for providing varied general education and
technical experiences that will cultivate lifelong learning and encourage diversity and integrity.
To assure high-quality, relevant instruction and training that lead to an associate of applied
science degree and technical certificates, Northwest Tech is committed to faculty development
and growth through reimbursement of bachelor degree expense and support of faculty attendance
at conferences and industry specific workshops. Ultimately, the mission documents point to an
education that leads to gainful employment and that broadens students’ knowledge about the
world.
• Northwest Tech regularly evaluates and, when appropriate, revises the mission documents.
The Area Board of Control, the Strategic Planning Committee, faculty, support staff,
administration, students, and community members are involved in evaluating the mission
documents at the March strategic planning session.
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The Strategic Planning Committee submits proposed changes to the faculty during a regularly
scheduled faculty meeting. The final draft of the mission documents is presented to the Area
Board of Control for discussion and approval. The mission is reviewed annually with the last
revisions made in September 2010. (Minutes)
• Northwest Tech makes the mission documents available to the public, particularly to
prospective and enrolled students.
The mission documents are published in the Northwest Tech catalog, Employee Handbook,
department handbooks and brochures, and on the website. At freshman/sophomore registration,
students have access through their iPads to the college catalog. In addition, the website provides
an excellent opportunity to present the mission statement to the public. Northwest Tech has also
posted the mission statement in a prominent place in each campus building to broaden
awareness. At the beginning of the academic year, during program orientation, every department
reviews the mission documents and where they can be found with enrolled students (College
Catalog: Mission, Vision, Values, and Goals ; Sample Program Handbook Pages w/Mission;
Webpage w/Mission)
CORE COMPONENT 1B - IN

ITS MISSION DOCUMENTS,

NORTHWEST TECH

RECOGNIZES THE

DIVERSITY OF ITS LEARNERS, OTHER CONSTITUENCIES, AND THE GREATER SOCIETY IT SERVES.

• In its mission documents, Northwest Tech addresses diversity within the community values
and common purposes it considers fundamental to its mission.
Northwest Tech has value and purpose statements regarding its commitment to diversity.
Northwest Tech explicitly recognizes the value of diversity, which is one of its five mission
commitments (learning, quality, integrity, service, and diversity).
In its mission documents, Northwest Tech recognizes that students arrive on campus with
different learning abilities and styles, and commits to providing academic and leadership
opportunities to prepare students to be successful in a diverse and ever-changing global
workforce.
Northwest Tech’s student population is concentrated with younger populations, but the range of
ages spans from 17 to 64.
Age
16-17
18-19
20-21
22-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-49
50+

2010-2011
3
119
60
29
15
10
5
12
3

19

2009-2010
3
39
12
0
9
7
6
8
5

Since older students tend to have work and family responsibilities that can interfere with
continuous attendance, the college offers short term certificate programs and has created a more
flexible general education schedule with the addition of online, evening, and weekend classes as
well as an option to take general education classes only. (Fall 2011general education/online/
evening course schedule; Spring 2012)
Further, Northwest Tech is addressing its historic underrepresentation of women in technical
education. In 2011, the percentage of female students rose to 34%, a 44% increase from the
previous year. (Student profile) Northwest Tech has explicit programs for supporting and
encouraging awareness of women in technical fields. For example, Northwest Tech hosted
Women in Technology Day in 2010, a program dedicated to highlighting women in fields that are
nationally underrepresented with women executives who come to campus and represent fields
such as HVAC, construction, automotive, and engineering. (Agenda and welcome address)
Northwest Tech also provides extensive support for vocational rehabilitation and students with
disabilities. Students who are in need of counseling or tutoring services may either self-refer or
be referred by their instructor to the 504 Coordinator. If there is a diagnosed disability and the
student is in need of accommodations, then the student is encouraged to apply for services
through a 504 plan. Career counseling, financial aid, tutoring, and personal counseling are
among the services provided. Recommendations for special accommodations are met promptly.
(College catalog policy)
• The mission documents present Northwest Tech’s function in a multicultural society.
The mission documents are responsive to Northwest Tech’s role in a multicultural society;
Northwest Tech’s immediate service area, Sherman County, KS, does not have a highly diverse
multicultural population in relation to US National 2010 Census percentages.
Group
Caucasian
African
American
Asian
Latino
2 or more races

Sherman
% Pop.
93.1
0.6

Kansas
% Pop.
83.8
5.9

U.S.
% Pop.
72.4
12.6

0.3
10.8
1.7

2.4
10.5
3.0

4.8
16.3
2.9

Because of Northwest Tech’s commitment to diversity, the organization actively follows
significant outreach efforts to recruit a more diverse population to campus and hired a bi-lingual
recruiter in 2009; in 2011, the college hired a bi-lingual Vice President for Student Affairs. As an
indicator of the college’s strong commitment, diversity on campus is twice that of the local
community.
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Northwest Tech’s student population is 24% minority, up from 21.1% in 2010-2011 and from
13.4% in 2009-2010. The increase reflects significant outreach effort to recruit more ethnic
minorities to the campus, particularly through its academic and athletic programs. The addition
of athletics is creating a more diverse population on the campus. (slide from student profile
report 2011-2012)
With concentrated effort, Northwest Tech has now increased diversity enough to become an
associate member of Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU), which will
assist the college with resources to support a diverse population. (HACU brochure) The Max
Alderman Library provides displays of cultural awareness as the emphasis changes month by
month: Poetry month, Black History month, National Hispanic Heritage month, and for Veteran’s
Day, etc. In addition, Northwest Tech specifically sends a recruiter to work force offices such as
Vocational Rehabilitation, Kansas Works, and SER as an outreach effort towards non-traditional
students.Finally, the college has been recognized as a military friendly school
• The mission documents affirm Northwest Tech’s commitment to honor the dignity and worth
of individuals.
Northwest Tech’s mission documents affirm its commitment to integrity, service, and diversity.
The mission explicitly directs the college to develop students with strong ethical and professional
backgrounds and to provide learning opportunities that foster problem solving, communication,
and human relations skills. To better support individual success within the college community,
Student Success Seminars were added to the Fall registration schedule. (Registration schedule)
Northwest Tech’s purpose statements direct the school to provide diverse opportunities for
leadership and personal growth through student organizations. Organizations such as Circle K,
SkillsUSA, student ambassador leaders, and student government provide opportunities for
personal development. The college supports these organizations both financially and
professionally.
• Northwest Tech’s required codes of belief or expected behavior are congruent with its
mission.
The College Catalog, Employee Handbook, and department handbooks include all Northwest
Tech’s policies, which provide examples of expected behaviors that are consistent with
Northwest Tech’s mission. For example, the policies on Code of Conduct and Academic
Integrity are examples of expected behavior; both policies are reviewed within programs, and it
is expected that students sign off when they have finished reviewing the college catalog in their
programs with their instructors; the intention is for division chairs to be responsible for
maintaining the student forms. Academic Integrity policy is also included in every general
education syllabi. In the catalog and handbook, faculty and students are directed to conduct all
college business honestly and with the highest integrity, and to maintain a welcoming approach
and attitude towards all individuals.
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• The mission documents provide a basis for Northwest Tech’s basic strategies to address
diversity.
Northwest Tech continually develops initiatives to prepare students to work in diverse settings.
Different learning styles are recognized and supported, and all programs have significant handson components in practical labs.
Northwest Tech is alert to the needs of first generation college students as well as developmental
students and offers testing for accurate placement in appropriate developmental courses. These
courses have proved successful in creating a stronger transition to the demands of college-level
study. (Developmental reports)
Northwest Tech’s commitment to diversity as a value requires that the college offer a strong
general education core that exposes the student body to diverse global issues such as workplace
dynamics and communication and audience awareness in a technological world. (sample syllabi)
The technical programs find ways to directly address diversity issues. (AT instructor statement)
Since attention to diversity became a focus of the college, a two-part diversity training was
scheduled for May and August 2011 for faculty and staff, and community leaders were invited to
participate. (Diversity training agendas)

CORE COMPONENT 1C - UNDERSTANDING
NORTHWEST TECH

OF AND SUPPORT FOR THE MISSION PERVADE

• The board, administration, faculty, staff, and students understand and support Northwest
Tech’s mission.
The mission statement is published in the following sources: the program brochures, program
handbook, catalog and the Administration, Faculty and Staff Handbook. It is also published on
the Northwest Tech website. The Northwest Tech mission statement is prevalently displayed in
the campus buildings. Faculty and staff focus on the mission statement during the annual data
retreat.
The mission statement is a genuine portrayal of the actions of Northwest Tech. The Area Board
of Control, administration, faculty, and support staff are united in the common goal of preparing
students for technical and professional careers and a life of learning. Northwest Tech prides
itself on program curricula, instructional methodologies, certifications, graduate placement,
graduation rates, and strong partnerships with business and industry.
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The program curricula and instructional methodologies at Northwest Tech emphasize practical
work experiences along with applicable classroom learning. Occupational work experience with
industry in the form of internships or practicum is
required in several of Northwest Tech’s programs. In
each program of study, there are “live work”
experiences for students to gain skills directly related
to their chosen career.
Every program of study offers a learning
environment utilizing equipment and teaching
laboratories that imitate current business and industry
settings. All instructional syllabi and department
handbooks contain industry-based teaching and
learning competencies. (2011 sample Advisory
validation form) This hands on, live work approach,
directly represents the intentions expressed in the
mission.
Each program has developed a student assessment
plan that contains the program mission, goals, learner
outcomes, assessment measures, and benchmarks for
AT instructor and students discuss live work achievement. Program assessment data is collected
on an annual basis by faculty. Actions to address
results for continuous improvement are created and documented by program faculty in
conjunction with the assessment coordinator. (Example program assessment plans & minutes)
Northwest Tech faculty support the mission by following a Professional Development Plan
(PDP) to remain current in their respective career fields and to continue to grow as professional
educators. Faculty also demonstrate dedication to the mission of the college by maintaining an
industry advisory committee that communicates about changes and updates within the various
career fields to continually improve curriculum. (example advisory committee minutes)
An important way the students support the mission is through participation in departmental and
other student life organizations, which allows them to develop leadership, teamwork,
understanding of diversity, and organizational skills through contributing to monthly meetings,
organizing events, and becoming involved in the community. Examples of community service
include the Salvation Army Bell Ringing at Wal-Mart, Red Cross Blood Drive support, and
Health Fair support.
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• Northwest Tech’s strategic decisions are mission-driven.
Commitment and understanding of Northwest Tech’s mission is further evidenced in the strategic
planning process. Goals and their supporting objectives are reviewed and updated annually in
the planning document and are reported semi-annually to the Area Board of Control. (Strategic
Plan)
Northwest Tech’s overarching goals for the 2011-2013 time period are:
1) Direct College Efforts and Initiatives to Ensure Enrollment Growth
2) Promote and Enhance a Diverse Student-Centered Campus
3) Maintain Higher Learning Commission Accreditation of North Central Association
4) Further Develop Business, Industry and Community Alliances
5) Seek Additional Funding Sources
Northwest Tech prioritized “goal number one” because the college needs to remain a viable
opportunity and choice for education. Strategies that support this goal include: review and
update marketing plan, enhance relationships with high school counselors and technical teachers,
articulation agreements with area high schools, add courses to adult education curriculum, and
begin an intercollegiate athletic program.
In order to promote the success of diversity initiatives and student leadership growth, “goal
number two” continues to be of high importance. SkillsUSA experienced tremendous success in
2010-2011school year. (Results) An on-campus testing center has been approved (ACT
agreement) The iPad enhanced student and instructor communication. Student satisfaction is
monitored through student surveys, which continue to point to areas of improvement. (Annual
Institution Report chart) Efforts continue toward the development of articulation agreements
with colleges and universities to enhance options for students to transfer into bachelor degree
programs. (Articulation agreements) Relationships with business and industry will continue to
be nurtured to enhance student employment options.
Higher Learning Commission accreditation remains vital to the future of Northwest Tech. Since
the focused visit in 2010, faculty and staff have been involved in the current self-study through
scheduled monthly meetings.
To maintain excellent placement rates in technical and professional careers, Northwest Tech is
following successful strategies to maintain and increase community and industry alliances.
(program accreditations; Interview with city manager; President’s keynote) To meet the
challenge of continued state and federal budget shortfall, Northwest Tech focuses on industry
support, alumni outreach, and endowment fundraisers. In addition, in 2010, Northwest Tech
employed a grant writer who continues to pursue several opportunities. (Grant status report)
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• Northwest Tech’s planning and budgeting priorities flow from and support the mission.
Budget decisions clearly are driven by the Northwest Tech mission. As a technical college,
Northwest Tech must attract and retain qualified faculty. Since 2004, faculty have been
successful in attaining higher degrees, and Northwest Tech has consistently prioritized its budget
to reimburse faculty for costs associated with earning a bachelor degree. Further, Northwest Tech
has been successful in hiring credentialed faculty, including a strong general education
department. (Faculty credentials) Additionally, Northwest Tech budgeted for additional
administrative positions and adjunct faculty to promote and develop evening, weekend, online,
and summer classes and to better support student success
HLC accreditation is viewed as providing the students with higher quality education and services
for future advancements in their chosen career areas. In relation to accreditation, Northwest
Tech budgets funds for faculty and staff to attend the annual assessment and accreditation
conferences, industry and specialized training conferences, and technology forums.
Northwest Tech ensures budget is available to seek and maintain national accreditation of
programs such as Kansas Institute of Diesel Technology, Automotive Technology, Collision
Repair, Medical Assistant, and Respiratory Therapy. Through Carl Perkins and Capital Outlay
funds, Northwest Tech annually purchases up-to-date equipment and modernizes facilities.
(Perkins and Capital Outlay)
Assessment provides valuable feedback for instructors and the college about student skill
attainment and employability. Budgeting for assessment has included: assessment coordinator
position, end of program testing, Compass testing, WorkKeys testing, and state and national
licensing exams
Planning and budgeting priorities are reviewed by Northwest Tech regularly and progress is
reported to the Area Board of Control. Planning and budgeting priorities are reflected in the
strategic plan and the Performance Agreement with the Kansas Board of regents (KBOR).
(Strategic Plan; Performance Agreement)
• The goals of the administrative and academic subunits of Northwest Tech are congruent
with the organization’s mission.
Faculty and staff in-service at the beginning of each year focus on the mission and the ways in
which all staff support areas and each program can support and evolve from the mission. The
administrative and functional areas of Northwest Tech follow the college’s mission and purposes
and are responsible for overseeing the fulfillment of institutional goals and objectives. Each
technical program at Northwest Tech has developed a mission statement that directly supports
the overall mission of the organization, and all general education classes support student learning
outcomes. (Sample department handbooks) (General Education Philosophy)
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• Northwest Tech’s internal constituencies articulate the mission in a consistent manner.
All employees were involved in the revision of Northwest Tech’s current mission. The mission is
reviewed annually with the last revisions approved in September 2010. Northwest Tech’s
Strategic Planning Committee have been instrumental in communicating revisions and
suggestions relative to the mission statement. This committee consists of members from faculty,
support staff, administration, board, endowment, students, and community members who include
superintendents and business leaders. Revisions to the mission documents are communicated
and discussed for consensus with faculty and support staff prior to Area Board of Control
approval.
The mission statement is displayed in buildings; instructors reference it on syllabi; program
handbooks contain the mission statement; the website displays it; and the college catalog features
it within the first pages.
CORE COMPONENT 1D - NORTHWEST TECH’S

GOVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURES
PROMOTE EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP AND SUPPORT COLLABORATIVE PROCESSES THAT ENABLE THE
ORGANIZATION TO FULFILL ITS MISSION.

• Board policies and practices document the board’s focus on Northwest Tech’s mission
Area Board of Control minutes reflect that the board is focused on the mission. The Area Board
of Control originally approved the mission in December 2004. At the December 2005 Board
meeting, it was revised to include the following new language “as an institution of higher
learning”, to better define why Northwest Tech exists. During the May 2006 meeting, the Area
Board of Control approved other changes to the mission documents to emphasize diversity,
academic freedom, and global society issues. The most recent change to the mission statement
was approved by the Board in September 2010. (Minutes)
The board responds to college initiatives supporting the mission and college growth occurs in
accordance with the board’s response. Examples include:
• Construction opportunities: Union remodel, cosmetology building remodel, diesel
building addition, addition of Armory, and rodeo arena
• Establishment of one new instructional program, Mobile Apps and Entertainment
Development and revision of the Business Program
• Collaborative partnerships: Hays Medical Assistance program with North Central
Technical College, Practical Nursing program with Colby Community College with
resources being shared by libraries at both institutions
• Establishment of iPad initiative, which put technology in the hands of every student for
communication and education purposes
• Library resources (both print and electronic) for instructional purposes
• Addition of athletic programs
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• The board enables Northwest Tech’s chief administrative personnel to exercise effective
leadership.
The President of Northwest Tech is the chief executive officer as approved by the Area Board of
Control, which allows the President of Northwest Tech to exercise leadership through the
delegation of authority in all matters of the organization, including the hiring and termination of
all employees. The Area Board of Control also delegates authority to the President to issue and
approve contracts prior to Board ratification. Information regarding the authority of the President
can be found in the Employee Handbook. (Employee Handbook: President authority)
The President of Northwest Tech, a member of Leadership Kansas team, makes legislative
sessions, KBOR meetings, and Kansas Technical Education Authority (KTEA) meetings a
priority in order to remind these bodies of the importance of Northwest Tech’s role in Western
Kansas. The President also visits local boards in the college’s service area to present the mission
of Northwest Tech through a Keynote address. (Keynote)
Both the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Vice President for Student Affairs play key
roles in communicating with the Area Board of Control about leadership challenges for the
college. The Vice President for Academic Affairs represents Northwest Tech at the KTEA and
KBOR monthly meetings and also leads the process for development and approval of new
programs; this position supervises all instructional services and conducts teacher and program
evaluations. The Vice President and the Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs report to the
Board on athletics, discipline, enrollment, retention, admission/recruitment, financial aid, and
overall student support services.
• The distribution of responsibilities as defined in governance structures, processes and
activities is understood and is implemented through delegated authority.
Since shared governance became a priority the college has reorganized the academic structure to
improve communication and provide an opportunity to develop leadership and administrative
qualities among directors, division chairs and program instructors. As a result, shared
governance is growing. The organizational structure provides a clear delegation of responsibility
for the Area Board of Control, administration, faculty, and support staff. (Northwest Tech
Organizational Charts)
The President has direct oversight of all financial and organizational operations. All instructional
responsibilities are delegated to the Vice President for Academic Affairs, and the Vice President
for Student Affairs provides oversight for all student services; both of these positions report
directly to the President. The Vice Presidents, Chief Financial Officer, and the counselor serve
on the Administrative Council, which is an advisory group to the President.
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Northwest Tech has a Faculty/President’s Council which meets monthly. This group consists of
faculty who applied to be division chairs in order to represent issues, concerns, and suggestions
to the President. Most recently, this council began reviewing college policies and procedures to
provide input on appropriate issues and act as communication channels for the faculty within
their division. This council is a valuable forum for discussions with the President, for faculty
perspectives on issues, and for consistent operations throughout Northwest Tech.
Support staff and administrators are evaluated annually by the immediate supervisor. This
process is used to gauge an individual’s performance and to assist in changing responsibilities as
deemed necessary. Evaluations serve as an excellent feedback tool for employees as well as
documentation for professional growth. (Staff evaluation)
• People within the governance and administrative structures are committed to the mission
and appropriately qualified to carry out their defined responsibilities.
The Area Advisory Board is composed of one member appointed by each of the 24 participating
school districts. These appointees are required to be a current or past member of a local school
district board or a past school board member.
During the annual board meeting held each July, the nine-member Area Board of Control is
elected from the Area Advisory Board. The Area Board of Control is composed of these nine
members, four elected officers and five committee chairpersons. The five committees are
Building and Grounds, Curriculum, Faculty, Student Welfare, and Public Relations. The
remaining members of the Area Advisory Board are appointed to one of the five committees.
Every monthly meeting requires a quorum of the nine. During the annual meeting, the Area
Board of Control gives the members of the Area Advisory Board full voting privileges.
At the July meeting the Area Advisory Board annual committee reports are presented, election of
officers is conducted, and board-voting privileges are approved. (Area Advisory Board Chart &
Listing) The historic faithfulness to service and dedication of the Board members has assured
the success of the college.
Northwest Tech administrators possess appropriate educational backgrounds and experiences to
carry out their responsibilities. Each administrator is degreed with appropriate credentials to
support the areas in which they serve in fulfilling their commitment to the college mission.
• Faculty and other academic leaders share responsibility for the coherence of the curriculum
and the integrity of academic processes.
Program faculty in conjunction with the Vice President for Academic Affairs are responsible for
the coherence of the curriculum, and every program has an active advisory committee of
representatives from business and industry that acts as consultant for curriculum content,
relevance of equipment, and facility adaptability to the instructional process. Program faculty
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meet with their advisory committees at least twice a year; curriculum is a major discussion
during the fall meeting, and curriculum changes suggested during that meeting are considered for
implementation during the following academic year after program faculty have followed an
established protocol. (Advisory committee agenda)
Faculty wanting to implement curriculum changes discuss these with their colleagues and bring
recommendations to their advisory committee before then bringing the changes to their
instructional division. Once the division agrees with the changes, the faculty member presents to
the Curriculum and Assessment Committee (C&A). Final approval rests with the Vice President
for Academic Affairs. (Curriculum Change Form)
The Vice President for Academic Affairs and Vice President for Student Affairs are ex-officio
members of the C&A. The Vice President for Academic Affairs receives the information about
proposed changes formally at the committee meeting, but can informally hear the proposed
changes through the advisory committee or a division meeting prior to the C&A meeting.
The C&A is composed of faculty representing each of the five instructional divisions of
Northwest Tech. The purpose of the C&A is to address key curriculum and assessment issues.
The work of this committee ensures faculty ownership in the curriculum and assessment process
and has been established to provide faculty oversight and coordination of all Northwest Tech
instruction, curriculum, academic integrity, assessment process, and academic requirements.
(Curriculum and Assessment Committee Charter)
Additional changes in the general or technical education curriculum can come from the
recommendation of the C&A. These changes could be a result of faculty presenting
comprehensive program review findings as part of Northwest Tech’s assessment process or as a
recommendation received from the Vice President for Academic Affairs. (C & A minutes
examples)
In terms of guiding the assessment process for the curriculum, the assessment coordinator, who
also serves as a member of the faculty, oversees the assessment processes throughout the
institution and assists faculty in planning for proposed changes to their curriculum. This position
reports directly to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and sits on the Curriculum and
Assessment Committee.
• Effective communication facilitates governance processes and activities.
The Area Board of Control meets monthly. For each of these meetings, Northwest Tech’s
administrative team organizes reports, information, and actions and follows a standard board
agenda format, which allows input and interaction between the Board and administration. (Area
Board of Control minutes) In addition, semi-annual reports about Northwest Tech’s strategic plan
are reviewed by the Area Board of Control.
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Each March, an annual planning session is conducted and includes the Area Board of Control,
endowment trustees, community members, and the Strategic Planning Committee. This annual
meeting serves to inform the Area Board of Control of progress towards goals, current challenges
and impending issues, and to engage them in the establishment of new goals and priorities for
Northwest Tech.
The Administrative Cabinet meets regularly. The agenda items of the Administrative Cabinet
meetings help establish topics to be addressed at student services, office staff, faculty, and C&A
meetings. These meeting minutes can be available by contacting the president’s office as they
may contain confidential personnel information.
In the interest of shared governance, instructional programs are organized into career clusters
with similar areas being grouped together. This allows the program faculty within the division to
communicate on common instructional issues. Further, since each division is represented on all
Northwest Tech standing committees, committee representatives report back to the division on
topics and decisions within the committee assigned. The divisions meet monthly. The division
chair is responsible to distribute minutes. (division meeting minutes) The Division ChairPresident’s Council meets monthly to provide a forum for open exchanges between the division
chairs and administration. (minutes)
Faculty meetings are typically scheduled on the first Monday of the month and are led by a
faculty member who serves as division chair. Input is provided by departments, Athletic director,
IT, Marketing, and Admissions. These meetings are required for all faculty members and are
often attended by professional support staff. (Faculty meeting minutes: examples)
An important aspect of governance process at Northwest Tech is the student government.(student
gov’t constitution) An example of shared governance that successfully involved students in the
process was how Student Government was instrumental in getting cash cards for students to
utilize in the union for meals.
The organization prepares a fiscal year calendar to provide employees and students with event
dates, holidays, semester breaks, etc. easily accessible through the website (http://
www.nwktc.edu/academic-calendar.php)
Other effective communication processes include:
• Campus wide email messages to provide information on updates, developments,
employee accomplishments, etc.
• Faculty portal on web site to include handbooks, forms, etc.
• Materials such a syllabi available in PDF format for storage on iPads
• Student performances in regional & national competition (both academic and athletic)
posted on the web site
• College home page with recent news announcements and quick links to upcoming events
(http://www.nwktc.edu/)
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• Northwest Tech evaluates its structures and processes regularly and strengthens them as
needed.
The college continually evaluates internal and external communications and the policies and
procedures that support Northwest Tech’s position as a forward thinking, premier leader in career
and technical education. In Fall 2009, when the current President assumed his position, he made
a concerted effort to extend and improve communication with the surrounding region,
specifically focusing on the community of Goodland so that its hometown could be aware and
proud of what Northwest Tech offers. One example of the strengthening of communication is the
installation of an electronic sign hosted by Northwest Tech, visible for the entire community and
visitors to Goodland.
Another example illustrating how Northwest Tech improves its processes is the increase in
responsibility of division chairs; in spring 2011, greater responsibility was placed with division
chairs to facilitate more effective communication within divisions and between faculty and
administration. In addition, a speaker was brought in to discuss diversity as a result of two
trends: the increased diversity experienced in the 2010-2011 academic year and the expected
ongoing growth in diversity of the student body.
The annual institutional effectiveness survey, student satisfaction survey, action plans from the
assessment process, assessment day, and the annual data retreat are examples of our current
evaluative processes that constantly provide feedback to all concerned about the effectiveness of
the way Northwest Tech delivers education. The college realizes there are always areas that have
the potential to be strengthened and continues to be proactive in implementing action plans.
CORE COMPONENT 1E - NORTHWEST TECH UPHOLDS AND PROTECTS ITS INTEGRITY.
• The activities of Northwest Tech are congruent with its mission.
Northwest Tech currently offers technical programs which give students the opportunity to obtain
associate degree or technical certificates; Northwest Tech also offers shorter programs such as
Certified Nurse Aide (CNA), Emergency Medical Technician (EMT), Nail Technician, and Pipe
and Plate, among others, for which students receive a certificate. (College catalog: Degree and
certificate by program)
Each instructional program has a defined program mission, goal statements, and learner
outcomes consistent with the organization’s mission. (Department handbooks) All programs
embed workplace skills within the curriculum. Instructors focus on teaching workplace ethics,
responsibility, problem solving, and team building. Students are also involved in community
projects. For example, Cosmetology students offer to do “prom hair” which provides good
practice for the students and provides a less expensive service for the community. (Cosmo flyer)
Students in the Medical Assistant program conduct a blood pressure clinic as a capstone project
(Capstone project)
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Students are involved in annual community projects:
Carpentry and Electrical students set up the nativity scene at the hospital (newspaper

picture)
Departments volunteer to ring the Salvation Army bell

Students collect and deliver non-perishable items for Genesis Food Drive

Medical Assistant students register and escort blood donors and provide snacks during the

Red Cross blood drive
Various departments create a Halloween experience for Campus Candy

“Live work” projects that are integrated into almost every program allow students to learn how
to interact with customers, address customer needs and complaints, and prepare billings. This
experience is a realistic simulation of the demands of the occupation the student intends as a
career choice. Workplace skills and involvement in the community are very important for
students to practice in order to be prepared for productive personal lives.
The general education curriculum is designed to enhance technical experience through focusing
on problem-solving skills, research, communication, numerical calculating skills, technology,
human relations, and awareness of roles within a global society. Upon completion of the
certificates and degrees offered at Northwest Tech, all graduates will have experience and
exposure to several or all of the targeted general education areas. For one-year certificate
programs, there is a minimum of six general education credits (some programs require nine).
For associate degree programs, a minimum of 15 general education credits is required.
Many of the programs at Northwest Tech also include an occupational work experience,
internship, or practicum that allow the student to train in an actual business or industry situation.
This time spent, although brief, is designed to reinforce the “live work” situations in the
curriculum; students communicate with clients and employers in real world settings before
graduation. Faculty members utilize this model to finalize training and to facilitate a smooth
transition from school to employment for the student.
The library provides resources (both print and electronically) for instructional purposes.
Northwest Tech continues to add to these resources to support instruction and student’s lifelong
learning needs. Online resources are a major part of resources at Northwest Tech. Full text
databases are available for research in all fields. Cooperation with the statewide library system
allows Interlibrary Loan to boost availability of resources. Some resources for the nursing
program are shared jointly with Colby Community College. In addition to the library, the
Murray Center has an Interactive Distance Learning (IDL) studio and three classrooms for
academic instruction.
Faculty spend the majority of their time engaged in teaching students rather than in research or
publishing. Faculty at Northwest Tech have relevant backgrounds to support student learning
within the occupation of study. (Northwest Tech faculty credentials)
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Over fifty percent of Northwest Tech’s operational budget is devoted to instructional services.
Resources are budgeted annually to provide instructional programs with resources, equipment,
and other items that are conducive to teaching and learning.
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Northwest Tech has continued to upgrade technology and computer-networking capabilities on
campus in partnership with Eagle Communications a community owned and operated Internet
provider. Northwest Tech renewed its laptop contract in 2011 with Apple, Inc.; provided all
faculty and students with iPads in 2010 and upgraded faculty to iPad2s in 2011; replaced older
desktop computers with new in fall 2011; increased bandwidth in 2011; and continues to evaluate
to make sure needs are being met. (list - inventory)
Northwest Tech has a long history of partnering with business and industry advisory committees.
All program advisory committee members are invited to Northwest Tech at least twice a year.
All committees meet during the month of November at a common time, and then each program
faculty designate an additional meeting during the spring semester. Common agenda items
include curriculum review, comprehensive program review, program assessment plan summary
review, facility and equipment issues, employment needs, placement of graduates, technology
changes, new practices, recruitment, and wages of entry-level employees. (examples of advisory
minutes)
Technical programs, curriculum, and teaching methodologies are continually updated through
interaction with business and industry, advisory committees, specialized accreditation,
certification agencies, and the assessment process. The assessment process at program level and
institution level is congruent with the mission and integrated across campus. The next step,
which has been piloted by the transportation division, through NATEF end of program testing, is
to continue to explore the integration of assessment at the division level.
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Northwest Tech offers opportunities for students to develop leadership through departmental
clubs and campus clubs such Skills USA and Circle K. In addition, Student Government is a
visible force on campus.
The counselor is available to students on a daily basis to assist them with career or personal
issues and goal development. These services include not only academic and attendance issues,
but also drug and alcohol counseling. This office has an open door policy, and students are made
aware of this service at orientation. (Counseling letter for orientation)
Career services are funded from instructional fees with the mission to assist all students with job
preparation and job search skills. Also, the Career Services Office assists graduates and alumni to
provide the best transition from Northwest Tech to gainful employment. Career services accepts
business and industry job postings during the academic year.
Each student consults with an academic advisor when he/she attends freshman orientation.
Regular program faculty also spends considerable time advising students about personal and
career goals. Throughout the academic year students may visit their advisor and or instructor
about curriculum concerns.
• The board exercises its responsibility to the public to ensure that Northwest Tech operates
legally, responsibly, and with fiscal honesty.
The Area Board of Control meets monthly according to a schedule that is published in advance
and abides by Kansas Open Meetings Act (KOMA). The meetings of the Board follow a
democratic process that allows for approval of minutes, financial statements, and general items.
The meetings follow a process of discussing the regular business of Northwest Tech and setting
policy that directs the management of Northwest Tech. Additionally, Board members report to
their local school districts about college activities. The Board hires the college President, or
CEO, whose responsibility is to ensure adherence to Northwest Tech policies, to oversee the
daily operations of the organization, and to meet all Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR)
requirements.
Every year the Area Board of Control appoints legal council to assure that Northwest Tech is in
compliance with state and federal legal requirements. Audit information and Area Board of
Control minutes are available to the public by request. (College catalog: Open records policy)
The Area Board of Control conducts its business according to established by-laws that follow
commonly accepted practices.
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• Northwest Tech understands and abides by local, state, and federal laws and regulations
applicable to it (or bylaws and regulations established by federally recognized sovereign
entities).
Northwest Tech follows federal and state hiring practices and is an equal opportunity employer.
Position descriptions are written for all positions and Northwest Tech seeks the most qualified
applicant when filling positions. Faculty positions are eligible for tenure and Northwest Tech
follows federal and state tenure laws.
Northwest Tech finances are audited annually by an accounting firm to guarantee that financial
practices follow local, state and federal laws. Northwest Tech follows and adheres to rules and
regulations for the administration of the federal financial assistance programs and received a
100% clear audit for 2009-10. (audit report)
Non-discrimination policies and practices are published in all of Northwest Tech’s main
publications such as the College Catalog, Employee Handbook, the syllabi, and on the website.
The College Catalog publishes a notice of non-discrimination and rights under Title IV and Title
IX. This same information is available on the website.
Northwest Tech’s policies are consistent with and adhere to the Clery Act, Homeland Security/
Emergency Management, and the Federal Family Education Right to Privacy Act (FERPA).
Northwest Tech’s policies are contained in the College Catalog, which is available through
program orientation and through the website. (College Catalog 2011-2012)
• Northwest Tech consistently implements clear and fair policies regarding the rights and
responsibilities of each of its internal constituencies.
The rights and responsibilities of each of Northwest Tech’s internal constituencies—faculty,
staff, administration, and students—are clearly stated in the catalog and handbooks. These
policies are followed in any situation that requires adherence. Policies and practices are
reviewed by committees and changes are presented to the Area Board of Control as necessary.
Catalog and handbooks are also reviewed by the Board annually.
Kansas Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (KASFAA) is an association for
Kansas federal financial aid coordinators that provides training two times per year, in April and
October, on federal regulations and policies to ensure student financial aid is awarded in a fair
and equitable manner to all students. Northwest Tech maintains a membership in both KASFAA
and Rocky Mountain Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (RMASFAA), and the
financial aid coordinator attends as often as possible; in 2011, the financial aid coordinator
attended a USD regulatory update in Hutchinson, KS, and financial aid personnel attended
KASFAA in October in Wichita, KS, and a training in Denver in November.
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• Northwest Tech’s structures and processes allow it to ensure the integrity of its co-curricular
and auxiliary activities.
The purpose of co-curricular and auxiliary activities is to complement the academic program by
providing opportunities for students to grow and excel in personal, social, and life skills. All cocurricular funds are maintained through the business offices and are available to programs who
request them.
Student Government is a student leadership organization with a three-fold purpose: 1) improve
the college morale, 2) provide a structure for communication between students and faculty, and
3) improve community relations. Annual activities sponsored by the organization are: Genesis
food drive, Campus Candy, Salvation Army Bell ringing, two on campus student celebration
days, and the annual American Red Cross blood drive. The Student Government is sponsored by
faculty members.
Departmental clubs within each program plan activities, fundraisers, and social events, and
organize student functions like field trips. Departmental clubs host guest speakers, participate in
community service events, and raise money for scholarships. Field trips allow students to
observe business and industry operation in real life work environments.
Each program selects two students as department Ambassadors who represent their respective
program during campus tours and who promote the college to visitors in their department. In
addition, any student on campus is eligible to apply for the distinction of Ambassador Leader.
Ambassador Leaders assist in hosting on-campus events for prospective students and work with
the college recruiters.
Northwest Tech is proud of its excellent fitness center located on campus. This popular facility
offers a basketball court, racquetball courts, lounge area with pool table, cable television, and a
weight room. Northwest Tech employs an intramural coordinator who works with students to
establish campus-wide basketball and volleyball games as well as coordinates with the city of
Goodland for use of the softball fields for college intramural softball games. This facility is also
used occasionally by the local school district.
Another organization that recognizes students is the National Technical Honor Society (NTHS).
The society’s purpose it to reward excellence in workforce education, to develop self-esteem,
encourage students to reach for higher levels of achievement, to promote business and industry’s
critical workplace values (honesty, responsibility, initiative, teamwork, productivity, leadership,
citizenship), to help build and maintain effective partnerships with local business and industry,
and to champion a strong, positive image for workforce education in America.
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The NTHS organization, introduced in the 2003-04 academic year, has been a positive
recognition of student achievement. <http://www.nwktc.edu/RSS/campus-news-and-events/
Entries/2011/3/NTHS.php>. The sponsor of NTHS is a faculty member and students are
nominated by their respective program faculty. A faculty committee interviews the applicants
and selects the finalists to be inducted into the NTHS. (Instructor nomination form)
Northwest Tech recognizes students monthly through Student of the Month publicity; students
are chosen by instructors and their photographs are displayed in the Student Union and published
in the college newsletter, Maverick Madness (example newsletter).
The annual Student of the Year recognition is another way Northwest Tech recognizes student
achievement. Each program nominates one student for this honor. An interview committee
consisting of support staff, faculty, and community representatives select one individual to be
awarded the honor of the Northwest Tech Student of the Year announced at graduation.
On-campus housing for students is available for those who desire this type of living experience.
A bookstore and cafeteria are available for staff, students, and the general public. A resource
center provides assistance to students on basic math, reading, spelling, study skills, and
vocabulary. Northwest Tech employs a Career Services Coordinator to assist students with job
preparation skills, resume construction, part-time employment, and ultimately job placement
after graduation.
Through the work-study program, students can be hired to provide assistance in the following
areas:
• Provide tutoring services to current students
• Work in the library and provide office support
• Provide support for the janitorial and cafeteria staff
Co-curricular and auxiliary activities support the college mission of teaching students to be
productive human beings while providing them with opportunities to develop citizenship,
sportsmanship, critical thinking, and social and physical skills.
• Northwest Tech deals fairly with its external constituents.
Northwest Tech student affairs staff are members of the Kansas Association of Collegiate
Registrars and Admissions Officers (KACRAO), which sets rules on fair recruiting practices.
Northwest Tech offers an educational guarantee, which is published in the catalog. This policy,
Limited Warranty to Employers, is provided for up to one year after graduation to guarantee that
graduating students will possess entry-level skills and knowledge in the area of study. This
policy allows an employer to notify Northwest Tech and be given the opportunity to send the
employed graduate back for additional education and training within the specific area found to be
deficient. (Limited Warranty)
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Northwest Tech attempts to respond in a timely and fair fashion to all external requests. The
website is an excellent tool in providing accurate, consistent, and up-to-date information to
external groups. A monthly radio broadcast called Tech Talk provides a popular forum for
communicating accurately with external constituents; topics include: athletic news and
schedules, upcoming conferences, student achievements, student life, endowment events,
program offerings, and new technology
• Northwest Tech presents itself accurately and honestly to the public.
Marketing falls under the purview of the Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs who is
responsible for the organization’s publications and maintenance of the website. This position
works closely with admissions, faculty, and administration in creating all marketing publications.
Major publications such as the catalog, calendar, and handbooks are presented to the Area Board
of Control for approval on an annual basis. Northwest Tech makes every attempt to represent
itself accurately and honestly in information provided to the public.
• Northwest Tech documents timely response to complaints and grievances, particularly those
of students.
The student complaint process and student grievance procedure is outlined in detail within the
College Catalog. These processes can be used for civil rights, harassment, and other formal
complaints and grievances. Special procedures are also available for sexual harassment, rights to
privacy, and suspension from financial assistance.
A formal grievance follows applicable laws and is managed by the President’s office that
documents the complaints, recording timelines, and final resolution results. Resolutions are kept
in a complaint file for the time in which the student is enrolled.
These records are available for review only through special request. Northwest Tech maintains a
student compliant log in compliance with federal law. (formal complaint policy/procedure)
A student appeals process and other grievances have timely steps that allow for consideration and
resolution and are handled through the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs. The
processes are in place and are working effectively for Northwest Tech, and the office maintains a
record. (grievance procedures)
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CRITERION ONE STRENGTHS


The Mission of Northwest Tech meets the needs and expectations from business and
industry for workforce development.



The Mission also supports the need to develop a “well rounded” employee with the
necessary problem solving skills for today’s technological and global workforce.
Campus publications are revised to ensure accuracy of college mission documents.




A new member of the marketing team, a media specialist/web master, was hired to
support and create access to clear, relevant, and up-to-date information about the college.

CRITERION ONE CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE


Consistently monitor, update, and institute polices and procedures that support mission
documents.



Continue to improve shared governance structures.



Continue to improve the quality of student life to support the dignity and worth of
individuals; i.e., continue to improve the co-curricular activities in response to student
satisfaction survey.
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Criterion Two – Preparing for the Future
Northwest Tech’s allocation of resources and its processes for evaluation and planning
demonstrate its capacity to fulfill its mission, improve the quality of its education, and respond to
future challenges and opportunities.
CORE COMPONENT 2A - NORTHWEST TECH

REALISTICALLY PREPARES FOR A FUTURE SHAPED BY

MULTIPLE SOCIETAL AND ECONOMIC TRENDS.

• Northwest Tech’s planning documents reflect a sound understanding of the organization’s
current capacity.
Northwest Tech’s planning processes and documents are based on the philosophy of continuous
improvement. Northwest Tech’s strategic plan, since its inception in 2002 and the first annual
Area Board of Control sponsored planning session in March 2005, has established a format for
communicating institutional direction. The Area Board of Control, administration, faculty,
Northwest Tech Endowment Board, and community members participate annually in the
planning session. The primary focuses of the annual Area Board of Control planning session are:
to identify strengths, weaknesses, challenges, and concerns; to review the attainment of goals in
the current plan; and to recommend new goals for the updated strategic plan.
Current goals:
1) Direct College Efforts and Initiatives to Ensure Enrollment Growth
2) Promote and Enhance a Diverse Student-Centered Campus
3) Maintain Higher Learning Commission Accreditation of the North Central Association
4) Further Develop Business, Industry, and Community Alliances
5) Seek Additional Funding Sources
Northwest Tech’s strategic plan is coordinated through the President ’s office. Implementation
and changes to the plan are handled through the Strategic Planning Committee.
The process that has been established is as follows:
The Strategic Planning Committee reviews the current strategic plan.

The Area Board of Control is provided briefings twice a year on the progress of goal

attainment.
In preparation for the annual Area Board of Control planning session, the Strategic

Planning Committee reviews what goals have been accomplished, considers problems
encountered in attaining goals, and proposes new goals to address current challenges.
After the annual Area Board of Control planning session, the Strategic Planning

Committee proposes revisions and updates to the plan, which the Area Board of Control
then officially reviews for approval at a subsequent meeting.
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Revisions and updates are communicated to faculty at in-service; throughout the
academic year, division meetings become the forum, in addition to monthly faculty
meetings, where changes are communicated

The strategic plan reflects the planning priorities of the organization, its attainment of goals, its
financial capacity, and its future direction. (Strategic plan)
• Northwest Tech’s planning documents demonstrate that attention is being paid to emerging
factors such as technology, demographic shifts, and globalization.
To enhance the learning experience of all enrolled students, Northwest Tech effectively
incorporates the use of technology. It is the goal of Northwest Tech to ensure that students have
access to the equipment, software, and documentation needed to support their academic efforts
and assist them to thrive in today’s technology oriented world.
Examples of Northwest Tech’s initiative to integrate emerging technologies would be the
implementation of “An iPad in the hand of every student” and the access to iTunes U for the
instructors to deliver content. Further, the learning management system, Moodle, supports
instruction with ease of access to tests and grades, allows instructors to track students, and
facilitates delivery of online and hybrid classes. To manage the increase in technology and online
activity, Northwest Tech added new information technology staff, including a tech support
person and an onsite web master. The complete campus is wireless, and the students have access
to a bank of computers at the Resource Center and a computer lab on campus as well as
computers in individual departments
Access to the global community is exponentially increased through the advances in technology.
Now our website attracts students from across the globe; students from Uzbekistan, Brazil, and
Australia come to campus. In 2010-2011, the Uzbekistani student Skyped with his family from
the library computers; now with the iPad2, students can communicate with their families from
anywhere on campus. In fact, any student within Northwest Tech’s network will be able to video
chat with anyone else on campus.
The relationship with Apple and other advisory committee members for the new Mobile
Application and Entertainment Development program supports an intention to train App
developers who can “telecommute”, in other words, graduates who can remain in their rural
communities and be employed globally. (Letters of support)
Demographic issues are presented and discussed at the Area Board of Control planning session.
Goals are developed to address these challenges. Addressing emerging factors such as
demographic shifts forms the foundation of the strategic plan; goals, objectives, and strategies
throughout the plan address in one way or another the changing environment of education in
northwest Kansas.
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Demographic concerns are acknowledged in Northwest Tech’s performance agreement goals
with the Kansas Board of Regents; Kansas Statute 74-3202d established performance-based
funding for technical colleges, community colleges, state universities and Washburn University.
Each institution’s receipt of new state funds is contingent upon meeting goals outlined in its
Performance Agreement. Institutions submit a Performance Agreement to KBOR once every
three years, and performance is evaluated annually. For the first year, from 1/2010—12/2010,
Northwest Tech achieved directional improvement in all of its goals, so full funding was
recommended. In terms of demographic shifts, Northwest Tech made directional improvement in
all goals related to expanding opportunities for access and increasing enrollment. (goal #3 from
KBOR Performance Agreement 3/1/2011)
When planning for new programs and examining the continued feasibility of existing programs,
Northwest Tech uses data from the US Department of Labor.
• Northwest Tech’s planning documents show careful attention to the organization’s function
in a multicultural society.
Northwest Tech identified an increase in the Hispanic population in the service area and added
bi-lingual staff to help in recruiting within this population. (strategic plan 1-1b)
• The Hispanic student population increased to 78 in 2011-12 from 25 in 2009-10
• In 2011-2012, minority students (non-caucasian) made up 24% of the entire student
population, an increase from 13.4% in 2009-10.
Along with this cultural shift, the school had a 44% increase in female students.(Excerpts from
student profile presentation)
The strategic plan documents that Northwest Tech operates within a multicultural society, and
this particular issue must continue to be addressed with goals and strategies that make certain
Northwest Tech prepares students for the workplace and for a multicultural society.
Diversity on campus is increasing due to efforts the college is making. To address this area and
include the community in the campus diversity initiatives, the college invited civic and business
leaders to participate along with administration, faculty, and staff in diversity training in May and
August 2011. (agenda for workshops)
• Northwest Tech’s planning processes include effective environmental scanning.
In responding to or preparing for emerging trends in instruction and school decision-making that
lead into the future, Northwest Tech uses several methods for environmental scanning such as
advisory committees, program reviews, third party accreditation requirements, and technologyspecific professional development.
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Twice a year, the individual departments at Northwest Tech meet with industry specific advisory
committees that provide invaluable advice regarding industry, economic trends, curriculum
content, industry specific equipment, emerging issues, and training priorities for the business or
industry the advisor represents. During the fall meeting, advisory members and faculty review
and validate the college and program mission as well as the program competencies. Another
issue discussed is the skill level necessary for completion of the program. (Advisory Committee
agenda)
The information and recommendations provided by the advisory committee members assists
Northwest Tech in the following endeavors: maintaining educational programs current with
business and industry requirements; improving the quality of education to fulfill the mission; and
helping Northwest Tech respond to future challenges and opportunities. Northwest Tech has 15
programs of study with approximately 150 advisory committee members. (Advisory Committee
member folder)
Annual program reviews help instructors evaluate the effectiveness of their programs in meeting
student and industry needs and requirements. (program reviews: three examples)
Several programs, including Automotive Technology, Collision Repair, Cosmetology, Diesel
Technology, Respiratory Therapy, and Medical Assistant, rely on state and nationally mandated
regulations and requirements to plan and maintain appropriate curriculum. (Program
accreditations) Other programs use state mandated curriculum alignment to stay current with
national trends.
As a publicly supported technical college, Northwest Tech must respond to actions taken by the
state. To remain current with legislative activity and to plan appropriately for the future,
Northwest Tech maintains membership through Kansas Area Technical Schools and Colleges
(KATC). This organization employs a part-time lobbyist to report critical information on trends,
budgets, and pending legislation; through its membership, Northwest Tech can incorporate
important information in making program level and budget decisions. (KATC example minutes)
Northwest Tech readily adapts to changing environmental needs. When the Respiratory Therapy
program needed to find a way to offer Anatomy & Physiology as a prerequisite, the college
created an online course; athletics sprang into being in an effort to grow enrollment and increase
diversity; to address increased need for online based curricula, a new professional development
staff position offered in-house training for Moodle; whenever industry is looking for space for
regional training, Northwest Tech finds it on campus and works out a reciprocal arrangement so
that both industry and the college benefit. (Narrative of community/industry campus use)
Environmental scanning helps in the development of new approaches at Northwest Tech. For
example, the increased demand for transferability of courses led to the further development of
general education offerings, which in turn called for more robust placement testing. In choosing
to move to the COMPASS, Northwest Tech is able to compare test scores across the state.
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Prior to 2011, the college used ACT and ASSET for placement. Student test results provide a
significant source of information for determining student needs regarding incoming freshmen
and their academic readiness in the study of their chosen program. A total of 246 students were
tested. Of these students, 115, 46.7% tested ABOVE the minimum standards on math and
reading. This compares to 61% in 2010 - 11 and 65% in 2009 - 10. A total of 131 freshman
students were referred to math and/or reading and/or writing developmental classes. (Testing
Report 2011-2012)
Northwest Tech, through the library and within programs, budgets for the acquisition of current
educational journals and trade periodicals to keep faculty, support staff, and students up-to-date.
Faculty and support staff rely on information in national journals and periodicals, industry
specific journals, and administrative distribution of societal, environmental, and industry
information. (list of journals)
The Strategic Planning session invites board members, instructors, staff, students, and
community leaders to provide input to prioritize the key strategies for growth. This session
convenes annually in developing the strategic plan. This plan is then submitted to the board for
approval. Quarterly updates are provided to the board. The Strategic Planning Committee
monitors the implementation of the strategic plan and stays abreast of current environmental
challenges and concerns for planning purposes (strategic plan)
• Northwest Tech’s environment is supportive of innovation and change.
Northwest Tech supports innovation and change in many ways. One example of the support for
innovation would include the Hybrid training in the automotive and collision repair departments.
(press release; photo op) Another example is the collaboration between Diesel Technology and
Communications Technology in response to advisory board members expressing its value. (DT
advisory minutes)
The overall organizational example of innovation and change is the iPad initiative that equips
each student and all faculty with an iPad to give all students equal access to technology and to
give instructors the ability to innovate with technology in the classroom. (video)
The environment of Northwest Tech is supportive as well as proactive in terms of innovation and
change. To illustrate:
• Northwest Tech faculty development has had outstanding results: In 2004, only six
faculty held an associate degree; by Fall 2011, 25 had a bachelor’s and 19 had a master’s.
• Northwest Tech implemented a new student record information software system, Populi.
(narrative)
• A new learning management system, Moodle, was implemented during 2010-2011.
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A faculty development position was created to support faculty with curriculum
improvements; this individual taught a Moodle course for all faculty who chose to take it
online in Summer 2011 and was instrumental in conducting the New Teacher Workshop,
Summer 2011.
The Medical Assistant program partnered with another technical college in 2010-2011 to
create a satellite program in Hays, Kansas (Hays program)
New Teacher Workshop is now taught through Northwest Tech for college credit (agenda)
Online and evening course offerings increased
The Communication Technology curriculum was redeveloped and revised in 2010-2011
to keep pace with industry standards and to increase program appeal.
Diesel Technology applied for and received the designation of Kansas Institute of Diesel
technology (article in January 2011 issue of Maverick Madness)
Diesel Technology also became NATEF certified (November 2011 Maverick Madness)
Business Technology faculty expanded and redeveloped the curriculum
In April 2011, KBOR approved a new program of study: Mobile Application and
Entertainment Development. (letter of approval from KBOR)

• Northwest Tech incorporates in its planning those aspects of its history and heritage that it
wishes to preserve and continue.
The history and heritage of Northwest Tech started with the first graduating class in 1964. Seven
programs were offered: Agriculture, Automotive, Auto Body, Building Trades, Business,
Drafting, Electrical, and Farm Mechanics. Vocational-technical instruction was the primary focus
of then Northwest Kansas Area technical School “to prepare students for gainful employment”,
and thus began Northwest Tech’s history of modeling the workplace environment, relying on
business and industry for input into the curriculum, and requiring that faculty have industry
experience in the program they teach. Technical education forms the foundation of the college
mission and serves as a basis for commitment to learning, quality, integrity, service, and diversity
Northwest Tech’s overall three-year average graduate placement rate of students in an occupation
related to their training or in continuing education or the military is 80%. (2008-2010 Placement
Follow-up reports) Many graduating students remain in the field of training. Twenty-seven
percent of faculty/administration/staff and a large percent of advisory committee members are
alumni returning to Northwest Tech to offer expertise in their discipline.
Northwest Tech preserves its history and heritage in many ways. One instance would be the
newspaper clippings framed and mounted on the assembly room walls; they show the major
events that were covered in the local newspaper from 1964 to 1989 and provide a visual and
historical record for the college. Another example of the preservation of the heritage of
Northwest Tech is the school reunion gathering every five years with a significant celebration for
the major milestones such as the fortieth reunion anniversary; a fiftieth year celebration is
planned for 2014. (Yearbook photos for 40th)
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Academic Affairs keeps a full set of yearbooks for historical purposes, and the library dedicates a
shelf to the yearbooks. In the summer of 2011, Northwest Tech converted its email system to
Google apps, which allows all students to maintain a Northwest Tech email address after
graduating. The ease of access is intended to increase connectivity among alumni and to further a
sense of contributive giving through the endowment. Northwest Tech believes that its use of
technology will help build that bond of shared history with its alumni.
• Northwest Tech clearly identifies authority for decision making about organizational goals.
The authority for decision-making about organizational goals rests with the college’s Area
Advisory Board. Area Advisory Board members are elected to represent the interest of the
public in the management and operation of Northwest Tech. From this group subcommittees are
formed in the following areas:
Building and Grounds
Curriculum
Faculty/Staff
Public Relations
Student Welfare
The group of chairpersons from these subcommittees becomes the Area Board of Control and
makes recommendations to be approved by the Area Board of Control. (Chart)
Day by day operation of the college is the responsibility of the President . The Vice President for
Academic Affairs and the Vice President for Student Affairs support the President and are
responsible for their respective areas. (Organizational charts)
Annually in the spring, a strategic planning session is held with participants comprising members
of the area advisory board, college administrators, college faculty and staff, students, community
leaders, and representative(s) from the college’s endowment board. Long and short-term goals
are identified and recommended to the Area Advisory Board for their approval. (Employee
Handbook: responsibilities of the Board)
CORE COMPONENT 2B - NORTHWEST TECH’S

RESOURCE BASE SUPPORTS ITS EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS AND ITS PLANS FOR MAINTAINING AND STRENGTHENING THEIR QUALITY IN THE
FUTURE.

• Northwest Tech’s resources are adequate for achievement of the educational quality it claims
to provide.
Northwest Tech programs have the human, financial, and physical resources essential to achieve
educational quality. This is demonstrated by a low student-to-instructor ratio. This ratio is
believed to be a quality indicator that provides students with the appropriate attention needed to
be successful academically. The average student instructor ratio for the last five years is 10-1.
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Faculty have expertise in their fields of study; most hold notable industry recognized certificates
and many participate in job related training, which enhances the quality of effective teaching and
student learning. (Northwest Tech faculty credentials) In addition, the number of faculty holding
bachelor degrees increased from nine to 25 from 2006-2011; the number holding master degrees
increased from one to 19 from 2006-2011, a commendable increase.
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In order to maintain a high level of teaching and professional skills, all full-time program
instructors are required to participate in a faculty development plan. Each faculty member meets
annually with the Vice President for Academic Affairs to review his or her individual plan.
(Faculty Professional Development Plan example)
Faculty and administration work together to identify fiscal needs. Most individual programs have
developed very successful relationships with business and industry, resulting in sizable
donations, both monetary and physical, such as equipment. Contributions from partnering
industries enable Northwest Tech to remain up-to-date with equipment used in industry.
(Industry partnerships) Annually, faculty submit a Capitol Outlay request which is reviewed by
the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Northwest Tech provides the instructional programs with the financial resources necessary to
support the academic quality of the programs. To adequately support instructional equipment
needs, Northwest Tech funds programs to purchase equipment necessary for optimal student
learning. (Capital Outlay/Carl Perkins Equipment Reports from 2008 to 2011) This equipment
expenditure is aligned with the organization’s mission to prepare students for gainful
employment in technical careers.
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The Northwest Tech campus is located in the southeast part of Goodland, Kansas. Eleven
buildings are designated for instructional programs. Three buildings accommodate student
housing complexes. One building supports the general education classes and features an
instructional two-way video studio. The library and student resource center occupy a building in
the center of the campus that contains a modern computer lab frequently used for general
education and developmental classes. The fitness center features a full-size gymnasium, two
racquetball courts and a weight/fitness room with soccer fields extending to the east. A cafeteria,
book store, large general assembly room, and a conference room make up the newly renovated
Student Union. Another building provides a storage shop, wash bay, and a custodial workshop.
(Campus Map)
Northwest Tech owns 50 acres of land contained in the city of Goodland, Kansas. Approximately
20 acres of this land is undeveloped and available for expansion. Northwest Tech has received
several property donations since 2009. 1.) The Saint house: the first “Going Green” property
donation was reconstructed using energy efficient technologies and sold. 2.) The Buffalo Inn, a
motel and restaurant: the main hotel and the restaurant were sold to a local developer, and the
college retained two sections of the motel to be used for student housing. 3.) The Boyington
Arena: a donation from a community family was refurbished to accommodate the rodeo team
and host rodeo events. (Boyington Arena story and photos) 4.) Two lots for the “Going Green”
initiative. 5.) The Armory: this building was leased to the college by the city for five years and is
being used for the wrestling program and a nursing partnership with Colby Community College.
The commitment of the above resources by Northwest Tech directly supports the mission
statement. By maintaining valuable existing resources and by providing qualified faculty, state of
the art equipment, and exceptional facilities, Northwest Tech achieves educational quality.
• Plans for resource development and allocation document Northwest Tech’s commitment to
supporting and strengthening the quality of the education it provides.
Since the college is funded through two main sources, student tuition and state post-secondary
aid, Northwest Tech generates more resources mainly by generating more credit hours which ties
directly to the number one strategic goal: Direct College Efforts and Initiatives to Ensure
Enrollment Growth. (Strategic Plan-board goal 1)
Four major resource development steps the college has taken include adding an intercollegiate
athletic program, expanding continuing education, completing concurrent enrollment with
Goodland High School, and creating a new program called Mobile Application and
Entertainment Development. These initiatives helped the college grow enrollment by 23%; for
2011-2012, the college experienced an increase of 100 new students. (enrollment comparison)
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The college used stimulus dollars to remodel the cosmetology building; enrollment improved
substantially and remains high.
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Faculty and staff model lifelong learning through their degree attainment and professional
development plans. The college is committed to professional development through funding for
degree attainment, service training, and conference attendance. (Employee Handbook: Policy on
Faculty Professional Development)
Northwest Tech supports the development of its existing programs by allocating funds for
technical equipment used in classrooms and labs based on program needs so that instructors have
the most up-to-date equipment for the students. Instructors submit a three-year plan for Capital
Outlay and Carl Perkins Funding. (capital outlay form)
Management of the resources necessary to guarantee the quality of education is an ongoing
challenge for the organization. Through careful budgeting and spending, Northwest Tech has
been able to reserve funds for the expansion of facilities and remodeling without having to apply
for loans or bond issues. The organization is steadfast in its efforts to obtain funding for
equipment through state funds, grants, and private donors. Currently, two part-time grant writers
on staff pursue possible grants. (Grants Received 2008-2011)
Increasing the college endowment funds to provide for equipment, facilities, and additional
scholarships is a board goal. (board goal 5; equipment donation list; tax credit) Career Services
personnel helps support the endowment endeavors and created a Keynote to address and
encourage the Invest in Your Future initiative on the part of the city and county. (Keynote
presentation) The grant effort continues to increase as a priority for future development of
college goals; several grants have been won recently.
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• Northwest Tech uses its human resources effectively.
Northwest Tech believes that effective use of human resources requires communication that
empowers individuals to participate in a positive way towards the success of the organization;
therefore, following a shared governance model, Northwest Tech reviewed and revised its
command structure during the 2010-11 academic year. (Organizational charts)
In the new structure, faculty are supported by division chairs who coordinate information coming
to and from administration (Employee Handbook: Division Chair); both academic and student
affairs added an assistant vice president to more effectively address student needs; and the
channels for communication are more clearly defined.
The staff at the Northwest Tech campus consists of 99 employees: three administrators, two
counselors, 26 technical instructors, five general education/developmental education faculty, 19
adjunct faculty, and 44 full- and part-time support personnel. An average of 10/per month parttime “work study” students are hired by Northwest Tech to assist with maintenance and clerical
support.
The College Catalog, the Course Catalog, and the Employee Handbook are reviewed annually so
that the policies and procedures are clear and current. The College Catalog and the Course
Catalog are available to faculty and students on Populi and on the website; the Employee
Handbook is made available to faculty and staff on the employee portal of the website
• Northwest Tech intentionally develops its human resources to meet future changes.
Northwest Tech’s growth as a college demanded that its instructors attain degree status, which
has been done in just a few short years. Attaining a degree is part of all new hire contracts.
Another way the college has been deliberate about developing quality human resources is
through hiring new faculty with master degrees for general education and the business program.
All Northwest Tech’s salaried general education faculty have master degrees as well as six
technical program instructors. The efforts the college has made to support degree acquisition on
the part of its faculty, and the efforts the college has made to hire mastered degreed faculty is
testimony to the value it places on developing its human resources.
A third way the college substantially develops its human resources is by hiring qualified
administration who can bring the necessary sense of innovation and dedication to their positions
to strengthen the college’s ability to meet its strategic plan goals such as increasing enrollment
and creating a student centered campus. As well, hiring and training efficient, talented, and
independent support staff is vital to successful operations. The institutional effectiveness survey
results for 2010-2011 indicates that the college employees feel positive about their ability to
serve students and provide a quality experience. (IES 2010-2011 results)
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To address the need for an in-house New Teacher Workshop and in-house training for instructors
on new technology such as the learning management system Moodle, Northwest Tech created a
faculty development position which offers exceptional faculty training. The in-house New
Teacher Workshop allows new faculty of Northwest Tech to participate in a week long
orientation that focuses on aspects of the college such as assessment, policies, technology,
syllabi, Moodle, etc. The summer online Moodle course allowed faculty to develop course
content and practice various methods of online delivery for that content. (new teacher workshop
agenda; syllabus for Moodle) New faculty are also are paired with mentors from the instructional
staff and meet bi-monthly or as needed.
Faculty are encouraged to analyze the latest trends, research, publications, and practices pertinent
to their career area and are supported in attending their choice of specific job related training or
conferences. Full-time faculty are required to design, plan, and implement a self-designed,
individualized professional development plan annually. This plan contains short and long term
goals with an emphasis on degree acquisition. The plan must be approved by the Vice President
for Academic Affairs. (PDP spreadsheet)
Several factors such as the addition of athletic programs, increase in minority population,
increase in overall student enrollment, and lower retention rate pointed to the need for diversity
training, a full-time counselor, and an adjunct developmental instructor.
• Northwest Tech’s history of financial resource development and investment documents a
forward-looking concern for ensuring educational quality (e.g., investments in faculty
development, technology, learning support services, new or renovated facilities.)
Northwest Tech’s history provides many examples of financial resource development and
investment to assure the fulfillment of the organization’s mission. Most recent examples
include:
The professional development plan, established in July 2004, has paid in excess of

$87,682 in tuition assistance to Northwest Tech faculty since 2008-2009 academic year .
(Tuition reimbursement) Professional development activities financed include: industry
sponsored workshops, coursework leading to a degree, internships in a career area, and
presentations at state and national conferences. (Faculty Professional Development chart)
Northwest Tech signed a lease contract with Apple in 2008 to upgrade computers across

the entire campus. This lease contract was renewed in July 2011 and will be renewed
every three years to maintain current technology.
The iPad initiative is an investment the college made in its future in Fall 2010, and this

initiative goes forward with iPad 2 for Fall 2011.
Part of the forward thinking is that the college identified its website as a primary

marketing and communication tool and consequently hired a designated media specialist.
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Student support services have been a focus of the college since 2008 when a
developmental specialist was hired for the developmental classes. In addition, in spring
2011, the college chose to institute COMPASS testing for accurate placement and state
comparison. A full-time counselor position was filled for Fall 2011 to augment student
support services and admissions; a bi-lingual assistant Vice President for Student Affairs
joined administration to direct enrollment; and an adjunct developmental instructor was
hired.
The Diesel Technology program facility’s expansion was completed in spring 2008;
clerical support and GPS curriculum was added in 2009 and the biodiesel curriculum in
2010; a part-time instructor joined the staff in 2011 to support continued growth in the
program; the program achieved NATEF certification in Fall 2011.

Northwest Tech manages the reserve funds of the organization according to state statutes and has
approximately 3.4 million dollars in reserve. The college is active in pursuing grant monies.
• Northwest Tech’s planning processes are flexible enough to respond to unanticipated needs
for program reallocation, downsizing, or growth.
Within the strategic plan, there is an objective that includes for the expansion/enhancement of
current programs (objective 1-7 ) The new Mobile Application and Entertainment Development
program is an example of Northwest Tech’s ability to respond quickly to industry needs.
The local nursing shortage created a second opportunity for 2011-2012 academic year to respond
quickly to industry demands and partner with Colby Community College to house a nursing
program in Northwest Tech facilities. A third example to respond to demands for growth would
be the Medical Assistant program developed in partnership with North Central Kansas Technical
College in Hays, Kansas.
Under the direction of new faculty with an MBA, the Business Technology program was reenvisioned as a program that offers more modern business skills rather than secretarial skills,
including several components that will transfer to four year universities. Because of increased
enrollment, Diesel Technology and Automotive Technology share a newly hired instructor.
Contingencies for downsizing are not contained within the strategic plan but within the
Employee Handbook. (Employee Handbook-Reduction in Faculty Process) Identifying the need
for downsizing is part of the comprehensive program review and the annual program review,
which look at all aspects of program success, including enrollment. Because of declining
enrollment, declining student satisfaction, and declining job placement, the Telecommunications
Network Analyst program in 2010-2011was transitioned into a streamlined Communications
Technology program. (C & A minutes)
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• Northwest Tech has a history of achieving its planning goals.
The strategic planning process provides evidence of Northwest Tech’s history of achieving its
goals to provide quality instruction and services for students by supporting changes in
technology, equipment, and facilities and providing continued professional development for
faculty and staff.
Northwest Tech has adapted to changing times with appropriate and innovative steps:
1) Create an intercollegiate athletic program in golf, rodeo, soccer, and wrestling
2) Maintain and improve a student-centered campus through strengthening and developing
services that enhance success, satisfaction, and retention such as Movie Night, Block
Party, Gaming Night, fitness services, Monday Night Football, vocal-music club
3) Cultivate relationships with current and potential employers for student placement
4) Promote faculty, staff, and student involvement with the community; for example,
Computer Graphics Technology created a spring show at the Carnegie Arts Center.
5) Make visits/presentations to community groups (President ’s Keynote); host community
groups (newspaper article re: Western KS School Alliance)
6) Integrate industry sponsored courses such as Martin Senour and New Holland training
7) Maintain and pursue industry recognized certification in technical programs (Program
accreditations)
8) Expand funds to provide for equipment, facilities, and additional scholarships through
grants, endowment fundraiser, and county and city Invest in Your Future
9) Seek grant opportunities at state, national and foundation levels (Grants since 2008)
10) Obtain corporate sponsorship: students locate sponsorships through industry
employment agreements; examples include Lang Diesel, New Horizons, Foley’s, Colby
Ag, Farmer’s New Holland, Inc.
11) Strengthen graduate/alumni communication by hiring new Career Services personnel
CORE COMPONENT 2C - THE NORTHWEST TECH’S ONGOING EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT
PROCESSES PROVIDE RELIABLE EVIDENCE OF INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS THAT CLEARLY
INFORMS STRATEGIES FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT.
• Northwest Tech demonstrates that its evaluation processes provide evidence that its
performance meets its stated expectations for institutional effectiveness.
The organization’s stated performance expectations for institutional effectiveness are outlined in
Northwest Tech’s strategic plan. The process provides for a continuous flow from planning to
implementation to evaluation. The organization’s vision and mission drive the planning process.
The mission and vision are reviewed annually at the board planning session. The session
includes a review of current goals status as well as identification of new goal prioritization and
new strategies.
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The strategic plan links organizational goals, objectives, strategies, and performance outcomes
and identifies the staff responsible for achieving the goals. The plan is monitored quarterly by the
Strategic Planning Committee.
A variety of evaluation processes and data sources are used to monitor the organization’s
effectiveness in fulfilling its mission. The current methods of assessing institutional effectiveness
and identifying areas of improvement include 1) direct methods of assessment such as
competency profiles, course embedded tests, assessment plan, third party testing, and annual
program review 2) indirect methods such as student satisfaction survey, institutional
effectiveness survey, student follow-up report, retention rates, graduation rates, and placement
rates.
Areas of concern are identified through advisory committees, employer follow-up survey, and
employer evaluations of OWE, practicums, and internships. These methods are used annually for
collection of data for the end of the year program review. This information is used to address any
areas identified as concerns and discussed and reviewed for action with the assessment
committee and Vice President for Academic Affairs.
The ongoing assessment process for Northwest Tech matures each year. The college has now
collected five years of consistent data regarding overall program performance and specific
student learning outcomes. Closing the loop on assessment is an important step in the evaluative
cycle, and communicating about student data helps everyone understand trends or results. In
Spring 2011, the first annual Assessment Day brought instructors from the nine month programs,
instructors from the ten month programs, and instructors who were new to the assessment
process together within their cohorts to complete their program reviews and their assessment
plans and to discuss possible new directions for learning they would like to monitor; Assessment
Day was actually three days with division chairs acting as support for the new teachers.
(Assessment Day minutes). In Fall 2010, a data retreat was instituted as part of faculty inservice; during that data retreat, a tripartite SWOT analysis was covered. In 2011, at the second
annual data retreat, large issues of institutional effectiveness were examined and discussed by
faculty and staff for data-driven decision-making. (Data retreat components)
An assessment team is evolving to serve and collaborate with the assessment coordinator. This
team is comprised of division chairs who also sit on the Curriculum &Assessment committee.
Faculty involvement in assessment has come as a direct result of increasing understanding of the
value of the assessment process. Several faculty members have attended the HLC conference in
Chicago; Northwest Tech plans to continue its tradition of sending faculty to this conference.
All of Northwest Tech’s technical programs emphasize workplace skills, and instructors evaluate
these skills using a competency profile. Northwest Tech instructors value feedback from
internships, practicums, OWE, and employer surveys. These surveys provide necessary feedback
on student application of technical, problem solving, and human relations skills.
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All programs offered at Northwest Tech have business and industry representatives serving on
advisory committees. These committee meetings are held twice a year. These advisory members
play a vital role in the continued enhancement of the program by validating curriculum, selecting
equipment, reviewing program and learner outcomes, designing facility layouts, developing
recruiting strategies, enhancing student job placement opportunities, and preparing for program
accreditation. (Validation form)
Another assurance of providing quality education is the use of faculty performance evaluations,
which are conducted annually by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. During the first two
consecutive years, new faculty members are evaluated twice a year (once each semester). Other
faculty members are evaluated annually or more frequently as deemed necessary by the
administration. (Evaluations schedule)
Fulfilling board goal three objective 3-1 “maintain a comprehensive professional development
program for faculty and staff” is a high priority for the college. All faculty are involved with a
professional development plan. Progress toward the goals outlined in the professional
development plan is required to maintain employment status.
• Northwest Tech maintains effective systems for collecting, analyzing, and using
organizational information.
A comprehensive data collection and reporting system is in place that provides for verification
of data and compliance with federal and state entities. Northwest Tech continues to strengthen
the reporting of data to state and federal agencies in a timely and accurate manner. One of the
key initiatives that supports the organization’s commitment to establishing an effective system
for collecting, analyzing, and organizing institutional information is the recent implementation of
Populi, a college administrative software package. (story of Populi)
The implementation of an online student/employer follow-up report has increased Career
Services’ ability to gather information on the effectiveness of the students’ preparation for
employment and on wage, and placement locations. The student profile report and the retention
and graduation report provide necessary data. Currently, the college tracks the percent of the
developmental students who graduate. In 2009-2010, 56 students took developmental courses:
84% graduated; 29, or 51%, received certificates in 2010 while 19, or 33%, received AAS
degrees in 2011, and 8 withdrew. For 2010-2011, 38 students attended developmental courses:18,
or 47% received certificates in 2011 while 18 are pending, and 2 withdrew.
• Appropriate data and feedback loops are available and used throughout Northwest Tech to
support continuous improvement.
Northwest Tech uses a variety of surveys to obtain feedback from internal and external
constituents to improve services and resources. Examples of constituents that are surveyed
include: students, graduates and employers, and faculty, administration, and staff.
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Interest surveys are sent to area high schools. Survey responses are summarized, analyzed, and
evaluated. Institutional improvements are developed as appropriate to meet identified needs.
Both the student satisfaction survey and the institutional effectiveness survey for 2010-2011
indicated that all areas of the college rated satisfactorily. (IES results) Instructors review the
student satisfaction survey for their annual program reviews and create plans of action to address
specific areas of concern. Financial Aid created an action plan in response to results of the
institutional effectiveness survey in 2008 and was able to meet expectations. However, in
2010-2011 student satisfaction survey, financial aid once again fell below 2 and created an action
plan in response. (Plan of Action 2008/ 2011)
Assessment of student learning is faculty-driven and faculty continue to collect assessment data
from each of the programs. The assessment plan allows faculty to record the results of their
student learning outcomes and reflect on areas where student performance falls below the
benchmark. These improvements are put into an action plan and then re-evaluated in the next
scheduled assessment of program outcomes. This process is monitored by an assessment
coordinator who meets individually with faculty and records decisions about the assessment plan
and changes to teaching in minutes which provide evidence of continuous improvement.
(Assessment minutes examples)
• Periodic reviews of academic and administrative subunits contribute to improvement of
Northwest Tech.
Due to the increasing diversity and increased enrollment on campus the organization recognized
the need for a new position of Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs, a position for which
bilingual ability and financial aid and admissions experience was sought. To better evaluate
instructors and programs and to respond to financial needs to update program equipment and
facilities, an assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs with grant writing and organizational
experience was hired. Northwest Tech has recently undergone a review and restructuring of the
command and communication channels within the organization with the goal of clarifying and
improving how each subunit contributes. (Organization charts) The restructuring provides for
increased responsibility of division heads who will be responsible for communicating with the
departments within their division, monitoring changes within their division, and communicating
with administration about each division.
Each program began an annual program review in the spring of 2006. The annual review allows
instructors to evaluate their program by analyzing attainment of: program goals, syllabi,
attainment of learner outcomes, number of job opportunities, results of employer surveys, and
outcomes of advisory meetings. These program reviews by faculty are completed at the end of
the academic year, and the assessment coordinator reviews the results with the Vice President for
Academic Affairs and brings the findings to the C&A at the start of the new academic year.
(C&A minutes for September 2011)
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Northwest Tech began a comprehensive, systematic program review process in 2006 to ensure
continuous review of all programs every five years. Programs that have suffered low enrollment
may also be asked to perform a comprehensive review. (Comprehensive Program Review form)
All programs have gone through this review once and Automotive Technology did its second
review in 2010-2011. (Comprehensive reviews for welding and automotive)
Comprehensive reviews of educational strategies, activities, processes, and technologies also
occur as programs go through the self-evaluation process for external program accreditations
such as National Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) in Auto Technology
and Collision Repair, CoARC in Respiratory Therapy, and American Association of Medical
Assistants (AAMA) in Medical Assisting. The Kansas Institute of Diesel Technology received
NATEF accreditation in September 2011. (Program accreditation)
Advisory committee members also provide regular evaluation of programs. (Program Validation
form)
• Northwest Tech provides adequate support for its evaluation and assessment processes.
Specific action that has been taken by the institution to support evaluation and assessment
processes include the following:
In preparation for the focused visit in 2010 when the institution needed to prepare for a

review of its general education, assessment, and faculty credentials, an assessment
coordinator was hired to be part of faculty; the assessment coordinator teaches technical
writing and composition courses for the college. In spring 2011, an assessment team was
formed made up of the assessment coordinator and each division chairperson.
In 2010, an annual data retreat for faculty and staff was added to the in-service to provide

for review of data to identify strategies for improving college performance.
Each student is charged a minimal assessment fee each semester to fund COMPASS and

WorkKeys testing.
Assessment Days for faculty were added in spring 2011 for faculty to come together to

complete program reviews and program assessment plans; for 2011, there were three
days: a 9-month program, a 10-month program, and one for new instructors.
CORE COMPONENT 2D - ALL

LEVELS OF PLANNING ALIGN WITH

NORTHWEST TECH’S

MISSION,

THEREBY ENHANCING ITS CAPACITY TO FULFILL THAT MISSION.

• Coordinated planning processes center on the mission documents that define vision, values,
goals, and strategic priorities for Northwest Tech.
The heart of the campus strategic plan is found in the college’s mission documents, which are
reviewed annually by the Area Board of Control. The annual strategic planning session of the
Area Board of Control includes not only the review of the mission documents but the review of
progress towards the prior year’s goals. (annual planning minutes)
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These goals are aimed at making sure the mission is addressed effectively as a part of the
strategic plan. The plan is a viable document that links the organization’s goals, objectives, and
strategies and identifies costs and areas of responsibility. This written document serves as the
guide for Northwest Tech’s operations. (strategic plan)
• Planning processes link with budgeting processes.
Northwest Tech’s strategic plan frames the foundational mission, associated new initiatives, and
the annual operating budget. At the annual Area Board of Control planning session, current goals
are reviewed and new goals established. The Board of Control reviews costs of existing goals
and new initiatives and then sets priorities based on anticipated funding. These decisions provide
the basis for budget planning for the next academic year.
After the annual planning session, the President, administrative team, and chief financial officer
prepare the budget by reviewing the previous year’s expenditures and projected income. (Budget
Summary and Comparison: 2010-2011, 2011-2012) Each department is given a budget for
needed supplies, repair of equipment, resources, student damage, and travel. Faculty is given
monthly printouts showing expenses and budgeted fund balances. (Monthly Budget Reports)
Perkins equipment funds and state capital outlay funds are used to purchase equipment and
improve facilities. Each program prepares a three-year program Capital Outlay Plan outlining the
use of these funds and submits the request to the President . The President prioritizes the
requests based on the Program Capital Outlay Plan, and determines how the capital outlay and
Carl Perkins equipment dollars will be allocated. The programs are notified about equipment that
has been approved for purchase or improvements to facilities that may be made (Capital Outlay
form)
• Implementation of the organization’s planning is evident in its operations.
Planning priorities are communicated and implemented in the normal operations of Northwest
Tech through regularly scheduled meetings: The annual Area Board of Control planning session
and the quarterly Strategic PlanningCommittee meetings; the monthly Area Board of Control
meeting; the monthly administrative cabinet, division chair/President ’s meeting, faculty and staff
meetings, program department meetings, and program division meetings.
• Long-range strategic planning processes allow for re-prioritization of goals when necessary
because of changing environments.
Flexibility is a defining strength of Northwest Tech. Technical education is constantly changing
in response to student needs, the economy, societal trends, and the industries it serves. As a
result, long-range strategic planning processes do allow for re-prioritization of goals and
priorities.
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Northwest Tech has opted to plan for a time period of no more than two years. Planning beyond
this time frame is unrealistic and not feasible for the organization. Further, strategic goals are
examined annually, and progress updates submitted to the board quarterly.
• Planning documents give evidence of the organization’s awareness of the relationships
among educational quality, student learning, and the diverse, complex, global, and
technological world in which Northwest Tech and its students exist.
The world in rural Kansas may not be changing as quickly as the world of a big city, but change
is in the air nevertheless, and the counties surrounding Northwest Tech, the community of
Goodland, and the college itself, which is a vital part of that community, are concerned about
quality of life. Northwest Tech does see that the relationship with Apple and the iPad initiative
have brought a wealth of possibility to northwest Kansas, including the development of a new
Mobile Application and Entertainment Development, one aspect of which is to train
telecommuting employees who can remain residents of the local economy. Creating a partnership
with Colby Community College for the nursing program and a satellite location for Medical
Assistant in Hays are productive collaborations. (Strategic Plan Goals 2, 3, & 4)
• Planning processes involve internal constituents and, when appropriate, external
constituents.
Northwest Tech has worked diligently towards an inclusive approach to the planning process.
The annual planning session relies on the input from the Area Board of Control, faculty, support
staff, and community members. Shared governance relies on communication within all areas of
the college and the revised governance structure is facilitating that communication. The
importance of the advisory committees cannot be overly stressed; these members validate
program competencies annually and provide invaluable support twice a year for the instructors to
discuss up-to-date resources needed to be training students for today’s workforce.
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CRITERION TWO STRENGTHS
Northwest Tech believes that it realistically prepares for a future shaped by multiple

societal and economic trends.
Northwest Tech uses its Strategic Plan to guide continuous improvement.

Professional development for faculty encourages life-long learning and continued

development of skills necessary to improve classroom management and instructional
skills
The faculty’s work experience offers a practical and realistic perspective to link learning

with industry applications.
A formal, systematic program review process has been implemented.

Northwest Tech’s mission, strategic plan, and performance agreements combined with

state statutes reflect the organization’s sound understanding of its current capacity.
The planning document allows Northwest Tech to operate in a proactive and futuristic

manner, giving appropriate attention to emerging factors such as technology and program
and facility enhancement.
In the planning process, Northwest Tech incorporates those aspects of history and

heritage it wishes to preserve by developing sustaining goals that continue to support the
initial mission of the institution.
Northwest Tech faculty and administration work together to identify program and

division needs.
Advisory committee members and external program accreditations such as National

Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) or other industry-specific
accreditations provide an ongoing, outside evaluation of programs.

CRITERION TWO CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE
The planning process was put in place for initial accreditation; Northwest Tech is getting

better at implementing the process, but some aspects simply exist without the
communicative fibers connecting them to other aspects of the institution.
All members of the campus are expected to be familiar with the strategic plan as a basic

planning tool with objectives and strategies that the institution tries to realize.
Closing the loop on assessment is a priority: assessment days have been instituted and a

data retreat is part of in-service; assessment forms part of the new teacher workshop
curriculum
The changes are happening so fast on campus that the strategic plan has not kept up. The

planning session session for 2011 became an informational session. So many of the new
directions come out of recognized immediate need and not from the planning document.
Graduate placement report needs to expand to collect licensure passage; it also needs to

become a three year follow-up
Developmental student tracking: increase the collection about developmental students by

tracking those who succeed in the math courses they take after the development program
and comparing their success rate to that of students who enter directly into the college
level math courses.
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Criterion Three - Student Learning and Effective Teaching
The organization provides evidence of student learning and teaching effectiveness
that demonstrates it is fulfilling its educational mission.
CORE COMPONENT 3A - NORTHWEST TECH’S GOALS FOR STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES ARE
CLEARLY STATED FOR EACH EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM AND MAKE EFFECTIVE ASSESSMENT POSSIBLE
• Northwest Tech clearly differentiates its learning goals for undergraduate, graduate, and
post-baccalaureate programs by identifying the expected learning outcomes for each.
Northwest Tech offers an Associate of Applied Science (AAS) degree and technical certificates.
Requirements for the AAS degree include successful completion of program and 15-18 hours of
general education; Business Technology requires 24 hours of general education. Requirements
for the degree and the technical certificate are comprehensively outlined and explained in
program handbooks, in the Northwest Tech catalog, on the college website and by academic
advisors during Freshman Orientation. (College Catalog-Degree; AAS Degree Requirements)
Since the college confers the associate of applied science degree, Northwest Tech works
diligently to partner with four-year institutions to promote a seamless education opportunity for
students who wish to continue their education. (Articulation agreements) There is a pending
articulation agreement with Kansas State University for a BS in Technology Management for
Mobile Applications.
Program specific learning goals are clearly defined in the technical education programs and
individual courses and explained in all course syllabi. A program guide is used as a semester
specific enrollment guide to aid the student in course selection for the acquisition of degrees or
certificates. (Program Guide)
Overall the learning goals at Northwest Tech are stated in a broad sense through the college
documents such as the college mission statement, the college vision statement, the general
education philosophy, and the strategic plan.
• Assessment of student learning provides evidence at multiple levels: course, program, and
institutional.
Northwest Tech has developed several processes to assess student learning and uses these
methods to develop plans of action for improvement. At the course level, assessment includes
student evaluations, measured learner outcomes, completion of competency profile, and third
party testing.
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At the program level, assessment includes the program assessment plan, the program review, the
comprehensive review (every five years), student evaluations, student satisfaction survey, and
certification and licensure exams. At the institutional level, assessment includes graduate followup report and placement data as well as an institutional effectiveness survey.
Northwest Tech has incorporated several means to assure that student learning is occurring:
Program Assessment Plan: Course level assessment in each program is achieved by various
means. Classroom participation, lab and shop projects, clinicals, testing, and demonstrations are
some of the key methods of assessment used to gauge a student’s attainment of learner outcomes.
Program level assessment is achieved through measuring: student performance on certification or
licensure exams; an internship, Occupational Work Experience (OWE) evaluation; job placement
rates in a program; or successful demonstration of workplace skills. (Program Assessment Plans;
Program Syllabi) Program goals, learner outcomes, assessment tools, benchmarks, and an
annual data collection and review process are in place.
The impact of course and program assessment is that faculty identify areas of concern or
weakness and adjust curriculum; they also identify areas of success. Northwest Tech instructors
conduct and oversee the assessment process within their programs and are responsible for
collecting, analyzing, reporting, and using the results to improve the courses, program, and their
instruction methods. (examples of minutes from Assessment plan meetings)
Program Review: This annual review is an overall examination of the program by the faculty,
using direct and indirect measures, which are documented on the Program Review form and are
evaluated by faculty, assessment coordinator, and assessment team. Then the assessment
coordinator shares results with the Vice President for Academic Affairs to discuss possible plans
of action for necessary changes. These plans of action are reviewed by the assessment team at a
Curriculum & Assessment Fall meeting for input and approval. (C & A minutes)
The annual program review provides the documentation for each program’s student retention
statistics, professional licensure and certification results, and graduate placement rates and salary.
(program review examples)
Comprehensive Review: A minimum of three programs undergo a comprehensive review each
year. All programs of study undergo the comprehensive review every five years or sooner if
deemed necessary by administration. Program faculty are responsible for the review using the
Comprehensive Program Review form. This form explains the process and procedures for the
completion of a report. The assessment coordinator meets with each program as the faculty
complete the review. Then faculty meet with the Vice President for Academic Affairs and
develop a plan of action. An approved plan of action is reviewed by the Curriculum and
Assessment Committee and upon committee approval, necessary changes are implemented.
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For example, in 2010-2011, as a result of the automotive technology comprehensive review,
faculty identified facility improvement as an area that needed attention, and the second year
classroom was expanded. In addition, faculty received an initial “go-ahead” from the Curriculum
and Assessment committee for a future addition, provided funding can be found; the first step
would be having engineering students draw up plans in the fall to present to the Automotive
Technology advisory board. (AT comprehensive review; C&A minutes)
Information gathered and analyzed in the Comprehensive Review is used as a part of the data for
the Annual Institution Report. By fall of 2010, all programs had completed the Comprehensive
Review and Automotive Technology completed its second one. (Comprehensive review matrix
for Annual Institutional Report)
Institutional Effectiveness Survey: The purpose of this survey is to measure, through annual
faculty, staff, and administration input, how well the organization is achieving its mission and
purposes. Northwest Tech has been collecting data from this survey since 2005 in isolation;
however, the recommendation from HLC was to figure out how to get comparative data. Since
Noel-Levitz does not serve this size institution well, Northwest Tech is collaborating with
Manhattan Area Technical College to pilot a survey that can be shared with other technical
colleges in the state. The assessment coordinator includes the survey results in the annual
institution report. (Excerpt from Annual Institution Assessment report)
Student Satisfaction Survey: The Student Satisfaction Survey is given once a year in the spring
and is an online survey open to all students to rate the performance of the various sub-units of the
college. In fact, Northwest Tech conducts a “Survey Day” when both the Institutional
Effectiveness Survey and the Student Satisfaction Survey are opened to participation. For this
survey also, Northwest Tech is partnering with Manhattan Area Technical College to provide
comparison data. (current SSS questions)
Graduate Placement Report and Graduate Follow-up Report: The graduate placement report
is part of the graduate follow-up report that is conducted as six-month follow-up of graduates
and employers to ascertain job satisfaction, pay rate, employment tenure, and employer
satisfaction. The survey is administered by Career Services and given to faculty at a faculty
meeting and becomes part of the annual program review. (2009-2010 Graduate Follow-up
Report)
In conclusion, Northwest Tech recognizes that the assessment of student learning is a continuous
improvement process and requires constant conversation about the findings and the process. As a
result, an assessment team has been formed consisting of the division chairs and the assessment
coordinator; the college has completed two data retreats as part of faculty in-service; assessment
days have been instituted where faculty come together to prepare annual program reviews and
share results of assessment plans at the close of each academic year; and the assessment
coordinator participates in the New Teacher Workshop to assist new faculty in understanding the
assessment process at the college. (data retreat presentations; agenda for new teacher workshop)
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The assessment of student learning falls under the supervision of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs and is the purview of the assessment coordinator. The assessment coordinator
works directly with faculty to review and update their assessment plans, to discuss results of their
program reviews, and to guide completion of the comprehensive reviews; as a member of the
C&A Committee, the assessment coordinator schedules those faculty who have completed their
program’s comprehensive review to present their results to the committee (C & A April 2011
minutes; minutes from assessment plan meetings)
• Assessment of student learning includes multiple direct and indirect measures of student
learning.
A variety of direct measures of student learning are used to assess all Northwest Tech courses
and programs. These direct measures are outlined in course syllabi and program assessment
plans. Examples of direct measures used within a program include: testing, student performance
on shop and lab projects, demonstrations, and performance on licensure or certification exams.
(Program Assessment Plan examples; Syllabi examples)
A “capstone” project within each technical program requires students to apply skills acquired
through general education courses to their program of study. (example Capstone projects)
Each program recognizes the importance of and has incorporated indirect measures of student
learning into their assessment plans. Examples of some of the indirect measures used in a
program include: job placement rates, employer feedback on student performance in externships,
internships, and OWE. (program review examples)
Northwest Tech reviews indirect measures of student learning through quarterly retention
reports, which include beginning enrollment, withdrawals, and graduates. The enrollment
management committee meets quarterly to discuss retention; then an annual retention report is
prepared for the Northwest Tech administration and Area Board of Control in July. Faculty and
their program advisory committee members also review this report in November. (2009-2010
and 2010-2011 Retention Report) Because the 2010-2011 report reflected that 18.8% of the
students withdrew due to attendance, personal, or financial reasons, the college hired a full-time
counselor for 2011-2012 and reviewed its attendance policies.
Northwest Tech prepares a six-month graduate placement and follow-up report that is distributed
to administration and to faculty for general feedback and for use in their program reviews. This
report is compiled in the late fall and uses survey responses from graduates and employers. The
placement and follow-up report includes information on student placement, employer
satisfaction, wages, benefits, and student satisfaction with program training. In the 2009-2010
academic year the follow-up survey was put online with some responses still collected by paper.
Ninety-three employers were surveyed, 37 responded, and of the graduates surveyed, 118 out of
121 graduates participated in the survey. (Graduate Follow-up Results)
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• Results obtained through assessment of student learning are available to appropriate
constituencies, including the students themselves.
Instructors for each program track learning outcomes and communicate and distribute course
level outcomes to each student through immediate access to grades on Moodle. Instructors
conference with their students at mid-term about grade progress and when a student is identified
as at risk.
Each program of study compiles an annual program assessment plan to report how students are
meeting expected outcomes and benchmarks. Faculty participate in Assessment Day at the end of
the academic year to share their plans and to identify which outcomes and benchmarks have been
met or need improvement. The assessment coordinator then meets with the Vice President for
Academic Affairs in the fall to review plans of action for the upcoming year; the assessment
team reviews the plans with their divisions. (program review minutes with VP and assessment
coordinator)
Every fall, program faculty meet with their advisory boards to validate identified changes to the
curriculum. This process ensures that appropriate constituents are informed of changes and the
rationale for change.
Passage rates of industry certifications and licensure are tracked (Certification/Licensure
Passage Rates) The college recognizes the need to have job placement rates available on the
college website for the public and prospective students; towards this end, the college hired a
dedicated webmaster.
• Northwest Tech integrates into its assessment of student learning the data reported for
purposes of external accountability (i.e. graduation rates, passage rates on licensing exams,
placement rates, and transfer rates.)
Northwest Tech collects data on graduation rates, passage rates on licensure and certification
exams, and placement rates. Career Services prepares and distributes annual statistics of
graduation and placement rates to faculty and the Area Board of Control. Currently, each
technical program is informed of its passage rates on licensure and certification exams. The
annual program review is the place where these rates are recorded; in addition, several programs
have overall goals of placement and retention within their assessment plans. (Assessment plan
examples)
All reports are used by 1) instructors to make curricula upgrades, additions, or deletions; 2)
advisory committee members to determine if each program is meeting its commitment to train
future employees for industry and businesses in the tri-state area; 3) division chairs as talking
points within division meetings; 4) C & A committee members to ascertain that programs are
meeting the mission, goals, and student learning outcomes and benchmarks; 5) by administration
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and the Area Board of Control in approving changes that will enhance student learning and
program effectiveness; and 6) marketing and admissions to “get the word out”.
All assessment data form part of the Annual Institution Assessment Report, which is available to
faculty, staff, students, Area Board of Control, and the general public via the website. This report
summarizes the results of annual program review, assessment plans, and comprehensive reviews.
This report provides a short-hand way of looking at program and institutional outcomes, which is
useful for strategic planning sessions (AIR in draft form for 2010-2011)
• Northwest Tech’s assessment of student learning extends to all educational offerings,
including credit and non-credit certificate programs.
Educational offerings are evaluated with appropriate assessment instruments and processes that
can include course evaluation. In addition, program review processes and program assessments
are reviewed and monitored by the C&A and the Vice President for Academic Affairs to ensure
all faculty are consistent in the use of approved assessment procedures. Northwest Tech syllabi
define the requirements of the course for the student and the expected learner outcomes. (sample
Course Syllabi)
Northwest Tech has taken ownership of its general education offerings including the fall, spring
and summer offerings of available coursework. This coursework includes all the requirements
necessary for the AAS degree within each program; courses have been added to fulfill the core
requirements for students taking only general education classes; and, Northwest Tech also offers
courses to meet the needs of the community for adult education and/or certification and recertification. (AAS degree requirements; Course schedule)
For students who are degree seeking, a capstone project measures the effectiveness of the
general education coursework and objectives within each program of study.
• Faculty are involved in defining expected student-learning outcomes and creating the
strategies to determine whether these outcomes are achieved.
The faculty developed and formalized a program mission, program goals, and program
assessment plans. They identified assessment tools and benchmarks. ( sample Program
Assessment Plans ) Faculty within each program discuss student learning outcomes and agree on
how to measure them, and these discussions extend to division meetings to share strategies and
successes with other faculty. Learner outcomes are provided to each student through course
syllabi, which are developed by faculty and reviewed annually. Faculty determine student
achievement and learner outcomes by measuring student performance against established
benchmarks. Faculty analyze this information annually with the assessment coordinator and the
assessment team in small meetings (Assessment Day minutes) with needed updates or revisions
implemented before the next fall semester begins.
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Northwest Tech uses a variety of faculty-developed assessment strategies to determine the
achievement of program and student outcomes. Examples of these assessments include: exams,
quizzes, performance on lab and shop projects, student demonstrations, certification and
licensure exams, graduation and job placement rates, and retention.
• Faculty and administrators routinely review the effectiveness of Northwest Tech’s program
to assess student learning.
Northwest Tech uses program assessment plans, program reviews, comprehensive reviews, and
Student Satisfaction and Institutional Effectiveness surveys to review how well learning is
happening at the course, program, and institution level. The assessment process is designed to be
completed on an annual basis to ensure a routine review of the effectiveness of student learning.
Currently, the C & A oversees the comprehensive review process and uses the program review
results to initiate needed changes in programs. Additionally, the assessment coordinator presents
assessment concerns to the committee and uses the executive summary of the annual institution
assessment report to bring findings to the committee. (charter)
Northwest Tech has in excess of 100 business and industry representatives serving on program
advisory committees. (Advisory Committee member list) These advisors assist with the
validation of programs and with student outcomes. They work directly with faculty to review
program assessment plans and learner outcomes. Program advisory committees meet twice per
year and their expertise is sought to validate program and learner outcomes for relevance. They
also make recommendations to enhance curriculum, media, equipment, and other aspects to
ensure that current business and industry standards are reflected. (Advisory validation form;
sample minutes )
Northwest Tech administers Work Keys, “a job skills assessment system measuring real-world
skill”, as part of the performance agreement with KBOR. After students pass the tests, Work
Keys provides a work ready certificate that is recognized by employers. (KBOR Performance
Agreement goal 2) Northwest Tech considers job placement an additional means of validating
student learning. The overall job placement rate for 2010 graduates indicated 73% were
employed in their program area or pursing further education or military service. In addition, 15%
of 2010 graduates were employed but in non-program related jobs. The result is 88% rate of
students either employed or enrolled in post-secondary education. (2010 Graduate Placement
Report)
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CORE COMPONENT 3B - THE ORGANIZATION VALUES AND SUPPORTS EFFECTIVE TEACHING.
• Qualified faculty determine curricular content and strategies for instruction.
Since its transition from a technical school to a college which began in 2001, Northwest Tech’s
faculty have followed professional development plans to acquire degrees. Also, the high ratio of
full-time to part-time faculty is an important aspect of faculty ownership of the curriculum; Fall
2011, Northwest Tech employed 26 technical instructors, five general education/developmental
education faculty, and 19 adjunct faculty.
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The faculty hiring policy supports the organization's belief that faculty who have appropriate
credentialing, technical knowledge, and industry experience contribute significantly to effective
teaching. Faculty are viewed as experts in their field and work cohesively with advisory
committee members and administration to develop curriculum and instructional strategies and to
implement industry standards in support of Northwest Tech’s mission.
Strategies for instruction are determined by the faculty. Faculty decide whether courses are selfdirected, activity-based, team-based, lecture-based, or a combination of all of these approaches.
Instructional methods include but are not limited to formal lecture, technology-enhanced
instruction (including online, hybrid, web-enhanced, Internet, PowerPoint, podcasts, and iPad),
class discussions, on- and off-campus guest speakers, study guides, journals, worksheets, chapter
outlines, travel and field trips, laboratory assignments, student presentations, and group work.
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By using “live work” projects (customer owned items needing repair) and mock-up training,
classroom tests and discussions, and appropriate texts, instructors at Northwest Tech follow the
mission philosophy that its higher education environment will stimulate learning and promote
self-directed, life-long learning skills.
• The organization supports professional development designed to facilitate teaching suited to
varied learning environments.
Northwest Tech stresses the need for professional development suited to varied learning
environments; therefore, the administration stance regarding professional development is
proactive. Northwest Tech provides funding to support instructors attending professional
development conferences relative to their discipline. For example, a developmental math
instructor attended a Bridges Out of Poverty workshop while a Collision Repair instructor
attended hybrid training. The Computer Fundamentals/Communications Technology instructor
attended the conference that introduces new Apple software while the diesel instructor attended
Allison product training. Faculty attend industry sponsored service schools which provide
exposure to new technology and teaching methods. For example, one instructor from each
department in the transportation division attended the annual North American Council of
Automotive Teachers (NACAT). (professional development)
The administration supports in-house professional development for faculty in the areas of multimedia technology, instructional media development, iPad technology, e-mail, Microsoft
PowerPoint, and other instructional technology software and tools. The New Teacher Workshop
is also held in-house for credit accepted by Pittsburg State University (PSU); prior to the summer
of 2011, new teachers took a three credit course directly through PSU.
Many technical faculty return to industry in the summer to enhance their technical skills and
knowledge. As part of their degree attainment, faculty consistently participate in classes that
examine teaching methodologies for varied learning environments.
• Northwest Tech evaluates teaching and recognizes effective teaching.
Various methods are used in the evaluation of instructor performance. New faculty are evaluated
once every semester directly by or under the supervision of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs during the first two consecutive years of employment. This consists of both student and
administrative evaluations of instruction. All faculty are evaluated at least once during the
following years with an administrative evaluation, a student evaluation, or both as deemed
necessary by the administration. The Vice President for Academic Affairs reviews the
evaluations and meets with the instructor to address concerns regarding strengths and
weaknesses in performance. Together they complete a “Plan for Improvement” document in
regard to any shortfalls; changes are implemented where necessary. (Evaluation of teaching
instruments)
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Avenues to indirectly acknowledge effective teaching exist through Employee of the Year award
where faculty are recognized at the annual Christmas dinner. Tuition reimbursement and
celebrations for degree attainment are other ways Northwest Tech recognizes teachers striving
for effectiveness. In a further attempt to recognize teaching effectiveness, the Vice President for
Academic Affairs in tandem with division heads created a merit document on which to base
salary increases. (Merit document)
• Northwest Tech provides services to support improved pedagogies.
Northwest Tech provides a variety of services to support improved pedagogies. The staff
professional development position was created to directly support improved pedagogies. This
position is responsible for the New Teacher Workshop, an online Moodle course that 23
instructors and staff took in summer 2011, and ongoing faculty support for course development.
During their first year, new faculty are assigned a mentor selected from experienced faculty to
assist and support improved pedagogies. Mentors and new faculty meet bi-monthly to discuss
teaching techniques, policies, problems, and areas of concern.
All approved faculty professional development plans are supported financially by the college,
which has been an important service in the development of faculty.
The counseling and developmental services provided by the college are an integral part of
instructors’ ability to support students who may be struggling. Because of the developmental
services instructor’s dedication to helping students attain the skills needed to complete college
level work, the developmental instructor was chosen as the Employee of the Year for 2010-2011.
Many instructors testify that the developmental classes have allowed students to be successful in
their chosen areas of study.
The library works hand in hand with all instructors on campus to provide resources relevant to
their programs. Additionally, the library director is available for in class workshops on research
techniques and database access.
• Northwest Tech demonstrates openness to innovative practices that enhance learning.
Northwest Tech remains a leader in technical education and uses many innovative practices to
enhance learning. An example is the use of “live work” to provide training for students.
Northwest Tech believes that by learning through “live work”, students are more competent and
better prepared for the workplace. Faculty, employers, students, and advisory committee
members support this belief.
An example of this type of learning is the Going Green initiative, the “green” construction of an
house by the Carpentry program. During 2009-2010, the college partnered with the city to build
an energy efficient home, which then sold in 2011.
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The “green” construction coordinated effort used installation of the heating and air conditioning
by the Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration program students, installation of
Internet and phone cable by the Communications Technology program, and installation of all
electrical wiring by the Electrical Technology program. This project was completed within strict
budget and time constraints simulating a real work environment and is set to be duplicated
during the 2011-2012 academic year.
To enhance learning and develop workplace skills, each program has a departmental club for
which students plan and organize fund-raising projects, community service projects, and events
for campus. Two-year programs include first- and second-year students in one inclusive club.
(College catalog: departmental clubs) Program clubs invite industry representatives to Northwest
Tech for special presentations. These presentations typically include the most up to date
technology that industry has to offer and create a valuable visual learning activity for students.
For example, the Automotive Technology program club invited former students to return and
provide live work demonstrations.
On program field trips, students can observe business and industry setting and reflect on what
they learned in the classroom or on their shop floors. For example, second-year Collision Repair
travels to Denver for two days to tour body shops and restoration shops, both dealer and
independent. First-and second-year Diesel students go to locally owned and operated corporate
stores like Cummins or John Deere, operations which hire Northwest Tech students while the
major field trip for second-year students goes to central Kansas. (College catalog: Field trips)
Many programs incorporate an internship, practicum, clinical, or OWE course which allow
students to gain business and industry knowledge prior to graduating. This experience is
unattainable in the classroom and broadens the students’ learning experience. (Owe objectives)
• Northwest Tech supports faculty in keeping abreast of the research on teaching and
learning, and of technological advances that can positively affect student learning and the
delivery of instruction.
Northwest Tech provides workshops and in-service activities for faculty in the areas of multimedia technology, synchronous and asynchronous distance learning, instructional media
development, e-mail, PowerPoint, and other instructional technology software and tools.
Northwest Tech also supports faculty in the development of the use of instructional media and
other teaching aids that address multiple learning styles. Support staff provide services to assist
faculty.
The Northwest Tech Max Alderman Library provides a wide variety of resources such as current
magazines, database for research, professional development shelf, ACT test center, NATEF end
of program test center, and SP2 safety training to support faculty in keeping abreast of teaching,
learning, and technological advances in their respective fields. (magazine list)
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It is critical for Northwest Tech faculty to remain current with technological advances in
industry. Instructors accomplish this through industry videos, Internet training, conferences,
seminars, internships, and workshops. Instructors are encouraged to obtain industry experience
by working in their technical field as outlined in their professional development plans. (InService & Training)
The organization supports employees attending continuing education classes by modifying their
schedules and reimbursing them for tuition, transportation, and hotel costs. Northwest Tech
budgets and reimburses faculty for approved conferences, seminars, and workshops in support of
continuing education. (Tuition Reimbursement) The Area Board of Control supports faculty
development by providing an incentive salary increase as outlined in the Administration, Faculty,
and Staff handbook. (Policy on Faculty Professional Development)
• Faculty members actively participate in professional organizations relevant to the disciplines
they teach.
Northwest Tech encourages faculty to maintain professional memberships, and many faculty
participate in professional trade organizations or use professional certification for their programs.
(Professional and community organizations) Some examples are:






Collision Repair instructor is an Evaluation Team Leader (ETL) for NATEF, which
means he travels to other institutions to evaluate their collision repair programs for
accreditation.
The Communication Technology instructor actively participates in the Society of Cable
and Telecommunications Engineering (SCTE) and proctors tests for students and the
public.
The Engineering Technology instructor actively participates as the Advisor of the High
Plains Chapter of the American Society of Certified Engineering Technicians.
The director of library services is active in The Kansas Library Association, College &
University Library Section, and American Library Association; the library director is also
a proctor for ICSE and HVAC testing.

CORE COMPONENT 3C - NORTHWEST TECH CREATES EFFECTIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS.
• Assessment results inform improvements in curriculum, pedagogy, instructional resources,
and student services.
Northwest Tech has implemented a program assessment plan within each instructional program
providing data for the continuous measurement of student learning. Each technical program
assessment plan outlines the assessment methods that are used to provide feedback to improve
instructional areas.
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The program assessment minutes prepared by the assessment coordinator during meetings with
instructors provide a record of the ongoing insight instructors gain from examining their
assessment plans. (Sample minutes) The assessment team then reviews the minutes and plans
and follows up within their divisions; by division there is a discussion of actions taken to
improve student learning. The Vice President for Academic Affairs oversees the assessment
program.
The annual program reviews provide an avenue for continued improvement of curriculum,
pedagogy, and instructional resources by providing instructors with an overview of their
programs; instructors review placement rates, retention, facility use, and Student Satisfaction and
Institutional Effectiveness survey data. (Program Review summary from the Annual Institution
Assessment report)
As a result of the 2010-11 Student Satisfaction Survey, Northwest Tech added an instructor
position to be shared by the diesel and automotive programs. This survey consistently identified
a concern with financial aid; therefore Northwest Tech hired an assistant Vice President for
Student Affairs with a background in financial aid and is training career services personnel in
financial aid.
• Northwest Tech provides an environment that supports all learners and respects the diversity
they bring.
Northwest Tech has a commitment to diversity which it strives consistently to honor through a
multiple avenues.
Admissions	
  Policy:	
  Northwest	
  Tech	
  is	
  an	
  open	
  admissions	
  organization	
  that	
  accepts	
  
students	
  with	
  a	
  wide	
  range	
  of	
  knowledge	
  and	
  abilities.	
  Northwest	
  Tech	
  does	
  not	
  
discriminate	
  on	
  the	
  basis	
  of	
  race,	
  creed,	
  color,	
  national	
  origin,	
  sex,	
  age,	
  or	
  handicap	
  in	
  
providing	
  admission	
  or	
  access	
  to	
  its	
  programs	
  and	
  activities.	
  (College	
  catalog:	
  Admissions)
College Option: Northwest Tech and participating high schools offer senior students, who are
sixteen or older, an opportunity known as the College Option. With the approval of the attendee’s
high school, the student’s parents, and Northwest Tech, a student can enroll at Northwest Tech
and earn both high school credits and technical college credits simultaneously. (College Options
information)
Ability to Benefit: A person who has dropped out of high school can attend Northwest Tech
without a high school diploma or its equivalent (GED) by taking an aptitude test and meeting the
minimum scores for the program of study. In order for this student to qualify for college entrance
and federal financial aid, he or she must pass the COMPASS writing, reading, and math
assessment.
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After completing the testing process and meeting with the Northwest Tech counselor, the student
is admitted as a special student. (College Catalog: Ability to Benefit) A special student can only
enroll in a technical certificate program of study. (College Catalog: Admission Standards) If the
individual completes a high school diploma or GED prior the end of their program, he or she
would be reclassified as a regular student and qualify to earn the AAS degree.
Diversity Recruitment: Non-traditional students are encouraged to attend Northwest Tech. The
college defines “non-traditional students” as those whose gender, age, or ethnicity may be
atypical in a career field or as those who are experiencing a career change. Northwest Tech
encourages enrollment of non-traditional students by offering scholarships while actively
recruiting. Non-traditional occupations are defined in Perkins IV legislation as “occupations or
fields of work for which individuals from one gender comprise less than 25% of the individuals
employed”. Examples are: a young woman enrolled in building trades or a young man enrolled
in a cosmetology program. (Kansas Breaking Traditions Scholarship; Scholarship Brochure)
Northwest Tech recognizes the economic diversity of its student population. During the
2010-2011academic year, 245 students qualified for Pell grant awards. Student Loans, excluding
PLUS loans, were granted to 395 students.
Through targeted recruiting and the addition of an intercollegiate athletic program, the Hispanic
population at Northwest Tech increased from 9% to 13%; the college is now a member of
Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU) and diversity training is part of inservice to increase cultural sensitivity and awareness among faculty, staff, and administration.
(Diversity Training agenda)
Adult Students: Northwest Tech had a 21% adult (age 25 or older) student enrollment for Fall
2011. (profile)
Experiential Learning: Northwest Tech emphasizes experiential learning in technical programs.
Internships, practicums, clinicals, and Occupational Work Experience (OWE) are encouraged in
many programs and are required in the Communications Technology, Medical Assistant, and
Respiratory Therapy.
Flexible Schedules: To better serve the increasing diversity of students, Northwest Tech has
created a block schedule for Business Technology and Computer Graphics Technology; further,
general education courses are offered throughout the day, online, and in the evening.
Accommodations for Disabilities: Northwest Tech is committed to providing equal
opportunities for all students, including students with disabilities in accordance with Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990.
(College Catalog: Non-discrimination statement)
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The Max Alderman Library and Resource Center: The library upholds the American Library
Association's "Library Bill of Rights" which is posted in the library. These rights include, but are
not limited to, a person's right to use a library, regardless of origin, age, or background. The
library’s collection of books, periodicals, newspapers, and reference materials are related to all
the technical programs and general education courses offered by Northwest Tech. General
reference, study skill materials, and databases providing extensive research materials are
available in the library. Individual and group study areas, computerized tutorials, a comfortable
lounge, and workstations that have high-speed Internet access and a variety of software are
provided. Through an agreement with the Northwest Kansas Inter-Library Loan System,
materials and resources from all Kansas libraries are accessible to Northwest Tech constituents as
well. An estate donation of first editions recently increased the library collection.
The Resource Center houses Student Support Services and provides a classroom for
developmental math and reading and a computer lab. Other services provided by Student Support
Services staff include individual and group tutoring for mathematics, reading comprehension,
study skills, writing, and exam reviews. The primary focus of Student Support Services is to help
academically underprepared students improve their ability to succeed at college level courses.
The Resource Center is open from 6:30 am to 6 pm Monday through Thursday and 7 am to 3 pm
on Friday.
iPad Initiative: In addition to library resources, every student is equipped with an Apple iPad.
This allows instant communication and access to Internet resources in real time during class.
Students are also able to access class assignments.
Daycare: Another addition for special population students, including single parent or married
students, is the availability of an on-site daycare, Little Mavericks, which gives parents who are
students at Northwest Tech safe and convenient childcare. (Little Mavericks Daycare newsletter)
Athletics: In 2010, Northwest Tech added both female and male athletic programs to further
enhance diversity. Men's wrestling, men’s and women’s rodeo, and women’s golf are the initial
athletic programs offered by the college. Men’s golf and women's and men's soccer will be
available in Fall of 2011. Soccer is expected to bring greater diversity to the student population,
expand the normal local admission pool, and bring a larger cultural influence to campus.
(Northwest Tech website-Athletics)
General Education: Northwest Tech recognizes the value of the general education curriculum
and its role in a student’s ability to contribute to the workforce, broaden his or her educational
experience, and establish him or herself as a lifelong learner. Select general education courses are
required, depending on the program from which the student matriculates. (Associate degree
requirements)
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• Advising systems focus on student learning, including the mastery of skills required for
academic success.
The first advising new students receive is at one of the three Freshman Orientation sessions
Northwest Tech holds during the spring when students formally register for their programs. This
required activity for all freshmen assists students in ordering, applying, registering and obtaining,
books, tools, clothing, and supplies, financial aid, registering for student housing, information
with regard to the associate degree and technical certificate. All students must provide Northwest
Tech with ACT, ASSET, or COMPASS test scores or take a COMPASS test during Freshman
Orientation. Results of these tests are used for placement in developmental classes.
For Fall 2011, the college added a Student Success Seminar to create small group environments
to help students understand college policies and be successful with the technology.
Program instructors serve as a student’s primary advisor, monitor his or her progress and support
the student in the successful completion of a program. Admission representatives support the role
of the instructors through several channels: students meet with admission representatives every
semester to asses progress and to plan for the next semester; admission representatives also meet
and counsel students prior to enrollment in program or general education classes. (Orientation
and registration schedules) Populi, the student tracking system, is intended to provide ease of
communication for students, admissions, counseling, and faculty from the initial contact to the
completion of a program.
• Student development programs support learning throughout the student’s experience
regardless of the location of the student.
Northwest Tech provides developmental courses through Student and Academic Affairs.
Developmental math, reading, and writing classes are available. With a solid foundation in the
areas of math, reading, and writing, students are able to concentrate on the acquisition of their
degree. Once placed through COMPASS testing, students do have the option to retest if they
show mastery of the concepts within the first two weeks of class. To ensure that the
developmental classes are successful, they are offered face to face and are not offered online.
In terms of supporting students who may be struggling with certain aspects of their program, the
counselor is able to arrange tutoring support. Student Support Services also provides on-site
tutoring for students who require help in studying for their state exams. Further, orientation has
been reorganized to include a Student Success Seminar to better prepare students for the early
college experience.
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Medical Assistant students at the satellite campus in Hays get support from North Central Kansas
Technical College (NCKTC); as far as other services, administration makes personal visits and
communicates with administration of NCKTC. Students of the Hays campus are required to
attend campus for registration and participation in Student Success Seminars and they also attend
the main campus for educational days where they participate with the Goodland students in
Medical Assistant activities. While on campus, students are able to counsel in person with
financial aid and student affairs to help address any problems or concerns they might have.
Through the use of technology (Facetime) students conference with student affairs concerning
attendance and academics. The two instructors coordinate the curriculum to facilitate instruction
on subjects such as CPR and direct patent care.
The Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs monitors online courses and has created a
questionnaire to determine a student’s capability for distance learning success. Students new to
distance learning will be required to attend virtually an introductory session on online learning.
• Northwest Tech employs, when appropriate, new technologies that enhance effective
learning environments for students.
Northwest Tech is committed to leadership in developing new technologies for education.
Currently every student and instructor has an iPad, and for fall 2011 all instructor and
administrator laptops were upgraded to new MacBook Pros; the campus received 51 new Apple
desktops for the 2011 school year. To encourage and support computer literacy and the use of
technology, Northwest Tech has 536 computers in iMacs, Macbook Pros, Mac Minis, iPads,
Apple Servers, PowerMacs and Mac Pros, distributed throughout campus. Two-hundred sixteen
computers support Instruction in classrooms, labs, the library, and student support areas along
with 320 iPads. (IT inventory)
By using the iPad, programs can download program-related apps which enhance education and
training. (How programs using iPad) Because of the implementation of the iPad, many programs
have access to electronic texts; the college LMS, Moodle, allows instructors to create web based
curriculum and testing; Populi, the student registration and record system provides the ability to
track a student’s progress
Expenditures are made annually through Capital Outlay and Carl Perkins funding on
instructional equipment. (Providing up-to-date equipment allows students to build, create, repair,
design, analyze, and solve problems with industry appropriate technology. (Capital Outlay and
Perkins) Grants are sought to help provide necessary equipment for departments. Examples of
current equipment and software used by technical programs on campus include: hybrid scan
tools for Collision Repair and Automotive Technology; Respiratory Therapy received a grant for
simulators; the Kansas Institute of Diesel Technology received a grant for biodiesel equipment.
(Grants Status Report)
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The library provides students with access to the Internet. Students congregate to work on
projects, homework, or to interact with peers and faculty. Additional technologies and
information such as the Kurzweil Reader software are available to students who have difficulties
with vision, reading comprehension, testing taking skills, and other learning disabilities. Through
an agreement with the Northwest Kansas Inter-Library Loan System, materials and resources
from all Kansas libraries are accessible to Northwest Tech faculty and students. Online resources
provided by the State Library of Kansas include databases such as World Book Online, First
Search, Infotrac Web, SIRS Discoverer, Heritage Quest, Literature Resource Center, Custom
Newspaper, and ProQuest. The online resources combine to include over 55 million online
records available to students, faculty, and the public.
Faculty and students also have access to a multi-purpose presentation classroom and an
interactive distance learning (IDL) studio that is used to provide access to courses from regional
educational institutions. These facilities are also available for use by civic groups and the local
business community such as Kansas Bar Association, Colby Community College Nursing
program, and National Weather Service.
Northwest Tech hosts a campus-wide Tech Expo every year in November. Business and industry
are invited and encouraged to display and demonstrate the latest technologies to Northwest Tech
students and faculty. (2010-2011 Tech Expo agenda)
• Northwest Tech's systems of quality assurance include regular review of whether its
educational strategies, activities, processes, and technologies enhance student learning.	
  
Northwest Tech uses a program review, a comprehensive review, and an institutional
effectiveness survey to assure a regular review of educational strategies, activities, processes, and
technologies that enhance student learning.
The assessment coordinator works directly with faculty to complete the assessment loop. In
addition to individual meetings with faculty members, the assessment coordinator hosts an
assessment day for faculty to share information and review assessment plans and holds a data
retreat workshop as part of faculty in-service to provide a regular review of instructor strategies
and processes to identify benchmarking and assessment opportunities.
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CORE COMPONENT 3D - NORTHWEST TECH'S LEARNING RESOURCES SUPPORT STUDENT LEARNING
AND EFFECTIVE TEACHING.
• Northwest Tech ensures access to the resources (e.g., research laboratories, libraries,
performance spaces, clinical practice sites) necessary to support learning and teaching.
Northwest Tech provides access to the resources needed to support effective learning and
teaching. Students are provided access to specialized lab areas, shop areas, instructional aids, an
IDL studio, department specific resources and equipment, and a variety of resources in the
library to support student learning in technical and general education.
Northwest Tech provides access to shops, computer centers, and large assembly areas where the
entire campus population can be assembled for group presentations. The technical programs
offering internships, practicums, and Occupational Work Experience (OWE) engage in
collaborative arrangements with business and industry sites. The physical facility of a site must
be conducive to learning as determined by the Northwest Tech faculty member coordinating the
course. The work site becomes an extension of Northwest Tech, giving a student access to
learning resources and experiences otherwise unavailable. (OWE, clinical and practicum course
description and evaluations)
The Resource Center provides academic support and assistance to students with individual and
group tutoring for mathematics and reading comprehension, exam reviews, computerized
tutorials, and student support with developmental math, writing, and reading needs. In addition,
accommodations for students with special learning needs are also available.
To augment Perkins and Capital Outlay, the technical programs keep pace with industry and form
valuable partnerships and collaborations with industry; in addition, the innovative technology
grants fund alternative programs such as bio-diesel and hybrid collision repair (industry
partnerships)
The college’s premier facilities are accessible to student learners, resulting in effective teaching
and learning. The college has made it a top priority to provide adequate facilities and equipment.
• Northwest Tech evaluates the use of its learning resources to enhance student learning and
effective teaching.
Instructors evaluate the use of learning resources in the classroom and lab through: student
academic performance, student satisfaction surveys, direct input from students and advisory
committee members, and from business and industry. Results of these evaluations may prompt
faculty to adjust the methods of instruction and modify learning resources. Each course syllabus
provides a course outline and instructional methods prepared by the instructor. ( Syllabi)
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Other methods of evaluation include:
Library Patronage Usage Report

Assessment of Special Services

Internship, externship, and OWE

Program Review

Comprehensive Program Review

Advisory Committees

• Northwest Tech regularly assesses the effectiveness of its learning resources to support
learning and teaching.
Instructors continually assess the effectiveness of program learning resources and make changes
as indicated by the program review, instructor evaluations, student outcomes assessments,
student satisfaction survey results, technology improvements, advisory committee
recommendations, and changes in business and industry practices. Each year instructors make a
formal request to Northwest Tech administration concerning equipment and program needs based
on the above assessments. (Capital Outlay form)
In addition, program reviews and direct input from students, employers, alumni, and advisory
board members are used to assess the effectiveness of labs and equipment. Job placement rates
and employer feedback are also considered when determining the effectiveness of the labs and
related equipment. Alumni and employers are surveyed to acquire valuable information
concerning curricular and program issues. The Student Follow-up is used to collect input for
those areas. In the Fall of 2010, Northwest Tech revised the Follow-up form to provide better
input for the assessment process; this form is now available on Moodle and should provide more
ease of response. (Graduate Follow-up survey forms)
Students evaluate equipment, textbooks, instructors, and course materials using the instructor
evaluation and Student Satisfaction survey. (course evaluation) Data from the Student
Satisfaction survey are collected by the assessment coordinator and shared with faculty during
assessment day. Results of the survey are reviewed by the Vice President for Academic Affairs
and the C&A committee. The C&A committee makes recommendations to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and this information is disseminated to program instructors. During
2010-2011 the results of the survey were shared with instructors during Assessment Day.This
evaluation process provides Northwest Tech with important information to improve teaching and
learning. (results of SSS)
Northwest Tech relies on the program review process and the five-year comprehensive program
review to target areas needing improvement in all programs. The collection of data is used for
future program and institutional improvements. (Program Review portion of the AIR)
(Comprehensive Program Review portion of AIR)
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The library keeps open communication among the faculty concerning requested items. Requests
are reviewed and prioritized as they arise, based on budgeted funds available and program need.
(Library request form) An annual assessment of library services and facilities is done using the
Student Satisfaction and Institutional Effectiveness surveys. The library consistently scores high
marks.
Career Services is evaluated through the Student Satisfaction survey and the Institutional
Effectiveness survey and is an area that consistently receives high marks. The services provided
by Student Support Services in the Resource Center are also assessed through the Student
Satisfaction and Institutional Effectiveness surveys and also receive high rankings.
• Northwest Tech supports students, staff, and faculty in using technology effectively.
For the 2010-2011 academic year, Northwest Tech took a leap into the future by putting an iPad
in the hands of every student. This initiative has propelled technology use on campus.
Cosmetology uses the iPad for improved testing results and uses a special app for virtual hair
design with customers; Automotive students use an iPad app for vehicle alignment. The writing
instructor uses the iPad for email practice, which substantially improved student practice of and
understanding of correct business communication. Many instructors switched to online or
iLibrary textbooks for 2011-2012.
Northwest Tech provides training in computer programs and use of equipment as new technology
and equipment is acquired or as needed by faculty and support staff. Computers and software are
continuously updated. Support to use current institutional technologies such as telephone
systems, voicemail, e-mail, scanners, and photocopiers is available. A new position of staff
development was created in order to support instructors in the use of Moodle and developing
curriculum. Interactive Distance Learning (IDL) equipment is available for the continuing
education of employees and students. Faculty and support staff are allowed and encouraged to
attend various workshop and seminars as needed.
Northwest Tech’s chief information officer provides technical support and training for the iPads;
instructors with expertise in online software provide training and support for getting tests,
material, and grades into Moodle; opportunities for specialized online teaching training are
regularly disseminated by the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Appropriate use of technology specific to a student’s field of study is integral for success in the
workplace. Because of this, each program provides students with up-to-date technology in their
field. Skills required to apply specialized technology are incorporated into student learning
outcomes and competency profiles. Instructors attend seminars, internships, and service schools
regularly to remain current regarding new technology. (In-services)
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Since computer literacy is part of the organization’s general education core, computers provide
both Windows and Apple platforms, and Northwest Tech makes every effort to teach computer
literacy using the most current version of Microsoft Office.
• Northwest Tech provides effective staffing and support of its learning resources.
All program faculty are credentialed in appropriate work experience and training. Northwest
Tech strives to maintain a maximum student/faculty ratio of sixteen to one. Additional support is
provided in the form of office, clerical, custodial, administrative, and food service staff. A
network administrator ensures that computers and software are maintained and updated.
Northwest Tech continuously assesses staffing and hiring needs as deemed necessary to ensure
the efficient and professional operation of the organization.
Personnel in the library, student services, bookstore, financial services, instructional services, and
custodial services have the appropriate qualifications to effectively support learning resources.
Support staff also attend workshops and seminars in their field as needed.
If special training is required for a position, Northwest Tech supports this need. During the
summer of 2011: all support staff received Populi training; Career Services, Enrollment
Management, and Financial Aid participated in webinars from The Department of Education
regarding new rules and regulations for Title IV funding.
• Northwest Tech’s systems and structures enable partnerships and innovations that enhance
student learning and strengthen teaching effectiveness.
Northwest Tech has a history of creating effective partnerships and innovations that enhance
learning and strengthen teaching.
•
Bi-annual advisory committee reviews. (Advisory Committee minutes)
•
Partnerships with business and industry.
•
Internships, practicums, clinicals and OWE.
•
Tech Expo
•
Program field trips.
•
Inter-program training such as the diesel electronics specialist
•
Online courses in partnerships with Telecommunications Research Associates.
*
Articulation Agreements & Transfer equivalencies
Business and industry sponsored on campus trainings
•
• Budgeting priorities reflect that improvement in teaching and learning is a core value of
Northwest Tech.
The organization’s overall financial decisions reflect the depth of Northwest Tech’s commitment
to effective teaching and learning.Northwest Tech designates monies for accreditation,
assessment, equipment, software, supplies, equipment repair, building, and grounds maintenance.
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The allocations are made using program Capital Outlay requests proposed on a three-year plan,
as well as an operating budget. (Budget comparison)
Northwest Tech conducts a board planning session once a year to ensure that present and future
needs are met. The Area Board of Control uses the results of this planning session in developing
goals for the strategic plan, which focuses budget dollars toward improvement in teaching and
learning. Examples are new instructional positions, new instructional program development, and
expansion and remodeling of current facilities. (Strategic Plan-Goals 1-7; 3-1, 3-2,3-3; 4-3)
In 2009-2010, $52,046 was budgeted for in-service, and $34,418 for tuition reimbursement.
Another $86,709 was budgeted for in-service for the 2010-2011 academic year along with $11,
190 for tuition reimbursement. For academic year 2011-2012, $56,780 has been spent as of
November and $20,000 is budgeted for tuition reimbursement. (Faculty In-Service expenses;
tuition reimbursement) Northwest Tech established a part-time grant writer position during
2010-2011 academic year to be combined with the position of assistant Vice President for
Academic Affairs. This position is involved in the support of curriculum to qualify for larger
grants.
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CRITERION THREE STRENGTHS



Technology to support educational mission.



Improvement in faculty credentials.



Support for degree attainment.



Expansion and integration of general education courses.



Continued growth of online and continuing education offerings.



Continued implementation of third party evaluations for national benchmarking.



Broader focus on assessment through assessment team.

CRITERION THREE CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE



Strengthen the communication infrastructure so that changes in policy can be achieved
with more input.



Continue to develop Populi to best serve the needs of Northwest Tech.



Post job placement graph by program on website for public, students etc.



Recognize faculty more.



Research how iPad enhances student learning.



Create a customer survey form for “live work” projects.



Close loop on assessment; improve communication through continued shared governance
structures.



Continue improvement to engage all constituents in the assessment process.



Continue improvement in benchmarking at state and national levels.



To better inform the public of licensure and passage rates, they should be publicized for
each program on each program’s webpage within the college website.
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Criterion Four - Acquisition, Discovery, and Application of
Knowledge
Northwest Tech promotes a life of learning for its faculty, administration, staff, and
students by fostering and supporting inquiry, creativity, practice, and social
responsibility in ways consistent with its mission.
CORE COMPONENT 4A - NORTHWEST TECH DEMONSTRATES THROUGH THE ACTIONS OF ITS
BOARD, ADMINISTRATORS, STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF THAT IT VALUES A LIFE OF LEARNING.
• The board has approved and disseminated statements supporting freedom of inquiry for
Northwest Tech’s students, faculty, and staff and honors those statements in its practices.
The Area Board of Control approves Northwest Tech’s catalog, published and disseminated
electronically to all students, faculty, support staff; the catalog includes a “Freedom of Inquiry
and Expression” statement. (College catalog: Freedom of inquiry)
Free inquiry and expression are crucial to the mission of Northwest Tech. The right to search for
truth, to support a position the searcher believes is the truth, and to disagree with others whose
intellect reaches a different conclusion is the fiber of America's intellectual greatness and the
backbone of academe. Discussion and expression of all views within the college shall be limited
only by civil and criminal law or publicly acceptable means of communications.
• Northwest Tech’s planning and pattern of financial allocation demonstrate that it values and
promotes a life of learning for its students, faculty, and staff.
Northwest Tech supports a life of learning for its students by providing students with
scholarships, awards, and grants (Scholarship brochure). The college has articulation agreements
with area high schools that provide scholarships for career and technical education students
enrolling in a technical program (Agreements) The college has articulation agreements with
four-year institutions which also demonstrates the value placed on life-long learning (articulation
agreements)
Through the Endowment Association and other non-profit or private organizations $114,515.48
in scholarship dollars were allocated to students for Fall 2011. (2011-2012 Scholarship Report)
The college is approved and in compliance with federal and state requirements to award Title IV
funds that are used to assist students with their educational costs.
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Northwest Tech supports a life of learning for its faculty through Professional Development
Plans; all faculty receive tuition reimbursement for undergraduate college credit courses. The
plan also provides an incentive salary increase for associate and bachelor degree completion.
(Employee Handbook: Professional Development) Northwest Tech supports employees
attending continuing education classes by modifying their schedules, providing release time, and
reimbursing them for transportation and hotel costs. Further, Northwest Tech supports
administration, faculty, and support staff in attending workshops pertaining to their field.
Northwest Tech has also created a staff development position which provides assistance to
faculty as they develop the Moodle portion of their courses; personnel from this position also
created and taught the New Teacher Workshop and a Moodle course.
In addition, Northwest Tech has received $209,500 in grants since spring 2010. These grants
have been and will be used to enhance lifelong learning by enhancing and upgrading technology
equipment for several programs. (grants purchases)
• Northwest Tech supports professional development opportunities and makes them available
to all of its administrators, faculty, and staff.
Northwest Tech has a well-developed professional development policy in place, which includes
professional development plans for faculty, reimbursement for associate and bachelor degree
work, New Teacher Workshop, and faculty in-service that provides current training in diversity
and technology as well as assessment and college policies. Faculty and staff are supported in
attending trainings to update their areas of expertise, and administration participates in the
relevant professional bodies statewide that keep the institution current. (professional
development /in-service)
In 2010-11, Northwest Tech spent $97,899 for professional development, a figure which includes
$11,190 for degree acquisition tuition reimbursement. (Tuition reimbursement) The importance
of maintaining a comprehensive professional development program for all employees of
Northwest Tech remains a primary objective in the strategic plan. (Board goal 3: objective 3-1)
• Northwest Tech publicly acknowledges the achievements of students and faculty in
acquiring, discovering, and applying knowledge.
Students who exhibit the ability to acquire, discover, and apply new knowledge are
demonstrating scholastic excellence and are appropriately acknowledged by Northwest Tech.
The organization recognizes achievement of students in the following ways:




National Technical Honor Society students are honored annually with an induction
ceremony and recognized at the commencement ceremony. (Press release)
Each program at Northwest Tech selects a student of the year candidate who has excelled
in the program. The candidates are honored at the student life banquet and are
recognized at the commencement ceremony. Northwest Tech also creates individual press
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releases that the students can have sent to a newspaper of their choice. (Sample press
release)
At the annual commencement ceremony, Northwest Tech publicly acknowledges students
receiving technical certificates and AAS degrees in the various programs. (2011
Commencement program)
Faculty members completing their bachelor or master degree are honored by an on
campus celebration and through the campus newsletter. (Maverick Madness)
Student work is published in the local newspaper. (sample of articles)
Students at Northwest Tech are also encouraged to apply for the Student Ambassador
Leader program. Ambassador Leaders are selected from student applications based on
faculty recommendation, quality of resume, and panel interviews. Ambassador Leaders
conduct Ambassador Club meetings, participate in scholarship fund raising events, and
are represent the college to visitors. (ambassador leader program)
Students who participate in SkillsUSA demonstrate knowledge that they have acquired in
their programs. All students who represent the college at regional, state and national
competition are recognized in a group ceremony. (Press release)
A student of the month is featured each month in the campus newsletter for demonstrated
achievement in his or her program. (Maverick Madness)

• The faculty and students, in keeping with Northwest Tech’s mission, produce scholarship
and create knowledge through basic and applied research.
Northwest Tech recognizes that research is essential to higher learning and therefore provides the
tools for faculty and students to complete such projects. The campus library houses professional
journals, books, magazines, and databases for the purpose of basic and applied research, and all
faculty are supplied with computer equipment and internet access.
The technical programs offered by Northwest Tech require students to complete “live work”
projects, case studies, and written and oral presentations and reports using basic and applied
research. Northwest Tech’s focus on “live work” provides a unique opportunity for faculty and
students to immediately apply knowledge gained from research. For instance, electrical students
must research the National Electrical Code (NEC) to understand the requirements for wiring, and
then for a minimum fee, provide service to community members who need to update old wiring
or rewire areas of their homes; electrical students also apply this research to the wiring that the
carpentry program needs. Using research, respiratory therapy students perform a case study on a
patient and his or her disease. (RT capstone) Cosmetology students research demographics,
location, appropriate pricing for location and demographics, and equipment for a “dream salon”
presentation, which is graded by advisory committee members.(Cosmo Capstone)
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Another example is that in Technical Writing students in the transportation division create
memos about their programs to send to Tomorrow’s Technician. Students are required to
research the college website and their program’s online catalog to understand and be able to
write about the requirements of their program in order to nominate the college for the School of
the Year contest. For two years in a row, Northwest Tech has been chosen among the nation’s
top twenty transportation programs. (Tomorrow’s Technician letter)
In Ethics in the Workplace, all students research an issue in society of interest to them; they then
take a stance on that issue based on their research and either write a traditional research paper or
do a presentation. (syllabus for Ethics)
In technical programs, students are constantly researching the requirements of their field.
Students in Automotive Technology and Diesel Technology research specifications and service
procedures required for repair on vehicles; the Automotive instructor provides a link to industry
sites for technical information; Collision Repair students research paint specifications;
Respiratory Therapy students use clinical practice guidelines as a tool; Cosmetology students
search out hairstyles or seek the latest in styling trends and for their capstone project, they
research all aspects of salon ownership. Through the capstone project in Engineering
Technology, students are required to research the legal requirements of a plat document and
create one. (Engineering capstone)
Through professional development plans, faculty are constantly engaged in remaining current in
the field. As an example, in order to offer hybrid courses in Automotive Technology and
Collision Repair programs, the instructors researched hybrid technology and attended training
which allowed them to become master certified in Hybrid Technology and have access to third
party validation.
• Northwest Tech and its units use scholarship and research to stimulate organizational and
educational improvements.
New technical programs implemented at Northwest Tech are the result of research. Prior to
offering a new program, research determines employer demand, anticipated job openings, current
labor market needs, and future employment projections for the proposed new program. For
example, Northwest Tech researched the demand for a Mobile Application and Entertainment
Development program, for which approval was granted by KBOR in April 2011. Another
example of program improvement that came out of researching need in the area is the
collaboration between Northwest Tech and Colby Community College to host the LPN program.
Using its assessment data, the college changed the way it delivered developmental courses,
making them mandatory and implementing pre- and post-tests to better track success. Several
faculty who were knowledgable about placement testing researched the parameters of testing for
Kansas and the nation.
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Faculty examined testing options, attended an ACT conference and became better informed
about how COMPASS testing could benefit the college. As a result, all placement testing at
Northwest Tech is done with COMPASS.
Faculty, administration, and students investigate and remain current with industry trends and
technology through memberships and participation in professional organizations, attendance at
seminars, and communication with the program advisory committee members. As a result of
faculty research at the 2011 HLC Conference, the relevance of digital portfolios as a way to
integrate general education with a student’s technical experience became apparent, and faculty
and administration decided to create a pilot portfolio process for 2011.
The chief information officer researches the latest in technology and provides workshops for
faculty, staff and administrators. Trainings were implemented for Populi, the new student
information system, and for Google Apps, the new college mail system.
Both the technical math instructor and developmental math instructor attended a conference
called “Bridges Out of Poverty” and brought what they learned back to campus to guide more
students to success in math. (Certificate of attendance)
CORE COMPONENT 4B - NORTHWEST TECH DEMONSTRATES THAT ACQUISITION OF A BREADTH OF
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS AND THE EXERCISE OF INTELLECTUAL INQUIRY ARE INTEGRAL TO ITS
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS.

• Northwest Tech integrates general education into all of its undergraduate degree programs
through curricular and experiential offerings intentionally created to develop the attitudes
and skills requisite for a life of learning in a diverse society.
Northwest Tech has made every effort to incorporate and refine a mature general education
program and locate general education outcomes in a central way in the technical programs.
Based on the organization’s mission and the General Education Philosophy (General Education
Philosophy), Northwest Tech offers general education core with distinct requirements for the
Associate of Applied Science degree and the technical program certificate. Each program has
specific requirements in place for attainment of the AAS degree. (AAS degree requirements) All
degree programs include the KBOR required minimum 15 credit hours of general education that
are in line with Northwest Tech’s mission and each program’s goals. All technical certificates
include a minimum of 6 credit hours.
Northwest Tech believes that the general education core provides students with the knowledge
and skills needed for profitable employment and a life of learning. Towards that end, all technical
programs assess the skills attained in general education courses through capstone projects.
(Example Capstones)
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In addition to the capstone project, program faculty at Northwest Tech support the general
education core by cross-linking their competency profiles, which they use to guide their
curriculum, with the general education outcomes. Currently, every competency profile provides
evidence that the general education philosophy is embedded in the technical program and has
been identified as integral to the technical learning process. For example, in Medical
Terminology, students have to “correctly build, analyze, define, pronounce and spell diagnostic
terms related to the human structure”. (MA comp profile excerpt) The welding instructor
believes that learning to safely operate shop equipment demonstrates student abilities to make
informed decisions and think critically; the instructor has students demonstrate critical thinking
and responsibility through the Orientation and Safety course. (WD profile) The HVAC
instructor uses Fundamentals of Electricity to measure how his students use math knowledge.
(HVAC comp profile) The electrical instructor measures how well students use systematic
methods of inquiry for problem solving in the Residential Wiring and Blueprint Reading course;
the electrical instructor also has a specific component in Workplace Skills and Applied Practice I
where students must demonstrate abilities in participation as team members and in time
management. (EL comp profile)
Many technical programs at Northwest Tech include an experiential component; internships,
practicums and occupation work experience (OWE) allow students to demonstrate skills and
knowledge acquired in the general education core such as oral and interpersonal communication
skills, critical-thinking skills, and affective behaviors needed for a life of learning in a diverse
society. (Medical Assistant grade sheet; OWE descriptions)
• Northwest Tech regularly reviews the relationship between its mission and values and the
effectiveness of its general education.
As general education matured at Northwest Tech and as the assessment plans coalesced, it was
recognized that a further step needed to be taken to review the relationship between the mission
and values and the effectiveness of the general education that Northwest Tech offers; therefore, at
an annual data retreat, faculty and staff review data to drive decisions aimed at instructional
outcomes and campus improvements.
In the years since Northwest Tech began offering general education, faculty have used
assessment of the general education outcomes to make useful changes in their curriculum
because they recognize the importance of general education skills and outcomes to the career
success of their students. As one diesel technology instructor noted, “If our students cannot
communicate well with a diverse clientele, it doesn’t matter how well they turn a wrench.”
All programs have implemented capstone projects to measure the application of general
education skills within a technical discipline. All general education instructors have assessment
plans to track outcomes for their learners. (Gen Ed Assessment plan examples).
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Competency profiles provide a place for instructors to reference the general education outcomes
in their technical courses and how the courses include emphasis on integrity, responsibility,
perseverance, and a strong work ethic as students are prepared for working in a global, diverse
society.
At the institutional level, the General Education Philosophy and supporting outcomes ensure a
process to measure core, foundational skills such as critical thinking, math skills, and reading
and writing ability. As a goal of Northwest Tech’s performance agreement with KBOR,
integration of a WorkReady certificate is included with the Collision Repair and Diesel
Technology programs; this certificate identifies skills in math, reading, and locating information
(Performance Agreement)
• Northwest Tech assesses how effectively its graduate programs establish a knowledge base
on which students develop depth of expertise.
Northwest Tech provides associate degrees and technical certificates.
• Northwest Tech demonstrates the linkages between curricular and co-curricular activities
that support inquiry, practice, creativity, and social responsibility.
Program related requirements such as occupational work experience (OWE), internships,
practicum, and clinicals provide an excellent example of the linkages between curricular and cocurricular activities. These are formal Northwest Tech courses at industry sites, which provide
opportunities for students to practice the knowledge, skills, and abilities acquired in the
classroom and lab and to continue the learning process through a more self-directed and realworld learning experience.
The Northwest Tech Area Board of Control, administration, faculty, and support staff provide
numerous opportunities throughout the year for students to participate in community serVice and
student leadership activities, fostering learning and personal growth. Some of these activities are:
Circle K, HALO, Skills USA, Student Government, Ambassador Leaders, department
ambassadors, and departmental clubs. The National Technical Honor Society offers another way
for students to be recognized as leaders.
Several community service events are sponsored by Northwest Tech throughout the school year,
affording students the opportunity to develop social skills, creativity, and leadership. Some of
these community service events are:
Sports, Athletics

Flatlanders Festival – Students use creativity and inquiry to develop a plan for program

fundraising and implement their plan using leadership and teamwork skills.
Tech Expo – Students develop social skills by interacting with vendors and other visitors

to their programs. Students also use creativity and inquiry and leadership and teamwork
skills by planning and implementing program related activities for visitors.
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Sixth Grade Day – Students plan and implement program related activities for sixth grade
visitors.
Genesis Food Drive – Students develop social responsibility by donating and collecting
food items for distribution by Genesis, the local community food bank.
Salvation Army bell ringing at Christmas – Students develop social responsibility by
donating time at Christmas to staff a Salvation Army station, ringing the bell, and
collecting donations.
Campus Candy – Students create Halloween night environments for community children
Community Blood Drives – Students assist the American Red Cross with blood drives
held on campus.
Ambassador Club – Students develop leadership responsibility by participating in events
such as college representation with recruitment.

Students participate in all aspects of these activities from the planning process to the event.
These activities develop and enhance leadership and teamwork skills as well as provide
opportunities for students to implement inquiry and creativity, and develop social skills and
responsibility, which once again allow them to demonstrate the learning they have achieved
through their general education courses.
• Learning outcomes demonstrate that graduates have achieved breadth of knowledge and
skills and the capacity to exercise intellectual inquiry.
Student learning outcomes are addressed at an institutional level as well as at a program level.
The organization’s learning outcomes are reflected in the General Education Philosophy, which
translates into all competency profiles, capstone projects, and general education syllabi as
general education outcomes that instructors measure and students are required to demonstrate.
Northwest Tech believes that students capable of exercising intellectual inquiry and
demonstrating breadth of general knowledge and competent technical skills will succeed and
advance in their careers, becoming not only lifelong learners, but productive members of their
communities. Outcomes established through the General Education Philosophy and the program
assessment plans provide a mechanism by which to measure students’ engagement in their
education.
• Learning outcomes demonstrate effective preparation for continued learning.
Technical career fields are constantly changing and business and industry expect to hire educated
workers who know and understand the importance of continued learning and critical thinking
and who possess the technical knowledge and skills to be productive members of the workplace
and society. Since Northwest Tech believes that instilling the capacity for continued learning is
an important part of its mission, many programs find avenues for advisory committee members
to interact with the students.
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Advisory committee members could grade a capstone project, conduct interviews, give a
presentation, or simply have a conversation with a student. This type of involvement from
people who are successful in their field demonstrates to the students that capability and success
require constant learning and communication of new skills.
The fact that many programs have incorporated third party testing as end of program testing
allows students to understand that learning does not stop in the classroom but must be carried out
on a state and even national level. Many technical careers require periodic industry testing. The
technical programs emphasize hands-on learning and incorporate general education outcomes,
and many instructors are continuing their own education and modeling lifelong learning.
Northwest Tech provides an environment that specifically points to the need for continued
learning.
Programs encourage and promote ongoing learning in technical and conceptual theory through
lectures, lab and shop projects, use of the library and Resource Center, and a variety of shop
activities. Departments encourage the continuation of certification in their fields; students are
equipped to take the first steps into a technical or professional field and grow within it. Further,
the articulation agreements Northwest Tech has forged with colleges and universities open the
doors to continued pursuit of degree attainment. (articulation agreements)
Instructors frequently require students to research or solve problems through the use of the
Internet, technical manuals, and/or other documentation. This practice helps students prepare for
learning new techniques and researching solutions to the challenges that come with constantly
changing technology in the workplace and in society.
Since Northwest Tech recognizes the importance of helping develop open minded and capable
graduates, it models the benefits of lifelong learning through continued scholarship and industry
awareness on the part of its instructors and administration.
CORE COMPONENT 4C - NORTHWEST TECH

ASSESSES THE USEFULNESS OF ITS CURRICULA TO

STUDENTS WHO WILL LIVE AND WORK IN A GLOBAL, DIVERSE, AND TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

• Regular academic program reviews include attention to currency and relevance of courses
and programs.
With emphasis on technical education, Northwest Tech strives to provide up-to-date tools and
resources that help students remain current and aware of global changes within industry. The
college has several methods in place to regularly review the currency of its courses and
programs. 1) Continuous assessment occurs as an integral part of every program on campus with
input from professionals in the fields of training. 2) Faculty evaluate the relevance of their
programs twice a year with their advisory boards. 3) Instructors review the benefit of the
occupational work experience (OWE), clinicals or the practicums that are attached to their
program.
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4) Pass rates provide necessary feedback about student performance and a way for instructors to
review the effectiveness of their teaching. 5) The program review, which instructors incorporate
annually in their end of year assessment, asks such questions as: “Are program competencies
current to industry standards?” (Annual program review template) 6) Each program undergoes a
comprehensive review every five years, or as needed. In the comprehensive review instructors
are able to identify areas that are adequate and areas that need improvement. (Comprehensive
review template)
A recent example of a change made to increase the relevance of a program would be in the
diesel technology program when, during an advisory committee meeting, it was agreed that the
new course . Diesel instructors then coordinated with Communication Technology faculty
expertise to teach the diesel students; this course was added to the curriculum in 2009. (advisory
minutes)
Program accreditation from state and national authorities is instrumental in assisting programs to
meet required standards. (Program accreditations) Another example of the organization’s
commitment to ensure that its curricula prepares students for a global, diverse, and technological
society is its participation in the Kansas Workforce Education Curriculum initiative. This
initiative is a collaboration of technical institutions meeting for state wide curriculum alignment.
(alignment maps)
This broad and focused appraisal enables Northwest Tech to remain a leader in educating
students who will be able to live and work in a global, diverse, and technological society.
• In keeping with its mission, learning goals and outcomes include skills and professional
competence essential to a diverse workforce.
All technical programs at Northwest Tech have established and identified learning goals and
outcomes in several ways. 1) Learning goals and outcomes are identified on every course
syllabus. 2) Goals and outcomes are identified in the competency profiles. 3) Within each
program’s assessment plans, learning goals and outcomes are identified. 4) All instructors
support the General Education Philosophy which states particular outcomes, and they incorporate
these outcomes into their technical programs. Because Northwest Tech is educating students to
become successfully employed, productive citizens, the identified competencies and learning
outcomes are deemed essential for productive placement in a diverse workforce. Northwest Tech
also considers that its students receive up-to-date training in the technology necessary to be
successful in a diverse workforce.
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• Learning outcomes document that graduates have gained the skills and knowledge they need
to function in diverse local, national, and global societies.
Programs at Northwest Tech focus on hands on technical student-learner outcomes, with an
emphasis on incorporating key components of the General Education Philosophy into their
assessment process. The blend of technical and general education facilitates the development of
well-rounded, educated employees who are able to keep pace with the technological changes in a
global society.
Northwest Tech believes general education is a vital component of a student’s education.
Therefore, the organization seeks to instill an understanding of the cultural, economic,
intellectual, and social dimensions of the world. Students learn how to analyze problems, follow
ideas, and live out values as well as focus on technical theory and application that results in
successful career placement. (sample syllabi - assessment plans)
Program faculty make every effort to expose students to industry situations that require them to
use communication skills needed for working with customers, co-workers, employers whether
the job placement is rural or urban. For example, the Medical Assistant program includes
outcomes relating to cultural and ethnic diversity pertaining to the treatment of patients in a
medical setting. The Cosmetology program includes outcomes relating to the ethnic diversity of
hair and skin types that are specific to the Cosmetology program. The second year Automotive
instructor takes an active approach to diversity in the workplace by creating live work
opportunities where students work as teams. (Addressing diversity) The Humanities and Social
and Behavioral Sciences create classroom environments where students can learn from each
other and where they are encouraged to share diversity issues.
The technology opportunities that Northwest Tech has embraced allow it to prepare students for
work in a global society even though the college itself is in a rural setting.
• Curricular evaluation involves alumni, employers and other external constituents who
understand the relationships among the courses of study, the currency of the curriculum,
and the utility of the knowledge and skills gained.
An indispensable aspect of education at Northwest Tech is the involvement of the program
advisory committee members who understand their industry and the mission of Northwest Tech,
and who provide invaluable input into curriculum decisions, needed equipment, and the
requirements of their profession. Advisory committees consist of a blend of alumni, employers,
and other constituents knowledgeable in their fields. Advisory committees are integral in
evaluating the currency and relevance of curriculum and program equipment. Every fall and
spring, advisory committee members for each program meet with the instructors of that program
to review any changes to the curriculum or to offer suggestions on the direction of the program.
(fall agenda)
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In addition to looking at curriculum, advisory committee members discuss current wage,
employment opportunities, equipment in the field, and new areas in the field that will require
more advanced skill sets. The transportation programs which are NATEF accredited also follow
an agenda supplied by NATEF at their advisory committee meetings. Advisory committee
members have communicated how important the general education skills are, and instructors
receive feedback about how well-rounded graduate technicians are. (Advisory minutes of
program success)
Northwest Tech Career Services surveys employers annually to obtain information about the
preparation of graduates. The employer survey is designed to provide feedback concerning the
preparation of graduates to not only perform their technical craft, but communicate effectively,
manage time well, solve problems independently, and respond properly to fellow employee and
customer needs. Another survey is administered by career services to alumni within a few
months after their graduation date. This survey requests alumni to provide feedback about
employment status and their education at Northwest Tech. (2010 Follow-up survey)
Northwest Tech has a Limited Warranty to Employers that promises to retrain students whom
employers assess as performing below adequate standards. (College catalog: Limited warranty)
The state alignment process has provided another avenue of curricular evaluation. Not only has
administration been involved in following the state mandated curriculum alignment process, but
instructors have been involved with their programs’ curricula at the state level.
• Northwest Tech supports use of scholarship by students in keeping with its mission.
It is vital to encourage students to seek out, value, and use new knowledge and information
emerging in their fields of study. In all technical education classes, students are required to
use their resources to investigate the equipment and methods in their field. In order to instill
a passion for learning and encourage engagement from all students, instructors strive for hands
on and applied research.
The college has chosen to incorporate iPads into the learning process to offer more immediate
access to information emerging in each field of study, and to allow instructors to integrate more
classroom research into their lecture time. Faculty stress the need for students to remain current
with technological changes occurring in their chosen fields of study, and they model the use of
scholarship through their attendance at industry conferences, workshops, and seminars and in
their own degree acquisition.
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At the formal start of the “going
green” initiative, Fall 2009, Goodland
Ambassadors, President of the
college, carpentry students, college
staff and students, and Goodland
community members assemble in
front of the donated house which the
carpentry students turned into a
model of energy efficient
construction. The carpentry students
were responsible for researching all
aspects of Leeds certified methods
and materials to create something
beautiful and useable for the
community. The completion of the
“green house” instilled in students
who participated a real sense of being
productively involved in a field that is
so obviously changing and that needs
workers to keep up with its changes.
• Faculty expect students to master the knowledge and skills necessary for independent
learning in the programs of applied practice.
Northwest Tech encourages and promotes independent learning in the classroom and labs
through assignments, lab and shop projects, and other activities that require the use of problemsolving skills and critical thinking. Instructors stress the ability to absorb the curriculum and the
hands on experience to such an extent that towards the end of the program, if not before, students
are capable of working independently in the shop, using available resources such as their iPad to
access information online or to find a particular app for their process. Instructors monitor the
shop floor and and are available as consultants when necessary. Through this kind of approach
to mastery and knowledge of skills, students are constantly encouraged to exercise their
independence as learners.
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In today’s global economy, the ability to access knowledge is almost as important as possessing
it. The library director participates in the Student Success Seminars to introduce and explore
library literacy skills. At the institutional level and at the program level, student learning
outcomes include the knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed to access, analyze, and incorporate
new information to solve problems, utilize new technologies, and learn new tasks. Program goals
can include successful placement or successful completion of state or national certification.
(assessment plan program goals examples)
In addition, many programs provide occupational work experience (OWE), internships, clinicals,
and practicums presenting excellent opportunities for students to apply their knowledge and
skills independently in actual work settings. Faculty receive weekly reports on each student’s
performance.
• Northwest Tech provides curricular and co-curricular opportunities that promote social
responsibility.
Northwest Tech values the opportunity to contribute to the common good of its community. In
terms of curricular activities, providing live work to the community affords an invaluable service
and gives students an awareness of how they contribute to society. General education courses
such as Human Relations in Life and Work and Ethics in the Workplace gives students an
opportunity to learn about social responsibility and the importance of being a productive citizen.
In terms of co-curricular activities, one way that the college promotes social responsibility
among its students is through the program clubs; each student is a member of his or her program
club; among other activities, program clubs are responsible for fund raising events throughout
the year. Funds raised help offset a portion of the cost of the program field trips. Excess funds
may be donated to charities of the programs’ choice. Another way that Northwest Tech promotes
social responsibility among its students is through student organizations, which include: HALO,
Skills USA, Circle K, department clubs, Ambassador leaders, and Student Government. (Student
gov’t Fall 2011 minutes) These organizations take students into the community in various ways
such as Salvation Army bell ringing, Genesis food drive, and Meals on Wheels.
The intercollegiate athletic program provides a perfect opportunity for students to practice an
awareness of social responsibility because they represent the college whenever they participate in
an athletic event. According to the Student Athlete Handbook: “Students who represent
Northwest Tech in athletic competition are expected to: ....Demonstrate good citizenship,
sportsmanship, honesty and integrity on the field or court, on the campus, inn the classroom and
in the community....” (Handbook)
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CORE COMPONENT 4D - NORTHWEST TECH PROVIDES SUPPORT TO ENSURE THAT
STUDENTS AND STAFF ACQUIRE, DISCOVER, AND APPLY KNOWLEDGE RESPONSIBLY.

FACULTY,

• Northwest Tech’s academic and student support programs contribute to the development of
student skills and attitudes fundamental to responsible use of knowledge.
Northwest Tech believes that the development of student skills and attitudes fundamental to
responsible use of knowledge begins with freshman registration. As a part of the registration
process, Northwest Tech provides a Student Success Seminar that offers small group format for
the seminar style dissemination of essential information such as: library literacy, personal finance
and time management skills, student life, technology, alcohol and drug awareness, sexual
harassment, available support services, and testing for placement. The goal of offering a
registration process that includes focusing on responsible learning in a more easily managed
format is to help freshman develop an attitude of engagement right away. (registration schedule
Fall 2011)
Another important aspect of the development of student skills and attitudes fundamental to the
responsible use of knowledge is in the orientation session that occurs each year in each program.
Faculty orient students to the college and the programs by reviewing policies defined in the
program handbook and college catalog. Students must be aware of and agree to follow these
policies and procedures as part of participation in programs and on campus. As students pursue
an education, they find that the curriculum supports these policies and procedures. As an
example, the attendance policy requires students to adopt a work ethic that will ensure the
continued development of necessary skill level. (Transportation attendance policy)
The Northwest Tech catalog also includes an “Academic Integrity” policy addressing academic
integrity in the classroom, laboratory, shop, internship, and clinical areas. Academic integrity
includes but is not limited to cheating, plagiarism, falsification, forgery, and alteration of records.
(Academic Integrity policy) As part of the development of learning responsible use of
knowledge, especially computers and the internet, students review during orientation the
“Acceptable Use Policy” explaining Northwest Tech’s definition of ethical Internet and e-mail
usage as well as copyright issues. (policy )
As the center of information resources and a support unit for the instructional programs of
Northwest Tech, the Max Alderman library director teaches research skills for self-directed
studying to students, faculty, and support staff. In addition the library director conducts Student
Success Seminars as part of the Fall registration, library orientation sessions for programs, and
bibliographic instruction classes for individuals and groups. In developmental classes, students
prepare for college level in part by practicing successful study methods.
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• Northwest Tech follows explicit policies and procedures to ensure ethical conduct in its
instructional activities.
An emphasis on ethical practices is woven throughout Northwest Tech’s publications. Several
measures are in place to ensure these ethical practices are up to date and meet not only campus
standards but community and global standards as well.
Northwest Tech provides a handbook for employees and a college catalog for students stating
policies and procedures. Examples of Northwest Tech policies and procedures regarding ethical
conduct include:
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974

Student safety requirements

Sexual assault prevention and sexual harassment policies

Drug-Free Workplace policy

OWE

Employee/student discrimination action procedure

Emergency Action & Disaster Plan

Technology Usage Policy

Academic Integrity

Crime Awareness and Campus Security Policy

The above policies are discussed and reviewed at in-service meetings for faculty and staff,
monthly faculty meetings, and office staff meetings to insure that faculty and staff are keep well
informed and up to date on information to discover and acquire knowledge.
• Northwest Tech encourages curricular and co-curricular activities that relate responsible
use of knowledge to practicing social responsibility.
Through the student affairs office Northwest Tech provides students with numerous opportunities
to develop leadership and instill a sense of social responsibility. Student organizations such as
program clubs, student government, SkillsUSA, National Honor Society, Circle K, athletics, and
Ambassador Leaders provide opportunities on campus and in the community for students to
exercise skills essential to being responsible citizens.
Programs at Northwest Tech contain courses specific to the program of study that require
students to understand specific government regulations and legal issues relating to the program
of study and the resulting responsibilities and privileges that are assumed as an informed citizen
of Kansas and the United States. (syllabi examples)
Occupational work experience (OWE), internship, clinicals, and practicum courses require
students to interact in the workplace in a socially acceptable manner. This supervised experience
gives attention to the attitudes that are essential to obtain and sustain gainful employment and
also to be a responsible employee and member of society.
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Northwest Tech recognized that a small group informative format at registration would be an
expedient way to orient students to campus policy and safety as well as strategies regarding
responsible decision making skills and college citizenship. Student Success Seminars address
legal issues for students such as sexual crimes and prevention, information on drug and alcohol
dependency, indicators, and consequences, and responsible personal finance. (Fall 2011
registration)
• Northwest Tech provides effective oversight and support services to ensure the integrity of
research and practice conducted by its faculty and students.
Northwest Tech adheres to policies and procedures which help to ensure ethical conduct in its
research and instructional activities. Northwest Tech provides clear documentation in each
program handbook, the catalog, and faculty handbooks regarding acceptable behavior policies,
consequences for violation, and review processes. Further, Northwest Tech provides counseling
services to students who are at risk for violating academic policies. Faculty is required to refer
students to student services for counseling when academic problems arise.
Student on occupational work experience (OWE), internships, clinicals, and practicums are
expected to demonstrate the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for responsible execution
of their required duties. Supervisors provide feedback to instructors and student workers through
written evaluations submitted to the instructor. The instructor is available throughout the course
of the experience to support students.
• Northwest Tech creates, disseminates, and enforces clear policies and practices involving
intellectual property rights.
Northwest Tech has an intellectual property rights policy in place, which is published is
published in the college catalog. Works created by faculty such as courses and curriculum
projects using Northwest Tech resources and developed during regular work assignments are
owned by Northwest Tech. Original works created by students for class projects are the property
of the student. Northwest Tech may use the student’s work for promotional purposes, but must
recognize the creator of the work. Northwest Tech may not sell rights for the work. If the work
was created at the direction of the organization and purposefully for Northwest Tech, the
organization owns the work. All faculty respect the intellectual property rights of all authors
whose textbooks they use. (College Catalog: Intellectual Property Rights)
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CRITERION FOUR STRENGTHS



Promotes and values a life of learning for students, faculty, and staff.



Articulation agreements are in place for seamless transfer.



Professional development is emphasized as part of faculty enrichment.



Research of the latest technologies in career fields stimulates educational improvement.



The integration of the general education philosophy strongly influences the awareness for
lifetime learning.



“Live work” creates opportunities for research and develops technical skills for work in a
global society.



Strong advisory committees are active in every technical program.



Third party testing provides objective assessment of competencies in technical programs.



Policies are in place for encouraging ethical conduct.



Student involvement in curricular and co-curricular activities is strong.



Transfer and articulation agreements are in place.

CRITERION FOUR CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE



College website could be used more effectively to publicize program accreditation and
student accomplishments.



Northwest Tech realizes the importance of creating a leadership component within the
athletic program; the inception of a leadership workshop for student athletes will need to
occur early in the college year as athletes arrive.



Multicultural activities need to continue to expand.



Northwest Tech is aware that service learning is an important addition to the curriculum
and opportunities should be explored.
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Criterion Five - Engagement and Service
As called for by its mission, the organization identifies its constituencies and serves
them in ways both value.
CORE COMPONENT 5A - NORTHWEST TECH

LEARNS FROM THE CONSTITUENCIES IT SERVES AND

ANALYZES ITS CAPACITY TO SERVE THEIR NEEDS AND EXPECTATIONS.

• Northwest Tech’s commitments are shaped by its mission and its capacity to support those
commitments.
Northwest Tech’s mission, “as an institution of higher learning, is to prepare individuals for
gainful employment in technical and professional careers, productive personal lives, and lifelong learning”.
Instructors play a key role in preparing students for gainful employment by assisting in the
development of industry specific entry-level skills. Contact and interaction not only with
students but also with business and industry representatives allow the instructors to constantly
improve the preparation of students as skilled and well-rounded employees. Placement rate
reflects the excellent preparation for employment that graduates receive. (Placement chart)
Further, instructors communicate with the administration concerning instructional and program
needs through regular faculty meetings, in-service workshops, and committee meetings as well
as on-the-spot consultations with the President and the Vice President for Academic Affairs who
have an open door policy.
Every technical program at Northwest Tech has an active advisory committee consisting of
representatives from business and industry. These advisory committee members are viewed as
consultants for curriculum content and equipment needs, and assist faculty in adapting
technology in the instructional process. (Advisory Committee minutes examples)
Employers of Northwest Tech graduates provide information to the organization by completing
follow-up surveys. The results inform the college about the preparedness of the employee in the
career field. Often, advisory committee members will employ graduates and can provide
instructors with face to face feedback about the quality of the program’s ability to prepare
employees. When applying for a grant, the Collision Repair program received letters of support
from employers and state agencies. (Letters of support for Collision Repair) Businesses that
participate in occupational work experience (OWE), internship, clinicals, and practicums
programs provide feedback. Northwest Tech uses follow-up surveys and OWE feedback to
monitor needs and institute changes to improve the employment or training of students.
(Employer Follow-up Form; OWE form; RT clinical form)
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In 2001, when the school was designated as a technical college by the Kansas Board of Regents
(KBOR), it began he steady transition from a vocational technical school to a college that offers
an Associate of Applied Science degree in addition to certificates. Subsequent to the initial
accreditation, Northwest Tech addressed several areas: 1) taking ownership of general education
classes and increasing the variety of course offerings leading to the AAS degree; 2) augmenting
the general education faculty with full-time, credentialed faculty; 3) emphasizing assessment
among programs and embedding general education outcomes within the technical programs; and
4) focusing on the degree attainment of technical faculty. (focused visit report comments)
The addition of general education classes has changed the culture of the campus, and technical
instructors see clearly that general education not only supports an attitude of professionalism in
their students but also more broadly prepares them for successful placement in the workforce.
While striving toward an AAS degree, students understand that there is more to their future
careers than turning a wrench or firing a torch. When students are given the opportunity to write
about their experience at the college, they often mention the excellence of instructors, excellence
of program, opportunity to obtain a degree, and a chance to better themselves and make more
money. (student memos to the newspaper )
In addition to being part of the core curriculum for full-time students, general education classes
are available to part-time students during the day and evening as college outreach offerings.
Online coursework is available to all on-campus students as well as students outside the
community. (Fall 2011 course offerings) Full time general education faculty teach the majority of
the courses. Several adjunct faculty are employed to teach additional general education classes.
Northwest Tech is
committed to providing a
well-rounded education that
enhances civic engagement
and helps create citizens
who serve themselves and
their communities
productively. Therefore, as
the culture of the college
changes, Northwest Tech
provides opportunities for
students to participate in
leadership through student
clubs, to excel in their craft
through live work projects from the community, and to contribute to the community through
various community service projects. (student clubs, departmental clubs, SkillsUSA; Nativity
scene)
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Northwest Tech considers the following to be its constituents: students, business and industry,
customers of services provided by the college, alumni, faculty and support staff, the Kansas
Board of Regents (KBOR), the Area Board of Control, colleges with whom there are
partnerships or articulation agreements, local high schools, and communities within the tri-state
area, northwest Kansas, eastern Colorado, and southwest Nebraska. Northwest Tech continually
reviews the needs and demands of each group to form a realistic view of how the organization is
able to best pursue its mission. (goal 4 strategic plan)
• Northwest Tech practices periodic environmental scanning to understand the changing
needs of its constituencies and their communities.
Several methods of environmental scanning are employed by Northwest Tech to gather data and
information about the current and projected needs of local and surrounding communities as well
as the various constituencies the organization serves. Following the guidelines set down by
KBOR, environmental scanning for any new program offering is required. When a new idea for
a program is brought forth, the process of determining the possible interest begins by conducting
an interest survey at the high school level. (Interest survey) A survey is also sent to potential
employers to determine needs and posted on the web page. (Employer interest survey for Human
Health Services) Then as interest is expressed, there is administrative consideration and
discussion with Area Board of Control. These conversations encompass researching job demand
for the region, state, and nation, which is where the Department of Labor Statics are useful.
Also, the data has to be reported to KBOR when a new program proposal is submitted for
approval. (App Development program proposal; Interest Survey results for App Development)
Contact with constituents helps Northwest Tech identify skills needed for graduates to obtain and
sustain profitable employment. Northwest Tech completes a student follow-up survey of the
previous years’ graduates and a follow-up survey of employers who have hired these graduates.
The information gathered from this annual survey is shared with the faculty and is used to make
changes in programs. This survey provides information that also becomes part of the annual and
comprehensive program review. (2010 follow-up report )
Because of the increase in general education offerings to include Composition I and II and a full
math progression, the student affairs office and the developmental program explored the need to
establish “cut scores” in line with state and national standards; the choice was made to institute
the COMPASS diagnostic tool as the on-campus placement test. The college continues to track
results to identify trends of incoming students. Based on overall results in the 2011-2012
academic year, 35% of incoming students were referred to the Developmental Math course and
31% were referred to the Developmental Reading course. (Testing Report 2011-2012) After
instituting COMPASS for cut scores, a developmental writing class was added for those students
who did not place into Composition I (syllabus for Prep Writing)
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The Office for Student Affairs administers a survey to all students to assess the extent to which
their needs are being met. The results of the survey help administration, faculty, and staff
identify the changing perspective of students and their overall satisfaction with programs and
services. (Survey questions) Currently, Northwest Tech is engaged in reformulating the student
satisfaction survey in partnership with another Kansas technical college so that the questions can
address areas of service more adequately and so that the data from the survey can be compared.
A further step is for both colleges to identify and include a college in another state to have a
means for broader statistical comparisons. The 2010-11 survey showed that all areas except
financial aid and housing rated above a two, on a three point scale. Any areas of academic
affairs, student services, or campus life that rate below a two are required to create a plan for
improvement. (Financial Aid action plan; Housing plan of action)
As a result of environmental scanning, the college recommitted to creating a viable student life
component for the campus. A new position to directly oversee student life was created for
2011-2012; student life organizations such as Student Government and program clubs were reinvigorated to create more on-campus activities that give students the opportunity to voice
opinions and provide feedback to faculty and administration. As stated in the Student
Government by-laws, the Student Government acts as a liaison between the students and the
administration. (Student Government Constitution) Because student life is an important
component of the college’s commitment to quality education, Student Government also created a
focus group for an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) in
Spring semester 2010. (SWOT student focus group)
The implementation of the athletic program grew directly out of the understanding that the
college needed to grow in its ability to serve the community and meet the strategic planning
board goal to direct college efforts and initiatives to ensure enrollment growth. (Strategic Plan,
Goal One, Objective 1-8)The athletic program also creates a more diverse, student centered
campus.
Students participate in the evaluative process of instructors every year. Student evaluations of
instructor performance are compiled into a single document reviewed with each instructor. The
objective of this conference is to identify areas of strengths and areas for improvement. (Student
Evaluation of Faculty) Faculty receive evaluations by administration according to a schedule and
are able to create a plan for improvement of teaching if necessary. (Faculty evaluation folder)
In terms of remaining informed about changing needs of constituents and the community, the
admissions staff works to develop professional relationships with area high school personnel,
receives comments and concerns about the organization, and communicates this information to
administration for review. Northwest Tech was active in the 2010-11 academic year in
articulation agreement meetings with Goodland High School. One of the most important changes
for Northwest Tech is offering concurrent enrollment through Goodland High School.
(Concurrent enrollment handbook)
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• Northwest Tech demonstrates attention to the diversity of the constituencies it serves.
One approach to providing education to a broad constituency is to offer scholarship support.
There is a scholarship for all Kansas non-traditional gender students in non-traditional programs,
such as women entering Diesel Technology; the financial aid coordinator helps students apply for
this scholarship. (Breaking Traditions Scholarship) In addition, the Endowment Association
provides scholarships to students. The organization has established a “Red & Black” scholarship
available to minority students, first generation students, and children of alumni. This scholarship
is used to support enrollment from these targeted groups. (Scholarship Flyer)
Another approach concerns changes in recruiting methods and personnel to encourage increased
enrollment among female and various ethnic groups. Enrollment for the 2011-2012 academic
year showed an almost 5% increase in female students and a 6% increase in the minority
population. (profile) Currently, the college has a performance agreement with KBOR outlining a
goal that addresses strategies to increase minority enrollment (KBOR performance goal 3)
Northwest Tech also is able to provide Little Mavericks Daycare at an affordable rate for student
parents. (daycare flyer)
In May 2011, a diversity workshop was offered for all faculty and staff as well as Goodland civic
leaders as an effort to collaborate with and engage the community; a follow-up workshop was
offered during the Fall in-service (agenda)
Through OWE, internships, practicums and clinicals opportunities, students build valuable skills
such as “real world” performance and customer service that are difficult to duplicate in a
classroom setting. These opportunities also expose students to working with a public made up of
other ethnic and cultural groups. Students gain business/office/shop experience and are better
prepared to enter the workforce in either a rural or urban setting.
Northwest Tech models workplace diversity in its efforts to admit and support students
regardless of disabilities. For example, in 2010-2011, a hearing-impaired student enrolled in the
welding program was able to benefit greatly from using the iPad.
The Resource Center provides resources to help meet student learning needs. These resources
include:
One computer equipped with Kurzweil software

Access for Books-on-Tape

All developmental classes, including developmental and ESL classes for international

students
Information for students about iPad applications that aid in translation and recording

lectures
Student tutoring assistance for general education courses.
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The incorporation of general education classes into all programs of study assists students to
develop skills and positive attitudes in conjunction with their technical programs. These classes
help develop skills such as practical math or business communication and an open-minded,
inquiring attitude which are required for successful employment in a diverse culture and life in a
global society.
A student may at any time self-disclose a learning disability. An Individualized Educational
Plan (IEP) and the 504 plan stating the accommodations made to help the student succeed in high
school is obtained by the counselor. A student with a learning disability is referred to special
services for appropriate developmental reading and math classes. These classes develop basic
skills for the successful completion of a program of study. The special services instructor and the
counselor monitor the progress of a student and advocate support with instructors. The
counselor maintains contact with the identified student, his or her high school professionals, and
the vocational rehabilitation counselor regarding special needs.Tutoring is made available when
an instructor identifies a concern or when a student requests services.
Northwest Tech submits program curriculum to the Veterans Administration allowing students
who have served in the military to apply veteran’s benefits for enrollment. The college observes
Veterans Day by recognizing students, faculty, and staff who have served in the military with a
display table and a reception in the Union hosted by local veterans. The student body gains a
greater appreciation and awareness of those who have served this country. In 2011, the college
supported a new club, the Technical Veterans Association. (brochure) Northwest Tech was
recently recognized by G.I. Jobs magazine as a military friendly school (Plaque)
Northwest Tech’s mission is to produce graduates who make excellent employees. Instructors use
employer feedback to improve their programs; not only is an employer survey sent out every
year, but instructors have personal relationships with employers in their field. Advisory
committee members are considered invaluable references for improving the programs to meet
business and industry needs.
• Northwest Tech’s outreach programs respond to identified community needs.
Northwest Tech responds to requests for continuing education from the community. The number
of online and evening course offerings have expanded. (Spring schedule) The college has
applied to the Higher Learning Commission to offer the Mobile Application program online.
Requirements for pre-requisites for Respiratory Therapy are online. Northwest Tech offers
weekend and evening adult educational classes on an as-needed basis. Classes are dependent
upon adequate enrollment and interest from the public. In Fall 2011, a Conceal and Carry class
with 7 students and a Hunter Safety class with 10 students were offered as well as an Emergency
Medical Training Intermediate.
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The satellite campus at Hays in partnership with North Central Kansas Technical College arose
from a request from North Central Kansas Technical College (NCKTC) to provide an option for
candidates who did not get into the nursing program. In response to students who wish to enroll
part-time in individual courses rather than an entire program of study, Business Technology now
offers that option.
Northwest Tech provides facilities to assist with business and corporate industry trainings,
sessions, and workshops. (Narrative of community/industry campus use) In addition, the college
also provides an Interactive Distance Learning (IDL) studio in the Murray Center on campus to
receive, teach, and transmit classes to surrounding sites. Professional groups use the facility to
conduct continuing education classes. Examples are local attorneys, meteorologists, and the
Western Kansas Schools Alliance
• In responding to external constituencies, Northwest Tech is well-served by programs such as
continuing education, outreach, customized training, and extension services.
Northwest Tech offers online courses, flexible enrollment for part-time students, and use of
facilities to assist business and industry training sessions.
Other services provide by NT include:
•
Hosting the Northwest Kansas FFA contest. (FFA Day 2011)
•
Hosting the Rural School and Community Development Conference. Attended by:
educators, healthcare administrators, former and current state representatives, area
foundation members, local bankers, city managers, and economic development directors
(flyer)
•
Hosting Tech Expo, an open house to the general public and high school students
•
Hosting the Drafting Exhibit for tri-state area high schools, which the engineering
department has hosted for the past 25 years
•
Providing the facility for the Boy Scouts pinewood derby
•
Providing the facility for the American Red Cross blood drive every fall
•
Providing the Keirns Fitness Center for community sponsored basketball tournaments
•
Hosting 6th Grade Career Day where over 400 students attended in 2011.
•
Hosting banquets in the student union for civic groups and the unified school district
•
Hosting local legislative visits by state and national representatives and congressmen
•
Hosting weekly luncheons for Kiwanis, Rotary, and Lions
•
Providing facilities for the National Weather Service and the Kansas Bar Association
Constituents living in the tri-state area have participated in a variety of community events
sponsored by Northwest Tech. In addition to the events listed above the college also hosts:
Interview Days, Family Day, Senior Day, and Halloween Campus Candy. Events are well
attended, promoting a positive social interaction between college employees, students, and
external constituents.
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Northwest Tech has the capacity and resources to offer continuing education classes as needed by
industry. For example: Advanced Care Life Support (ACLS), Basic Life Support (BLS), EMT
and EMT 24-hour refresher course, CNA.
General education classes for Northwest Tech students and community members are held in the
Murray Center. This facility, which houses classrooms and an IDL studio, is also used by
groups, business and industry, and organizations to conduct continuing education, training
seminars, and conferences that they provide. During the past two years some of the groups using
the Murray Center include:
•
The National Weather Service
•
Kansas Bar Association
•
Farm Service Agency
•
Kansas Alliance for Wetlands and Streams
•
American Red Cross for CPR training
•
Western Kansas School Alliance
CORE COMPONENT 5B - NORTHWEST TECH HAS THE CAPACITY AND THE COMMITMENT TO ENGAGE
WITH ITS IDENTIFIED CONSTITUENCIES AND COMMUNITIES.
• Northwest Tech’s structures and processes enable effective connections with its communities.
Northwest Tech is governed by an effective Area Board of Control that consists of nine officers
chosen from the 24-member Advisory Board; all members are from communities in northwest
Kansas. This means of governance provides a solid link to seventeen surrounding counties and
24 school districts, which has been a strength for the organization; the 24 Advisory Board
members are representatives from each school district.
Northwest Tech has a strong history of effective connections with business and industry. As
described previously, each program has an advisory board that meets twice a year through which
programs can strengthen industry support and be alerted to business needs. (Examples of
advisory minutes)
Recruitment across the tri-state area is a necessary endeavor for the college because of its rural
location. The Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs and admissions representatives are
important links between the college and the tri-state area communities. These individuals are
responsible for recruiting and marketing in the tri-state area: Kansas, Nebraska, and Colorado.
The primary focus of the admissions staff is to contact and establish professional relationships
with approximately 400 high school counselors in the tri-state area. Two full-time recruiters
recruit both traditional and non-traditional students and provide information and materials at
events in communities such as at career and educational planning conferences, at high schools,
and at public events. The admissions staff also schedule and provide campus tours of Northwest
Tech for prospective students, parents, and high school groups. In addition, the coaching staff
engage in active recruiting locally, nationally, and internationally.
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Admissions has developed a professional relationship with agencies in the tri-state area that
provide counseling and financial support such as Job Service centers and other state agencies.
Faculty provide additional support of recruiting efforts by making visits to high schools,
attending career planning conferences and career fairs, contacting prospective students by phone,
email, and letters, and conducting program visits.
To effectively update the community with information about Northwest Tech programs and
events, the Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs oversees the marketing efforts to
constituents in the tri-state area. The college hosts campus events such as Family Day, Tech
Expo, Senior Day, FFA Contest, the 6th Grade Career Fair, and Interview Days (Employee
Handbook: Student Affairs Coordinator)
The Murray Center facility houses classroom space and an Interactive Distance Learning (IDL)
studio to provide general education classes for Northwest Tech students and faculty and
community members desiring to complete their educational goals. In addition, the Murray Center
houses continuing education classes.
Northwest Tech connects with the community through the use of “live work” projects and
services provided by many programs. These “live work” projects not only enhance the training
for students, but also provide a great service for the local communities. Examples include the
“Going Green” initiative in carpentry, which depends on donations of either homes or land from
community members; automotive live work; diesel live work on farm equipment; Cosmetology
scheduled over 3,000 appointments during its 2010-2011 academic year.
Northwest Tech’s Max Alderman Library is open to the general public. Through an agreement
with the Kansas Inter-Library Loan System, materials and resources from any Kansas library are
accessible to the campus as well as Goodland and the surrounding communities. Also, the
library participates in a revolving recreational reading program.
Faculty, staff, and administration are involved in many professional and community
organizations. (professional and community involvement) A meeting room in the memorial
Student Union allows for organizations such as Lions, Kiwanis, and Rotary to hold weekly lunch
or dinner meetings.
• Northwest Tech’s co-curricular activities engage students, staff, administrators, and faculty
with external communities.
Northwest Tech provides many co-curricular activities to engage students, staff, administrators,
and faculty in becoming an integral part of the community. Some of these activities are
highlighted below:
The college hosts SkillsUSA district meeting as well as some state competitions.
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Northwest Tech hosts the FFA District competition for high school students from the
Northwest Kansas area. Carpentry, Electrical Technology, Engineering Technology,
Diesel Technology, and Welding Technology programs provide the arrangements for this
competition, which include the physical set-up, applications, and written tests to evaluate
the participants’ skills. The participants receive recognition and awards individually and
as an FFA chapter. (schedule and results)
The Engineering Technology program hosts an annual drafting exhibit for high school
students from the tri-state area to display drawings completed in high school drafting
classes. Engineering Technology students judge the quality and accuracy of the exhibits.
Recognition and awards are presented to winners of each contest category. High school
students from the tri-state area are invited to attend and view the exhibits.
The Cosmetology capstone project called “Dream Salon” is on display in cosmetology
during the spring, and advisory board members judge the projects.
Cosmetology hosts a Prom Day fund raiser. (flyer)
Sixth Grade Career Day offers an opportunity for hands-on demos in the programs.
Tech Expo is an open house for high school students. (flyer)
Athletic Programs host home games and their practices are open to the public.

• Northwest Tech’s educational programs connect students with external communities.
Northwest Tech provides students with numerous opportunities to connect with external
communities. OWE, internship, practicums, and clinicals offer students an opportunity to gain
valuable experience in their particular program. Students are exposed to actual work
performance and the utilization of current technologies in their program of study through these
experiences. (College Catalog: Occupational Work Experience)
Northwest Tech has a process for all programs to conduct educational field trips once a year.
Program field trips allow students to experience business and industry in action. These field trips
enhance the learning experience, connecting students with external communities while making
students aware of employment opportunities. (College Catalog: Field Trips)
Interview Days allow Northwest Tech to connect students with business and industry
representatives. Representatives come to the Northwest Tech campus to conduct interviews in
all applicable programs. (Company List for Interview Days) This activity requires students to
prepare a resume, apply, and then interview for a job. Programs that conduct campus interviews
are: Diesel Technology, Communications Technology/Communication Network Technology,
Collision Repair, Auto Technology, and Engineering Technology. The remaining programs set up
off campus interviews through the career services coordinator to assist students in securing
employment.
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Students have several avenues available to them to connect with the communities outside the
campus. Student Government, Ambassador Leaders, and Ambassador Club members conduct
campus tours. Circle K students participate in the flag project in the Goodland community; in
SkillsUSA, one of the requirements is public speaking; during Flatlanders, each program creates
an activity or food booth open to community members.
• Northwest Tech’s resources—physical, financial, and human—support effective programs of
engagement and service.
Physical Resources
Northwest Tech occupies 24 buildings on a 50-acre tract in Goodland, Kansas. The attractive
campus houses 11 program buildings, Vocatio Village I, II, and Honors (student housing), the
Memorial Union, the Keirns Fitness Center, the Resource Center which includes the library, and
the Murray Center (distance learning/general education facility). The organization owns
additional property consisting of 20 acres adjacent to the main campus for the addition of
facilities and new programs of study as the college continues to grow as exampled by the new
soccer field. (Campus Map)
Vocatio Village I, II, III, and the Maverick Suites provide housing for students attending
Northwest Tech. The organization constructed, owns, and operates this student housing funded
through the sale of revenue bonds. Because Northwest Tech is a technical college serving
constituents in a tri-state area, it is a priority to provide student housing on campus, and in a rural
setting, adequate housing alternatives are not always plentiful. One hundred-six housing units are
available to the student body on a first-come-first serve basis. Thirty-two are apartment style
with cooking facilities; forty-four housing units require a meal contract through the student
union. Vocatio Village II apartments are available to both married and single students.
The Keirns Fitness Center is a sports and fitness facility enabling Northwest Tech to conduct
intramural sports throughout the year, including basketball, volleyball, dodge ball, and
racquetball. (College Catalog: Intramurals) The fitness center also adequately houses the new
athletic programs. The facility is also utilized by external constituents such as the local school
district to hold community sponsored sports-related activities. The student life position includes
fitness center supervision to oversee and schedule events.
Northwest Tech is focused on maintaining and improving facilities so students and all other
constituents will be well-served. From 2009-2011 three major instructional buildings were reroofed. To better serve students, all administrative offices were reconfigured in the
administrative building; student affairs and financial aid now occupy a larger area for more
privacy and efficiency in handling student affairs, and the academic affairs office is now more
accessible and visible.
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The cosmetology building was remodeled in 2009/2010 with stimulus dollars to provide a
modern facility to: boost enrollment; provide accessibility to seniors; and increase services
offered.

Before! !
!
!
!
!
After
From Oct 1, 2010 - July 15, 2011, there was a total of 916 customers and 3275 appointments.

The Max Alderman Library offers computers for student use, a wide variety of periodicals,
newspapers, reference materials, software programs, trade journals, and Internet access; access to
additional books, CD-ROMs, audio-visual resources, and online databases support the programs.
All library patrons have access to the databases for research. For those students with reading
disabilities, Kurzweil Reader Software will read and speak text to the student. Northwest Tech
encourages students to use the resources and services available in the library (stats from library).
When the decision was made nationally to close the armories, the Goodland Armory was
designated as one to be closed. The college lobbied the city Armory Committee about the use of
the building for new programs. The committee decided to lease it to the college for $1 per year
for five years in return for the college maintaining its upkeep. The Armory now houses the
wrestling practices and the nursing program.
The Boyington Arena became part of the college physical facilities in 2010. The rodeo team
houses its horses there and uses this arena for hosting home events and for practice.
The satellite campus at Hays in partnership with North Central Kansas Technical College arose
from a request from North Central Kansas Technical College (NCKTC) to provide an option for
candidates who did not get into the nursing program.
Financial Resources
Northwest Tech’s history provides many examples of financial resource development and
investment to assure the fulfillment of the organization’s mission. The annual college audit
shows the current stability of the college from a financial perspective. (2010 Audit)
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Some examples of how Northwest Tech’s financial resources support programs of engagement
are:
•
Developmental services for students to develop or improve their math, reading, and
writing skills; tutoring services to assist students with class assignments and with
studying for tests, quizzes, or state and national exams.
•
The campus iPad initiative, made possible through a partnership with Eagle
Communications, Finley Motors and the college; the community iPad initiative where the
college shared iPad resources with civic leaders in the community for creative input for
the best way to use this technology for the benefit of the community.
•
The professional development plan has paid $87,621 in tuition assistance to faculty since
2008.
•
Professional development activities such as industry sponsored workshops, coursework
leading to a degree, internships in a career area, and presentations at state and national
conferences.
•
Scholarship fund in partnership with the city/county (Invest in Your Future presentation)
•
Endowment Association fundraiser which raises $20,000-30,000 annually for student
scholarships. The 2011 fundraiser was the most successful to date, raising $30,000, all of
which is used to scholarship students. (scholarship report)
Human Resources
Northwest Tech staff consists of 99 employees, 67 full-time and 32 part-time: three
administrators, two counselors, 26 technical instructors, five general education/developmental
education faculty, 19 adjunct faculty, and 44 full- and part-time support personnel. These
individuals oversee Northwest Tech operations and provide instruction and student support.
To strengthen the college’s infrastructure for future enrollment increase, the Office of Student
Affairs added additional representation with the Assistant Vice President, a web master/media
specialist, and a technology support position; in addition, the counselor position became fulltime. The athletic department staff, including an athletic director, assistant director, and three
coaching assistants, were also added.
To strengthen the general education division, a full-time social science instructor was hired and
several adjunct faculty came on board to teach general education and continuing education
options. Other new faculty hired included a second year Business instructor, a full-time
instructor for Automotive and Diesel technology to share, a paraprofessionals for welding, and
faculty for the new Mobile Applications and Entertainment Development program.
Northwest Tech feels that its presence in the community is vital; therefore, it devotes resources to
remain involved and of service to the community. Northwest Tech hopes that more opportunities
for service learning arise and can be developed.
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• Planning processes project ongoing engagement and service.
Since 2009, Northwest Tech has devoted time and attention to improving its communication
within its community, state of Kansas, and nationally. One of the most important events in
2010-11 was the invitation by the Aspen Institute for Northwest Tech to join 119 other two-year
colleges at a conference with Jill Biden in Washington, D.C.. As a result of that invitation,
Northwest Tech was eligible to apply for a grant from the Aspen Institute for Excellence in
Education, which it did. (grant application)
In terms of serving the community, Northwest Tech shared its iPad initiative with civic leaders
who included the city manager, superintendent of schools, newspaper editor, and business leaders
so that they could become aware of the services that Northwest Tech could provide. As one
direct result, the city commissioners now have iPads and all city meetings are paperless.
(collaborations interview).
Board Goal 1, “Direct College Efforts and Initiatives to Ensure Enrollment Growth”, has led the
to college to begin an intercollegiate athletic program which not only increases enrollment but
also involves the college in a larger community in terms of hosting home games and inviting the
community at large to attend.
Board Goal 2, “Promote and Enhance a Diverse, Student-Centered Campus”, led to the creation
of a student life position to support student leadership opportunities and student led events.
Board Goal 4, “Further Develop Business, Industry and Community Alliances”, led the college
to plan more community involvement such as the iPad initiative and the annual rural conference.
(Fall Conference brochure) Strategy 4-1b, to create a welcoming environment to senior citizen
population, was addressed with the remodel of the cosmetology building in 2010 with federal
stimulus monies to include easier access for senior citizens. (board goal 4-1b)
CORE COMPONENT 5C - NORTHWEST TECH

DEMONSTRATES ITS RESPONSIVENESS TO THOSE

CONSTITUENCIES THAT DEPEND ON IT FOR SERVICE.

• Collaborative ventures exist with other higher learning organizations and education sectors
(e.g. K-12 partnerships, articulation arrangements, 2+2 programs).
Providing excellent general education courses and then creating the opportunity for students to
transfer seamlessly to other institutions has been an important focus for Northwest Tech since its
transition from a technical school to a college began in 2001. Towards that end, Northwest Tech
has expanded courses and hired qualified faculty and adjunct instructors. Northwest Tech offers
an Associate of Applied Science degree and promotes ongoing higher education through
articulation agreements with several colleges and universities. ( Articulation agreements;
transfer equivalencies)
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Northwest Tech is also involved in preparing students for certification testing from accrediting
organizations such as the Kansas Board of Cosmetology licensing, Automotive Service
Excellence Certifications (ASE), American Association of Medical Assistant Certification
(AAMA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for Air Conditioning Certification,
Telecommunications Research Associates Certification (TRA), Certified Electronic Technicians
(CET), American Welding Society Certification (AWS), MOUS (Microsoft Office User
Specialist, Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA), A+, NET +, and Electrical journeyman
license.
The college became an ACT test center in 2010. Northwest Tech actively supports the pursuit of
applicable licensing, accreditation, or certification to ensure that students are prepared to meet
the rigors established by state, federal, licensing, and accrediting agencies. In fact, test fees are
included in program fees so that students are aware that preparing for the tests is a part of their
curriculum.
High schools across the tri-state region are important affiliates of the college. Various events
made available by Northwest Tech for high school students are: the College Option for juniors/
seniors, concurrent enrollment for Goodland High School students, Tech Expo, Shadowing Day
in a program of choice, Spring Open House, and FFA day.
Northwest Tech partners with local elementary schools by hosting a Sixth Grade Career Day.
(2011 6th Grade Day; Sixth Grade Day letters to principals) This annual event invites sixth
graders from the tri-state area to the campus to participate in a host of career exploration
activities. Instructors and students from the technical programs as well as local business and
industry representatives are invited to make presentations pertaining to career fields. This day
provides a wonderful opportunity for the campus to host business and industry representatives.

AT instructor demonstrating mechanical principles with bowling ball and scale to 6th graders
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Northwest Tech has articulation agreements with several area high schools in support of
technical education in these high schools and allows the high school students to prepare for the
programs of study offered at the college. Agreements for curriculum articulation are designed to
provide a seamless program of study for students from these high schools. (Articulation
agreements with area high schools; articulation form)
Since 2005, faculty members and an administrator have participated in the statewide program to
align the curriculum of technical colleges and community colleges for transferability of
coursework. Instructors representing Medical Assistant, Collision Repair, Auto Technology,
HVAC/R, Business Technology, Welding Technology, Respiratory Therapy, Electrical, and
Carpentry have been involved with the process of identifying core curriculum that will be taught
in all KBOR approved programs of study. It is KBOR’s goal to standardize technical education
programs and courses using common curriculum for seamless education and to institute a tiercost model for funding. (Alignment maps)
For 2010-11 Northwest Tech partnered with Colby Community College to provide classroom
space and general education courses for its nursing students; the Medical Assistant program
partnered with North Central Kansas Technical College to create a satellite program in Hays;
Apple, Inc., as a corporation that concerns itself with education, has been instrumental in training
faculty to use iTunes and podcasts for classroom learning. The iPad initiative has drawn
Northwest Tech and Apple into a productive relationship that is benefitting the college, the
corporation, and the community of Goodland.
• Northwest Tech’s transfer policies and practices create an environment supportive of the
mobility of learners.
Courses accepted for transfer to Northwest Tech are evaluated based on specific criteria
including the course completed at a regionally accredited institution, the credit hour equivalency,
and the consistency of the course description and objectives. The Vice President for Academic
Affairs, the counselor, and faculty are responsible for determining courses that can be transferred
to Northwest Tech.
Advanced standing can be granted to a student who has prior work experience, coursework, or
military experience. (College Catalog: Advanced Standing) The Vice President for Academic
Affairs and faculty evaluate and determine appropriate advanced placement in the desired
program of study.
To graduate from Northwest Tech with an AAS degree, a student is required to earn a minimum
of 15 to 18 general education credit hours in addition to completing a technical program of study.
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There are four programs that require additional general education credit hours to attain the AAS
degree: Business, Carpentry, Cosmetology, Medical Assistant, and Welding. (College Catalog:
Degree requirements) Northwest Tech has a policy, which allows students to transfer credits
earned from other institutions to complete the AAS degree. (College Catalog: Transfer of credit)
Through the articulation agreements with Fort Hays State University (FHSU), Kansas State
University (KSU), Pittsburgh State University (PSU), Washburn University, and Ottawa
University, a student can transfer the AAS degree to receive credit towards a bachelor degree.
Northwest Tech continues to research other opportunities for similar agreements. This is a goal
contained in the performance agreement with KBOR. (KBOR performance agreement)
• Community leaders testify to the usefulness of Northwest Tech’s programs of engagement.
Various employers and leaders throughout the region have testified to the value of Northwest
Tech’s students and their ability to succeed. (Example letters of support) Employers complete a
survey concerning graduate preparedness for the workforce. (Employer Follow-up form)
Northwest Tech has received letters of appreciation and thank you notes from groups and
organizations benefitting from the hospitality and support of students and staff. Program
instructors also receive letters from parents of graduates and from graduates themselves
acknowledging the value of the education received at Northwest Tech. (letters) The President
received letters of thanks for hosting leadership Kansas. (Letters)
• Northwest Tech’s programs of engagement give evidence of building effective bridges among
diverse communities.
Concurrent enrollment is an effective bridge between the college and the community high
school, as is the college option.
Northwest Tech maintains contact with Area Vocational Rehabilitation counselors which
provides academic and financial support of students with disabilities. The Workforce Investment
Act (WIA) provides financial support to non-traditional and low-income students retraining to
prepare for a new career. The SER Farm worker program, located in the resource center on
campus, provides financial and employment services in Kansas to migrant and seasonal farm
workers transitioning from agriculture or a related occupation to a non-agriculture career. (SER
brochure)
Northwest Tech has designated the “Red & Black” scholarship to enable minority and nontraditional students to attend a program of study. The “Red & Black” scholarship is awarded
through the organization’s endowment and is designed to assist in the enrollment of minority and
non-traditional gender students into the technical programs. (Scholarship Flyer)
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The Northwest Tech welding instructor participates in regional parades with his draft horses to
represent the college. Hosting athletic events on campus provides another means for community
inclusiveness.
Tech Expo day opens the campus to high school students who can engage in various hands on
activities in technical programs of their choice. In the same vein, Sixth Grade day is specifically
geared toward sixth graders and anecdotal evidence suggests that this day would be important to
middle schoolers as well. (Counseling advisory minutes 2009-10)
In 2009, the college was able to open its own on-campus child care services with a director who
has a master’s degree in early childhood education. Little Mavericks offers affordable childcare
for students, faculty, and staff, and is located next to the campus. (Flyer)
Student Government sponsored community activities like the Genesis Food Drive and Salvation
Army bell ringing are invaluable ways for the college to contribute to the community; these
opportunities for engagement remind students of the importance of community service.
The attention the college has paid to diversifying its recruitment staff has enhanced its ability to
communicate with Spanish speaking, non-traditional, and first generation students.
• Northwest Tech participates in partnerships focused on shared educational, economic, and
social goals.
Partnerships focused on shared economic and social goals include the articulation agreements
with high schools and universities; the OWE, internship, practicum and clinical opportunities;
the agreement for online courses with Telecommunications Research Associates (TRA) for the
Communication Technology program; the support of the Endowment association; the iPad
initiative with civic leaders; the collaboration with Colby Community College nursing program;
the collaboration with North Central Kansas Technical College for the Medical Assistant
program; concurrent enrollment option with Goodland High School; and Northwest Tech’s
involvement in community activities such as the Health Fair, Red Cross Blood Drive, Genesis
Food Drive, Salvation Army Bell Ringing, Flatlander’s Festival.
One of the most recent partnerships for community economic development and college housing
needs involved revitalizing a motel. (Motel story) Another example of a partnership with the city
is the acquisition of the National Guard Armory. (Armory story)
• Northwest Tech’s partnerships and contractual arrangements uphold the organization’s
integrity.
The partnerships that Northwest Tech has formed are critical to its continued success and
necessary to its mission. The organization has a history of both formal and informal partnerships
that have created “win/win” situations.
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Partnership agreements are mutually negotiated, honored, and modified as the parties agree.
Current partnerships include: 1) Colby Community College for the nursing program; 2) North
Central Kansas Technical College for the Medical Assistant program; 3) articulation agreements
with high schools, colleges, and universities; 4) dual credit with Goodland High School; 5)
Employer agreements for OWE, internships, practicums and clinicals. The partnership with
Telecommunications Research Associates (TRA) provides a platform to offer online classes in
Communications Technology; Northwest Tech and TRA offer certificates for completion. In all
articulation agreements, the college follows state articulation guidelines; the college’s attorney is
available to review formal contractual agreements to ensure that Northwest tech is presenting
fair, accurate, and legally sound information to all parties involved.
CORE COMPONENT 5D - INTERNAL
NORTHWEST TECH PROVIDES.

AND EXTERNAL CONSTITUENCIES VALUE THE SERVICES

• Northwest Tech’s evaluation of services involves the constituencies served.
To best evaluate its services, Northwest Tech surveys the constituencies it serves, including
students, alumni, employers, and faculty and staff.
Students are given opportunities to evaluate instruction through the instructor evaluation process.
(Evaluation form) Students may address opinions on other organizational services through
Student Government, focus groups, and an annual student satisfaction survey. (Student
Satisfaction Survey Results from AIR)
Alumni complete a follow-up survey to provide feedback on their current job status and the job
preparation they received at Northwest Tech. This valuable information is compiled and
distributed to respective program faculty for use in assessing program goals. Students report
their satisfaction level with the training provided by Northwest Tech and how the training has
helped in their current position. Through surveys, comments, and suggestions Northwest Tech
gains information to improve its programs. (Cosmetology sample of program review and 2010
Graduate Follow-up comments)
Employers who have hired a Northwest Tech graduate are also surveyed to assess the entry-level
skills and preparation of the employee. Approximately 30% of employers’ return the survey and
the follow-up report is disseminated to Area Board of Control, administration, and faculty.
Faculty reference the information to evaluate the skills and knowledge being taught and to
identify needed improvements. (2010 Graduate Follow-up results) (Excerpts from annual
program review)
The advisory committees for each technical program provide objective perspectives to Northwest
Tech from business and industry. Each fall the boards review and validate the current
competencies, for both the technical and general education classes.
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Advisory committees also review the program and recommended requirements for admissions,
program content, program length, program objectives, competency tests, instructional materials,
equipment, method of evaluation, and the skills and/or proficiencies, as well as any needed
media services. They verify the range of remuneration that can reasonably be expected by
graduates who enter the workforce. (Advisory Validation form)
An institutional effectiveness survey allows faculty and staff to rate the services provided by the
institution so that results will direct improvement of processes and procedures. For example,
when the financial aid office was rated below a 2.0 the financial aid director came up with a plan
that has resulted in improvement. (Financial Aid action plan)
• Service programs and student, faculty, and staff volunteer activities are well-received by the
communities served.
Northwest Tech provides customer service work in some programs. Program faculty carefully
screen these experiences to make certain they support the curriculum. These services are
provided at a reduced cost to the customer and facilitate the training provided by Northwest Tech
by giving students “live work” experience. Examples of “live-work” performed by students are
vehicle repair, oil changes, bumper repair, truck and tractor maintenance, house re-wiring,
drafting plans for a porch remodel, carpentry projects, haircuts, manicures, and etc.
Northwest Tech is frequently solicited to assist with volunteer projects in the community. These
projects allow students to experience volunteerism and community service. Some of the
volunteer projects completed by Northwest Tech students and staff are:
•
Meals on Wheels
•
American Red Cross Blood Drive
•
Campus Candy
•
Shine on Sherman County Beautification
•
Sherman County Health Fair
•
Community Nativity Scene Setup
•
Genesis Food Drive
•
Salvation Army Bell Ringing
•
American Cancer Society Relay for Life
•
Circle K Easter Egg Hunt
Northwest Tech receives feedback from organizations expressing appreciation for services
provided by the students, faculty, and staff volunteers. ( Thank You Letters )
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• Northwest Tech’s economic and workforce development activities are sought after and
valued by civic and business leaders.
Business, industry, and other organizations seek out and value the college’s workforce programs,
as evidenced by our high job placement rate. (Graduate placement charts) Northwest Tech
effectively responds to local and regional business and industry education and training demands,
being innovative and flexible in an ability to host certification and training. Northwest Tech is
pro-active in seeking opportunities to meet the workforce and economic development needs of
the community and tri-state area. From 2008 to the present, several courses initiated and
conducted by industry and organizations became credit granting workshops/courses, and the
college continues to seek out every opportunity for economic and workforce development to
benefit the region. (Narrative of industry/community use of campus)
“Interview Days”, most often held in the spring, provide opportunity for the college to invite
employers to campus to interview current students for job openings at their business upon
graduation. In addition, student interest surveys at local high schools alert the college to possible
programs of study that could be offered. (High School Survey results)
Because the college is concerned with educating workers who remain in the community, input
from civic and business leaders is valuable. The iPad and the development of a new program,
Mobile Application and Entertainment Development are examples of how the college is creating
avenues of commitment to the industry and civic progress of the community. Several
opportunities have been formalized between the college and regional community leaders in
businesses. (Industry partnerships) Northwest Tech also surveys employers regarding new
programs. (survey)
Goodland High School administrators recognized the strides the college had made in taking
ownership of its general education classes and providing seamless transfer; as a direct result,
Northwest Tech now has a dual credit contract with Goodland High School. (Concurrent
enrollment handbook)
Participation in state and local leadership organizations as well as alliances with businesses
has made staff and administration more aware of how the economic and workforce development
is connected on a global scale. The iPad initiative supports the goal of training workers skilled in
21st Century technology who can be employed anywhere in the world while being able to live
locally. Northwest Tech’s intention in creating the new program, Mobile Application and
Entertainment Development was three-fold: 1) to enable future employees to train in one of the
most up and coming industries for job placement 2) to fill vacancies in businesses in this area
and 3) to enable graduates to work remotely while remaining in this area. (Letters for Mobile
App)
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The scholarship program between the city, county, and the college has created an economic and
workforce impact to the community by supporting students to stay in the community to start their
higher education experience. The national statistic is that each college student spends $3,000
each year in the community where he or she attends and is more likely to stay and work within
the community upon graduation. (Invest in Your Future presentation)
• External constituents participate in Northwest Tech’s activities and cocurricular programs
open to the public.
Constituents living in the tri-state area have participated in a variety of community events
sponsored by Northwest Tech. Events are well attended promoting a positive social interaction
between the organization’s employees, students, and external constituents.
Approximately 300 family members attend the Family Day open house held every year in
October. The Tech Expo, an annual open house held in the fall for prospective students, involves
over 200 individuals in attendance. During Interview Days, over 70 employers will conduct job
interviews with Northwest Tech students. The college students, faculty and staff provide a safe
Trick-or-Treating environment for the community by hosting a “Campus Candy” event for kids
around Halloween.
In fall 2009 the college initiated a Rural School and Community Development Conference to be
held annually to join educators, local, regional and state leaders to explore opportunities to invest
in the future of our communities. (Third Annual Rural Conference brochure)
With the addition of athletics, the college is able to host activities it could never host before such
as home competitions. In 2010-11 the college saw two home wrestling matches, one home golf
competition, and a rodeo fundraiser at the college arena. The 2011-12 athletic schedule,
especially the wrestling schedule, will provide additional opportunities for home events to
involve the community and surrounding region. (Wrestling calendar)
• The organization’s facilities are available to and used by the community.
Northwest Tech facilities are used by a number of organizations and individuals. Examples
include:
The Murray Center is used for meetings and IDL conferencing, workshops, and outreach

classes offered by other institutions of higher learning.
The Student Union provides meals and meeting facilities for such groups as the Lions

Club, Rotary, Kiwanis, Gideon’s, Goodland Chamber of Commerce, Goodland Boy
Scouts, Goodland Frontier Equity Co-op, and the American Red Cross.
Local groups and community members utilize the Keirns Fitness Center for basketball

tournaments and other activities.
Technical program facilities have been used for continuing education training and

workshops. Examples of this include: industry training in the Diesel Technology
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program for Case, New Holland, John Deere, and Foley’s; in the Collision Repair
program for Martin Senour; in the Cosmetology program for OPI, Image Makers, and
Peels; and in HVAC, for Lennox.
The library is available to community members for research with access to any resources
that are available to Northwest Tech students, including Internet access and access to any
library collection in the state.
Local attorneys use the Murray Center annually for educational seminars.
Goodland High School held its state Family, Career, & Community Leaders of America
(FCCLA) conference on campus in fall 2010.
Kansas University reserves some of the college’s student housing during the summer for
their students completing internships in the area.
US Census Bureau holds their testing at the Murray Center for their testing needs during
the Census.
SkillsUSA meetings are held on campus.
The organization provides programs to meet the continuing education needs of licensed
professionals on an as needed basis.

• Northwest Tech provides programs to meet the continuing education needs of licensed
professionals in its community.
The continuing education program also benefits the college with enrollment growth, the number
one goal in the strategic plan. The course offerings provided have exponentially increased since
the first comprehensive accreditation visit in 2007. In 2007, the college offered no online
courses, and for Spring 2012, the offerings include 18 online courses and 20 evening. (2012
online and evening course schedule)
Northwest Tech has long been an onsite paper/pencil testing center for Automotive Services
Excellence (ASE) making it possible for area technicians to earn or renew their ASE
certification. Because changes in ACT processes would move all testing to computerized testing
after 2011, the college proactively applied for and received ACT Test Center status. This status
allows the college to administer the computerized, standardized, high-stakes examinations.
Respiratory Therapy instructors are instructor certified to provide health care professionals with
required certifications such as Advanced Care Life Support (ACLS) and Basic Life Support
(BLS) A Concealed Carry class and a Hunter Safety class wee held on campus in November.
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CRITERION FIVE STRENGTHS



Active involvement of the advisory boards.



Comprehensive general education curriculum.



Responsiveness to industry needs/training.



Transfer agreements for seamless education.

CRITERION FIVE CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE



Northwest Tech recognizes the need to expand its program of engagement and continues
to initiate involvement with the community. Additional planning through the strategic
planning process can assist.



Develop survey for customers of “live work”; determine customer satisfaction.



Continue communication with constituents.



Involve students in service learning.
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Conclusion
Northwest Tech provides a well-structured campus with impressive buildings and qualified
faculty and staff dedicated to the success and future of the college.
Division/Location
Library

Resources Available
• Inter-‐library	
  loan
• Variety	
  of	
  books
• Recent	
  donation	
  of	
  a	
  private	
  library	
  (Max	
  Alderman)
• Computers	
  with	
  internet	
  access
• Kurzweil	
  Reader	
  for	
  Visually	
  Impaired	
  Students
• Machine	
  for	
  Audio	
  Impaired	
  Students	
  
• Full-‐time	
  Developmental	
  Staff	
  Assistance
Resource Center
• Special	
  Developmental	
  Coursework
• Job	
  Preparation	
  Services	
  through	
  Alumni	
  OfOice
• Computers	
  with	
  Internet	
  Access
• Computers	
  with	
  Internet	
  Access
Computer Lab in
• Internal	
  Online	
  Testing	
  Center	
  
Resource Center
• Third	
  Party	
  Testing	
  Center
• General	
  Education	
  Offerings
Murray Center
• Distance	
  Learning	
  Technology	
  (IDL	
  Equipment)
• Large	
  Assembly	
  Room
Auditorium
• Collision	
  Repair	
  Shop	
  
Transportation Division
• Hybrid	
  Training
• Diesel	
  Repair	
  Shop
• Alternative	
  Fuels	
  Training
• Automotive	
  Technology
• Engineering	
  Technology
Construction Division
• Carpentry
• Electrical	
  Technology
• HVAC/R
• Welding
• Communications	
  Technology
Information Technology
• Mobile	
  Application	
  &	
  Entertainment	
  Development
• Computer	
  Graphics	
  Technology
• Business	
  Technology
Health and Human
• Cosmetology
Services
• Medical	
  Assistant
• Respiratory	
  Therapy
• EMT
• CNA
• CMA

As a small rural college that contributes significantly to the economy of its service area,
Northwest Tech feels responsible for providing the best quality training and education. Towards
this end, Northwest Tech fosters a culture of inquiry and communication and supports
professional development; Northwest Tech believes it meets the criterion for accreditation and
respectfully requests affirmation from the visiting team and the Commission.
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